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CIIAPrER I 
nlTRODUOTION 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
In no other sphere of endeavor has there been so widespread 
a searohing for ettiaienoy in recent years, as in the field of educa-
tion. The search-light of inquiry is being turned upon every phase 
.of education; elaborate e:x:pariments ~re being made, new theories teat-
ed, and 1n many oases, extravagant claims set forth. 'lb.is critical 
attitude toward things as they are in edu::sation is so pronounced among 
educational leaders as to leave the honest seeker after truth some• 
what bewildered. When the humble teaoher in the class room, meeting 
daily face to face the complex problems of education, studies the claims 
ot the mny, end sometimes conflicting theories to be found in the educ-
ational 11 terature of today, he is led to say with jesting Pilate: 
"What is Truth"? 
In the whole field of education. there has been no phase in 
recent years more thoroughly studied, criticised and evaluated then 
classroom method._ The traditional olass recitation bas been haled 
.l
forth, "unh~ly'' hands lave been la.1 d upon 1 t, and leaders ot var.Lous 
types have demanded either that it prove its validity, that it justify 
its existence, or that it be forced to go the way of other antiq':le thin.gs 
that have outlived_ their usefulness. such educa~ors would say with King 
Arthur: 
"The old order changeth, yielding place to new, 
And God tultils himself in :many weys, 
te+st one good custom should corrupt the world." 
ono ot the most stimulattns works on the newer type ot 
class room procedure tbnt the author Jtas exumined is the "Passing or 
tha Reo1tnt1on .. by Dr. v.T. 'l'hayf)r or Ohio state UJ.uvers1tr.1 nr. 
Thayer pointa out that thu class 1•ee1tat1on.1 when it ortstnated a
century ego, wns baaed upon these three pr1no iplea of edu,ational 
prooedm•e, v1h!eh we1•e oomnollly ncool)tod at that time: Flrst, "the 
1dont1fioo.t1on. or schooling wt th text book learnlng"J· second,. the 
aosumption that "the mind is o. wtut tablet" which :g;assively reodven all 
1tn impressions tram an exterml world; thwd, that neauoa.tion is an 
1nd1 v1dunl1stio and moleot1 w pmeeas 'ttli.ch operates primartl.y by
elim11iation". Di-. Tbnyer soeo on to J;)Q1nt out that it our educational 
philosophy has Ullclergone no importa.nt change in the psst century. it 
is reasonable to aasumo tbnt the t:radi tional class reoitat,s.on '*still 
meets our 11eeds11 • ttOn the othor hood, 1t our educational aims and ideals 
as well as our theory ot the learning prrn eas ere tunduinentelly different., 
"e sl1ould seek tor a teoohing mathod oonsia tent 111th this ne11 point ot
vie,,." 
Dr._ H.o. Morr1Hon ot Chicago Untversi ty, 1n disoussins ni'he 
Uni\ in H1stor,Jt•2, saye tl'at 19aonoept1on of' teaching history should 
not be what 1a found. in marly ell class room. subjects. nam.e]3• a 
srountl•to--beeovarod end lesaona-to,be-leal'!lled process". He turther 
snye that the Unit Plan creates a l1k1~ tor hi.story• and thnt 1 t 
l. "The Pnaoing ot the neoitation•t by Dr. V.T. fha,er, D.O. Heath am 
Oo. (19W). 
2 .. "Pruotioe ot Teaching in the Secondary Schooltt • Dr. H.O. Morrison. 
University ot Ohiongo Preso (1926). 
J.nllkan ot hiatort "an evolut1onaey ao1enoe, the study.;oi' wh1oh 1n the. 
school 1s. to prooeed by a teohniqUU mt unlike that !Jh1ah 1s appli<!d to ' 
w.A. St1B].or, Asaistant-Superintendcnt ot sohoole,· ri· Paso,; 
'I'exn:s, in wr1 tinEt ot the Un1 t Plan3 says; "All teeohing ot h1stoey 
. \_
\Vbioh makes any lnatil'@ 1mpmoo1on upon the miml of tho student involves 
tho treoins of tiignifionnt movements ext0ndi~ ovar period.a ot many 
yea.rs or oentur1os. Isoln.ted, unreio.ted tncts are forgotten almost ea 
soon a.a they nre l);lSEJGd over, and. it remanbered are frequently out 
of their proper eett1ng.tt He ~ther stateo that an oxpex-imont re• 
vealed the taat that the Unit. Plan ttevolox,ed greater 1ntereat and brought 
about better nss1mil.ation ot l!flterlul theu the old recitation plan.· 
B.w. Phillips, Univemtty ot lVisconein, in d1souss1l:lS the ,;-
Unit .Plan\ says: "lt 1a cami~ to be wide],y recosnizad that the cssign• 
ment and eubeequont recitation or dolly leasons as units ot 1nstruotion· · 
does not produoe results in hn:ttnony wt th present•day aims of education. 
Thia would se~m to be eapeeinl~ true 1n the teaching or history. Under 
tho da1ly lesson nnd reQitation system, the pupil too often. J.eerna 
lessons rather than h\~tp!Z'•·• In opaoldng ot reaulta, he sa,s: 
1'Direoted study, soa1alized procedure, oulti wt ion of the historical 
atti tudo, orenti va thinking bl tho best sense; mot:l vat ion,. the challenge • . 
3. "Unit Plan of Teaching History•• by ti.A. Stigler, Junior-Senior Bish 
School Olea.ring House, .Tuna, 1930. . 
4. 0 Assignment ot a Large Unit ot WorkrY,. by B.tif. Phillips. m.etor1cal 
outlook, Uay • 1928. · · 
all are to be found in suoh a procedure." 
.r.w. Baldwin, in d1sauas1ng "~e Social stuM.ee Laborator1"5 
says: "With this increased emphasis upon the social studies, has 
come in the p:tst .tew years a. reorsa.ntzation· ot oontent and method which 
hao transformed them from mo:re or less nbstmct• theoretical• textbook 
aubjoots lnto oouraea obaraoterized by a maximum of pup1l-activ1ty, de-
manding a considerable amount of oonorete, problem~eolving or labo~to17 
equ1pn.ent to make their preaen tat ion et:reot1 ve and appsaling end to . .
inorenae the probability that 1nfornat1on, heb1 ts and e.ttitudes aoquired 
will tunct1on properly in sohool and 1n later lite." 
~perimental and statistical Studies Oono~ni~ Methods 
ot Ins truotion 
Velda o. Barnsberger6, as a reailt ot a comparative studT 
( 
ot the Unit Plan end the mcro fonnal textbook plan, dxnwa the following 
oonaluaions: 
(l) That p.1.pila taught by .an activity type. ot course 
did ns well ar el1{jltly better on·ao hlevement tests 
than pupils taugb t by a llX>re formal textbook method 
ot instruction. 
(a) Tbat the activity typo of course enaoureged more 
. desirable leiaure reading habits on the pirt ot pupils. 
(3) 'l'hnt pupils taught by the Unit t:,p1 of oourse 1n-
d1oated more outs1 de interests connected with the 
subjeot mtter ot the social studies than the oontml 
group.
6. Columbia Univerai ty Oontril:ntionsto Fduoe.tion. "The Social Studies 
Laboratory", by 1.w. Baldwin, (1929). 
6. Columbia University Contributions to Ed.uou.tion. "An Appraisal ot a
Social Studies Course", by Veldu o. Barnsbergar. 
Mr. o.o. Gm1th in 1927 innde a aomwha.t a1m1lar atudy 1n
Amorioan lliatory and JL]aobra, in Oha~n, KanH\.S;. l!e used tox.'tY•
o1x ,Pup1la•--tltenty•th:ree 1n the Oontrol Otoup and twenty-three in 
tbe :experiment Group. m.a spoo1f 1o object was to determine the 
/
. tial.ative ett1o:lnnoy of 1ncl1V1cluul ~nd oltlsa inst:ruotlon in the teaching 
ot tbeao subJeots., Ile toun<l that the Control oroup, the group tausht 
by the tradi t1onal clnsa reo1te.t1 on toot ho ct. eUptlr exoeUod the 
lllxporinrmtal oroul) in both eubje eta-. Xn. .Amar1ca lU.story, the Control 
Group excelled by 8 points {equiwlent to 210 end in Algebra, b:, 
76.l points·· (equivalent to &.4~}•.,
Mr. 'l'horans M" Deun, of the J'ol1ttt (Ill.) ToW118h1p W.sh
School and Junior Oollsge. reports a stu{Jy sb1U.ar to this one. 
sb:ty-oix pupila---thirty .. three in aaoh s:roup-•wex-e used 1n the ex• 
peruusnt. 'l'he re$llta or ltr. Dermta study' were !ndectsivo. na found 
that in the Columbia. Research Bm,sau ~rican Hiator, Teat the pupils 
under the Unit Plan eho•ed e. slightl:, greater gain then the other snnp;
while in tho Joliet Amari.can lliato?Y 'l'eot, the other group showed a 
sl1aht1Y sreqter gain. Ur. Dewn concluded, however, that the odda were 
somevm.ut in ta vor of the Un1t Plbn • 8 
Wa oun sae f'2"0m the stud1ea o1ted nbove that educationol.
? • 0 Tho Rolative Ef'tioienoy ot Two Mothode of Inatruot:ton in A1Uar1onl\ 
History and Algebra." llautar's Theeia by otto o. Smith (l927}t 
Un1vernity of Kansas. 
a. "Unit Orgnnizo:Uon Versus Ohronoloslca.l organize tton in Teaching 
.Amari onn History. '1 Thomes Ii. Daam1 The School Rev.tew, 
December, 1~0, Pl60B 782•700. 
supervisors, and olaasroomteachers alike - are knocking at the citadel 
of the old•tima recitation, "and demanding th.at it be reevaluated and 
t 
possibly replaced by other imthods ot procedure more in keeping with 
modern educational principles. 
CHAPTER II 
S'l'A'l'B!l!NT .OF THE PROBLW 
Tho title of the problem which the author ot this thesis 
chose to investigate is stated as follows: 
Whioh 1a the more efficient ne thod ot teaching 
American hi story in a senior hi(;l school., the 
traditional class ~eci tat ion or· a form. ot the 
unit toothed of procedure? 
'
The traditional class reoiation really need.a no explanation; 
but in order to make his meaning absolutely clear, the author ventures 
this brief explanation. It 1s the type of procedure in classroom work 
tound in mont aohools, and consists in the main ot tthearing" a lesson 
whiah was aseignad the day before. It had its origin early in the 
eighteenth century, and gradually supplanted the method of' individual 
instruction, because the new interest in popular education made classes 
so large as to ~ender the latter method impractical .• 
For almost a century the stereotyped hearing of lessons as 
a class procedure was unquestioned, because the main objective ot 
education waa to store the mind with facts to be used in sane unknown 
future. In recent years, however, the main pirpose of education has 
shifted tram one ot storing the mind with doubtful information to 
one ot DEntal srowth on the part of the pupil. This re-defining ot 
objeotivee in education has caused muah discussion and criticism ot 
the traditional alasa recitation. Many substitutes far this type of 
recitation have been tried and have reoeived loud acclaim from their 
devotees. Ohief among these subatitues· are the Dalton Plan, the 
. W1nnetka Plan, the Laboratory Plan• the Batavia Plan, the Deoroly 
Method, the Scarsdale Plan, and the Unit Plan. 
It was with a view to inquiring into the validity ot some 
ot these claim.a that the author of this thesis made this study. He 
began to ask himaelt this question: "Should the tormal l'8Ci tati on 
be banished tor one or these newer toms of procedure?0 ttShould a 
m3thod that haa served humanity nore than a century be abandoned on 
the theorz that another proposed method ia better?" A determining 
of the comparative ettioienoy ot the tonnal plan ot recitation and the 
Unit Plan 1a theretore the problem with which this investigation is 
concerned. 
The Unit Plan, or Unit :Method1 as oarrled on 1n this 
experiment, oonsists in the tollowing classroom. procedure: (1) the 
planning and assigning of e. Unit' of wo:riq (2) the working period; 
and (3) the tenting reriod, or the period tor measuring results. 
Under this plan, the daily recitation, as such, is not held; but eaah 
day there is work of aon:e k1nd under the supervision of the td,acher. 
\
Instead of the min purpose of historical study being to memorize 
faota and then to reprodooe them 1n a !!,•Oitation, ~hief' em12haais 
8
!! J?leCed ~~~methods 2£_ ~atherinsh organizing, !!!! a;ppropriatint3 
historical information. 
In working out this experiment, the author attempted to 
be absolutely unbiased• and he believes he auooeeded in the attempt. 
He did not t17 to prove an;y:thing. The main purpose was to try to 
· discover which waa the better ma thocl to. use ,in teaching .American 




The author had four olaesea iri American History in Sumnel" 
High School, Kansas 01 ty, Ko.naas; during the school year of 1929•1930 
whioh he used as the basis ot this study. Two classes were used as 
the Oontrol Group and two aa the Experimental Group_. There were one 
hundred and twenty ... aix ;pupils 1n the four classes. M1riety of these---
:torty-1'1 va in each group•••ware used in dete:mining the :reaults in 
this experiment. These forty•:f'ive pupils in each group were selected 
with one nim 1n view--•the mking of the two groups comparable in 
mental nb1lity. The groups were equated along the following lines: 
(l) Intelligence Qttotiant; (2) Mental Age; (3) Chronological Age; and 
(4) Ability to read and interpret hiatorioal material. 
· To determine the Intell!geme Quotients and Mental .Ages 
of the pupils, Term.an•a O:tt>up Test ot Mental Ability, Forni A, was 
used. To determine the ability of the pupils to read and comprehend 
historical material, Whipple's High School a.nd Oollege Reading West 
Form A was used. Oopiea of these tests a.re found in the Appendix. 
In order to use the Unit Method suooesatully, one must 
10 
have an improved technique tor the aasignmen t of' work to ba accomplish-
ed. '.I'he old daily a.ss1gmnent which is a a.tis factory in the tl'adi tional 
class reoi tation will not suffice here. The p,.pils must have de:tini te 
assignments covering mny days' work in advance, in the tonn of work: 
11 
sheets. d:lreot1 ve. study sheets·. or better yet a manual or syllabus • 
. In 1928-1929, the author prepared a syllabus to be used 
in this experiment. (Appendix A). Thia syllabus contains in definite 
form the work to be accompliehed by the JUpils in .American History. 
In 1 t the ye ur • s work 1a g:rou pad around eight central ideas, or 
Units, as tollows1 
tr.NIT I. How The New Vlorld Was Discovered and ~plored 
by the Old. (1450-1607). 
tlNIT II. How the New World \Vas Peopled by the Old. 
(l6C17-l763). 
Ulll'l' III. How the New World · Broke Away From the Old.
(1760-1823) • 
U?lIT .IV. How Our Nation Was Established. (1781 .. 1801). 
UNIT v. How Our Nation ConqU!3red the Wilderness. 
(1801-1861) . 
Ulf.tT VI. How our Nation Became Divided end i1aa Be.-:United·. 
(1787...1877)'. 
UNIT VII• American Lite Beaoma s Industrialized. 
(1877-1898). 
UNIT VIII. .American Beoomea a World P6wer. (1898-1930). 
:&loh unit consists ot the following seven parta1 
l. The Pre-View: an introductory survey ot the Unit as a 
whole; 
.2. Problems and Projects: a series of definite problems 
and projects to be walked out; 
3. Men tor the Biog:raphioal Table: n:.,list of important 
histor.toal characters, whose contribu-
tions to .AJDariaa aJ~e to be worked out 
and learned;. 
.
4. De.tee tor the Ohronologioal Table: a list ot , 
important dates, the events and eigni• 
tioan.ce ot which a.re to be learned; 
5. Illustrative Materials, :Maps, Charts. etc., to be made; 
6. List of Retereno e Readings; 
7. List ot Historical Fiction. 
By means ot this syllabus, each pupil had detini te and 
clear knowledge of wbat was expected ot him every step of the way through 
the course. Both the Control Group and the Experlnental Group useci 
the syllabus, each pupil hav1~ 011e. 
0IASSR004 PROOEDlliE 
'the author ot this thesis attempted to have all the factors 
which might attaot the achievement ot the pupils as nearly,1dent1cal 
as possible tor both groups, except the factor of method of teaching. 
He equated the two groups on the ba.si s of Intelligence Quotient, 
Mental Age, Ohronolog1oal Age, and reading ability; 1 and both groups 
used the same· syllabus, or lesson plans, day by d8Y'• The only 
dif'ferenoe was in the mnner in which the sy_llabua was used - the 
method of teaching, or classroom ~ooedure. 
The Oontrol Group was taught according to the traditional 
olasa recitation. About thirty minutes of each claas i,eriod were used 
in reciting on the lesson assigned tor the day, and about twenty minutes 
1. Sea Tables I and II, JXlSet: 20-21! Figures l, 2, 3, 4, pages 22-23 
and Mean Ability- Table I, pige 18. 
of the period were used in studying end reading tor the next day's 
asaigm.nent. · The Experimental Group was taught aooording to the 
l3 
Unit Plan or procedure. 'l'he regular class organization was maintained, 
but the form.al recitation as a daily exercise was abolished; instead, 
the pupils spent the class period in working on some phase ot the 
Unit under consideration, in reference reading, or in conterenoes 
with 'ibe teaobsr. Otten there were group discussions. f'loor-taJ.ks 
and the·· like. Frequently a part ot the class period would be used 
in disouaaing and explaining pi rte of the work with which most of the 
" ,,
pupils had diftiaulty., Reviews were usually conducted as a class
exercise. The gather1n, ass1:milati~, organizing, and appropriating 
ot the material for e. Unit usually oonswned about tour weeks; the re-
viewing and testing work: usually required about one week more. 
TESTING PROOEWRE 
W1 th the Oontrol Group, the following testing prooedure 
was carried out. After a revi~w ot the Unit as a whole, two teats 
were given as tollows: the first was an, objeotiw test to determine 
what apecifi~ 1ntarmat1on each pupil po.ssessed• and consisted of 
true-false statements, completion, matching, and· discussion gµeations. 
This test was followed on another dey by a writ'ten exercise to test 
their ability to organize their facts• and consisted of a complete 
aumrm ry or story ot the Unit as a whole. 
With the;;:ix:perimen tal Group, the teati~ prooedu:re was 
slightly different. During the working and socialized p~iods ot 
14 
eaoh Unit, two practice tests were given. If any pupil•s grade tell 
below a certain eaore, he · was req~red to make further prel)Sre.tion 
and take the test again. At the conoluaion ot these periods, a final 
teat was given. Following .this, a writt~n summa.17 of the Unit as a 
whole waa required to teat the .pupils' ability to 01ganize their facts 
and to aea the Unit aa a. mole. (See Appendix B).
}&SURING RESULTS
A careful check-up of the achievements of eaoh pupil in 
eaoh group during the year was made by tour different methods. These 
methods with their explanations tollowi 
(A) 1E!. Oheok•Up, ~ !Z. .Pi!!!• 
The point system was used, the pupil being given a. certain 
number of points tor certain work done. Both quality aud quantity 
were considered and measured, It was possible tor a p.1.pil to earn f'ive 
hundred points on a Unit, distributed as i"ollowst 
(l) Speoit'ic 1nfonn.at1on about histor1aal material covered by the 
Unit, as shown by teats-• - • - - - •up to 100 points. 
(2) A ge11'3ral knowledge of the Unit as a whole, as shown by a 
written summaxy .. - - -- - .... - • ,. .... - up to 100 points., 
(3) Projects woliced out and reported on - 5 points each, 
(4) Maps drawn - ~ • • - - - - - - • - - 6 points each. 
(6) Oartoona and other illustrative material .. • 5 points each. 
( 6) Important historical characters - ... - • 1f point eaob. 
(7) Pivotal dates learned - - - - - - - - - t·potnt each. 
(8) Reference Reading - - - - ..... - ... - ... - - l point tor 5 pages. 
(9) Historical Fiction - ... • - ... - - - • - l point for 25 pages .• 
Be:f'o:ra credit was given tor work .dona, a satisfactory. test was 
required in each ot the nbove items except numbers (4) and (5). 
(See Appendix B). Results of each pupil •s. achievement, .Unit by
Unit, is shown in Tables III and IV, J.l).gea 29-30and in Figures 
5,, 6, 7, a, 9, 10, 11 n.nd 12, pagea 31-35. 
(B) 1!!!, Et'fic iencl .9.uotient. 
15 
The Et'fioiency Quotient is a measure ot what the pupil !l.oe"s. in 
relation to What ha should be expected .!2, !2, as ind.ica:t_ed by his In• 
telligence quotient. The Etfioienoy Quotient is valuable as ame~sure 
because it indicates the degree ot interest and effort which acer-
tain method ot procedure inspires. All :Effioieney quotient ot 100 
indicates that the pupil•s work is normal; that his achie\rement 
over a certain period ie what the teacher bas a reasonable right to 
expect it should be. It 1 t be above 100, the indio ation is that the 
pupil's interest, effort• and effioienoy a.re above nonnal. It it be 
belov, 1001 the indication is· that these 11np0rtant factors in education 
are below normal in h1 s case. · 
The if'fioienc.y Q,uot1ent was found 1n the following manner; 
The ·number of points earned on a given Unit by e. 
pupil was ·used as the basis in computing that pupil's 
Ettie ienoy Q.Uot1 en t on that Unit. 
F:trst, the Achievanent Quotient was calculated b:, 
d1Viding the pupil's score by the mean soore of both 
groups expressed thus: 
~;gil 1 8 Soora x 10tl = :Achievement. Quotient 
Maan scor8 
Second, the Ef»fioienoy Quotient was computed by 
dividing the Achievement Quotient by the Intelligence 
Quotient; expressed thus: 
Achievement guoti!nt ~ 100 _ Effioi no,~ nuot!ent 
Intelligence Q.uotieni; - 8 " ~ 
16 
The result& of the measurement ot eaah pupil's ffliciency 
~uotient, Unit by Un.it, ara to be found in Tables V, and)lt, p:1ges 
39-40 and in Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 1a. 19, and 20,. pages 41-45. 
(G) Superintendent Pearson's '!'eat. 
This test was given by Mr. M.E. l?earson, Superintendent of Schools, 
Kansas 01 ty1 Kamas, May 7, 1930, and consisted of a set ot qusst1ons 
prepared under his supervision, and sent cut from his otfice. The 
results of this teat are to be tound in Tables VII end VIII, pages
49-50 and 1n Figure 25, page 53. 
(D) Use or Standard Tests. 
Standard tests were used to n:easure the amount ot progress made by 
each student during the period catered by the experiment. For thiS 
purpose, Gregory's Testa in .Amsrican History; Test III. Form A and 
Form B were. used. 'Form A was given October 19, 1929, to determine 
the amount of h1ator1cal. knowledge the pupils possessed at that time. 
Form B was given May 19 1 1930, to determine their standing at that .. 
time. The results of these teats are to be found in 'fables vn and 
VIII, and ln Fig.ires 21, 22, 23, and 24, pages 51-52. 
.·CHAPTER IV
PRPBENTATION AIID INTEHPRETATI ON OF DATA 
In the following Tables I to VIII · are · presented the data 
that are connected with ·~his atuay. In these tablas numbers are 
substituted tor the pupils' names, a speoif'io number indicating a cer• 
tain pupil throughout the eight tables. The illustrations, Figures l to 
26, show in a gm phic way the data presented in these tables. 
GENERAL DIAGNO.SIS 
Table I and Table II, pages 20 and 21, show how the pupils 
in the two groups compare in Intelligence Quotient, Mental Age, Ohrono- · 
logical Age, and ability to read and comprehend hiatorioal material. 
In Intelligence Q.uotient, the Control Group has an average 
of 89.02, w1 th a range of 69 to 100; the· Ex~rimntal Group has an 
average of 89.04, with a rai:ge of 67 to 113. In Mental Age, the Control 
Group has an average ot 171.l months, w1 th a range of 190 months to 
240; the EKperimental Group has en average of 212.9 months, with a 
range of 186 months to 262 months. Xn thete~t to determine the ability 
to read and comprehend historical material, ~he Oontrol Group ha.a an 
average ot 34.7,. with a range ot 5 to 65; the Experimental Group has an 
average ot 34. 7, with a ra~e of 5 to 60. 
The :Mean Ability Table I on the tollom.ng page gives. a 
summarized comparison ot the two groups in General Diagnosis. "A" 
indicates Control Group; "B" 1rui1oates Experimental Group. 
17 
Thie v.ould indicate that the Oontrol Group presents a more no,:m.al 
situation than the Experittettlial Gr<11p in regard to mental ability 




REPOR'l' OF A GENERAL DIAGNOSIS OF T.fIE OOOROL GROUP 
. M•• A• .O~A. Reading score 
Name I •. q•. ,months) (months) (Whipple's Test_) -
1. i,io aoo 190 45 
2. 108 209. 218 50 
3. 106 204, . 2U 55
4. 105. 200 210 65 
5. 103 °197 2~ 60 
6. 100 192 203 40 
7. 100 192 218 35 a. · 99, 189 202 35
9. 90 ~:··~~ 189 220 46 
10. 98 189 240 35
11. 97 186 245 40 
12·. 97 186 203 40 
13. 97 189 196 55 
14. 97 186 213 40 
15. 96 178 190 60
16. 95 183 BOO 35 
17. 95 193 205 50 
1a. 95 l.83 202 40 
19. 95 183 206 55 
20. 93 179 205 5Q 
21. \13 178 208 30
22. 92 1'12 192 3f>'
23. 91 175 224 35 
24. 91 172 195 35 
25. 90 172 212 50
26. :'.98 169 219 46 
27. 83 161 206 25
28. 83 l.98 192 50 
29. 3~. l.5B 216 40 
30. 81 156 221 40 
31. 80 163 205 25
32. 80 163 210 25 
33. 80 153 229 20 
34. 80 153 222 25 
35. 79 153 225 55 
36. 78 150 224 20
37. '18 150 21.3 25 
38. 78 150 235 l5 
39. 78 150 223 10 
40. 75 144 216 20 . 
41. 74 143 ID9 25 
42. 74 141 231 25 
43. '13 141 228 5
44. 73 141 212 15
45. 69 141 2'81 10 
Mean 89.02 •.i7l.l 213.l 34// s.n. 11.09 19.6 13.2 14.0 
Std. Er. 1.17 2.06 1.4 1.47 
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TABLE XI 
REPORr OF A GEN'E&L DIAGNOSIS OF THE EXPERIMJN'l'AL GROUP 
''
, J4. A. o. A. Beading Score 
Name I. g. (maitbs) ·{months) (Whipple's Test} -
1. 113 817 205 60 
2. ll8 217 l90 55 
3. 103 197 . 216 55 
4. 100 192 230 55 
5. 100 192 220 40 
6. 97 186 224 40 
7. 97 186 21.9 35 a. 95 183 209 35'
9. 95 183 231 50 
10. 95 172 l.86 30
ll. 95 183 208 45
12. 95 l.82 215 40
15. .94 181 220 45 
14. ·~ 181 218 eo 
15. 94 181 ma 50 
16. 94 181 209 40
17. 94 181 aia 55 
18. 94 181 B03 30 
19. 94 178 ma 36 
20. 93 178 213 25
21. 93 178 206 30 
22. 91 1'15 200 55 
23. 89 172 194 40
24. 89 170 211 40 
25. 88 167 195 30'as. 88 167 ,195 55 
27. 87 184 211 ao 
28. 87 167 214 40
29. 87 167 216 35 
30. 85 161 194 30
31. 84 161 228 25 
32. 82 158 S)4, 25 
33. 82 . 158 235 15 
34. 82 159 216 40 
35. 80 l.54 8211 40 
36. 80 154 217 10 
37. 80 153 252 6
38. 79 153 214 10 
39. 78 162 2:12 45
40, 78 150 229 ~o 
41. 78 160 226 35
42. 75 144 214 25
43. 75 144 227 00 
44. 75 144 208 5
46. 67 138 203. 25
Mean 89.04 172.07 212.9 34.7 s.D. 10.aa 18.4 13.2 14~1 











Figure l. • Mean Intelli• 
genoe Quotient of Each 
Group. 
A B 
Figure 2 •. 
Figure 2. - Mean Reading 
Score of Each Group. 
(See pages· J.Y.~:1.e; Tables- I and II, pages gQ.,·~:'§~) 
A - Control Group. 
B ·• Experimental Group 


















Figure · 3. 
Figti.re·3. • Mean :Mental Age 





Figure ·4. - Mean Chron• 
ological Age of Each 
Group. 
(See pages l'.f2-l8~1; Tables I and II. pages :?.~-?.ls)
A - Control Group. 
B • Experimental Group 
Number of Cases: 45 Pupils in E~ch Group. 
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DAILY P.ROGRF.ES OF PllPILS 
Table nI and Table XV, pages29-30 show the achi~vanents ot 
eaoh pupil 1n his dai~· work, as indioatecl.by the number of points 
earned, Unit by Unit. A Unit, as used in this study', traY' be described 
as a large projeot ot h1story1 the objects of investigation being grouped 
around a central idea. 'l'he aim in planni~ a unit is not to see how· 
many h1stor1cal taots one l'Jll.Y gn>up around a certain subject, but rather 
to use only those historical tacts that contribute to an understanding 
ot this oentral idea. The lear.ning or taots, therefore, is not en 
end in itself, but a means toward an end,!!!!~ beins !. clear !E!,-
oeption g:£. the ,rn .!! !. whole. 
The ':J,D,1ts used .in this study- mat be l'8•atated as follows: 
Unit I - How the . Old World was Discovered and Explored 
by the Old (1450•1600). 
Unit II • Bow tha New World was Peopled From the Old 
( 1600-l.763) • 
Unit III • How the New World Broke Away From the 01<1 
(1760-1823). 
Unit IV - How Our Nation was Established (1781 • 1801). 
Unit V • How Our Nation Conquered the Wilderness (1801-1861). 
Unit VI - Bow Our Nation Baoame Divided and Was Reunited 
( 1787-1877) • 
It is readily perceived that the organization ot h1storioa1 
study aooording to the Unit Pl.an is more logical than chronological, the 
. aim being to develop clear, well•defined concepts of b1s1nr:,. 
P',!rte: 
Faoh Unit in this experiment oonst sted of the tallowing se11en 
1. 'rhe Preview, 
a •. General Problems. 
3 • Spe oial Problem.s and PlO j ec. tx.1. 
4, Important Oharacters. 
5•. :tmpor~nt Dates. 
&. Illnatrative Materials ... ·· 
7. lletereno e Reading. 
AOBI~ OF EA.OB GROUP, ti.NIT BY UNIT
The mlking-out ot. e.n Unit usually required about tour or 
five weeks. As expla1t1ed in "Prooedure"1 pigee 13•14:, a pupil earned 
a oertain number of points by satisfaotorr pertonranoe tn these various 
lines. It was possible tor each pupil to earn 000 points on each unit; 
based on both quantit1 and quality of work. 
Tablas III and xv· show the foUaving results: 
In· trnit I, the control group earned en aiverage ot 354 points, 
w1th a. ra.nge of 148 points to 443 ;points; the Ex:perimntal Group earned 
an average of 578 points with a range o'f 244 PQ1nts to 499 points. 
In Unit n. the Oontrol Group earned a.n nvarage ot 343 points, 
with a raxge ot 76 points to 490 points; the Ez:perimsntal Group earned 
an average Of 366 po:ln.ta, With a range Of 115 points to 498 points• 
ln Unit III, the Oont:rol Group earned an average ot 344 points, 
with a ra.~e ot 70 points to 405 points; .the Experimental Gzoup earned 
an average of 384 points, with a ranlJ! of 191 points to 500 points. 
Xn Unit IV, the Oontrol G:roup earned an average of 355 
points, w1 th a range ot 154 points to 499 points; the Eitperimental 
Group earned' 'nn aYerase ot 385 point a, wfth a range ot 168 points to 
491 points. 
Xn Unit v, the Control Group earned an ayerag~ of Ml 
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points, with a range of. 70 point's lo 499 pointa; the E,r;:-per!mantal ~up 
aa:rned an average ot 388 points, with a. ranse ot 254 pointa to 498 
points. 
In Unit VI1 the ·control Group earned en. average ·ot '531 
points., with a rnnga of : 65 pc,lnts to 500, :points; the Elcperima~iml. 
Group earned an average of 3'16 'points• with a ra~e of 231 points to 
498 points. 
The average ~t oaoh gmup ·tor the six Units 1a as followa: 
tho o·ontroi Group earned. an average per lJnit tor the rear of 545 points. 
with an average range of ao7 points to 48J_ points; the .E.xperimental 
Group earned an ave~ge per Unit tor the year of 390 points, with an 
average range of 225 point a to 483 points. 
The mean nohie vment Tab le I on tm to Uowing page. Si ves a 
summarized OOtnparJ. son Of the two groups in aohie vem.ent, as ehORtl by
the number ot points earned by eaoh pupil, Un.it by Unit .. 
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Tb.is table g1 v.es a summarized comparison of the two groups in 
achievement, aa shown by the number or points earned by eaoh pupil, Un.it 
by Unit. "A" lndicatea Oontrol Glt>up; "B" lndiontea Ex:1,eriment~l Group. 
11n.it I Unit n Unit III Unit IV unit V 'Unit VI Average 
A B A B. A B A B A B A B A B 
Mean 554 · 378 343 366 344 584 355 395 341 see 531 576 346 380
S.D. 71.2 68.2 96.;4 82.5 ll.l4 72,/1 99.6 73.5 1(3.3 70.$ 96.6 69.9 81.l 67 .5 
std. Error 7.5 '1.2 10.1 8.7 ll.7 v;110.5 ?-.7 10.9 '1.4 10.2 ?..4 a.s 7.1 
The abo'Ye tabl.a ... p shows that 1n. eaoh Unit the :Experimental Group 
excelled the Control Gn,up. by about 10% in the, av-eragt number ot points 
earned by each pupil,. Un.it bi Unit. Also. in this table the,standard devia• 
tions and standard errors ot the ]!xperimenfal Group show a better situation 
than do those ot the Oontl'Ol Group, beixs lower for saoh Unit. This taot 
indicates that there was leas "scattering" of the perfonnance of the 
members ot the Experimental O:roup; that their achievements were grouped 
more closely' around the central tendeno1, or mean. This tact coupled with 
the faot that in ea.oh V.nit the mean number of p.:,ints earned by the ~peri• 
mental Group was higher then that of the Oontro-l Group, indicates not only 
that the p:mgress of the brighter pupils was not 1nterte:rred· with, but also 
that the aohievementa of tle slower pupils was raised to a higher level. 
Figures 5, 6, 7, 81 9, 10, ll end 12, pages 31-35, · 
show by graphio representation how the two groups compare in the number 
of points earned TJn1 t by Unit.
The degree ot correlation between the Intelllsenoo Quotients 
and the average number of points earned by each group, Unit by Unit, 
is as tollows: Oontrol Group .,a7:t: .09; ,:Exparimn'tal Group, , .41.t" .oe •. · 
ln aadh group the correlation ,is rather low, but 1t is higher ill the 
Experimental than in. the Control Gmup .... 'J:hia sitta tion 1ndi~a.tes that
the aohie.,ement of the Experin13ntal Group was mre in keeping w1 th what 
wa hava reason to eXpect it should he.vs been on the basis of the 
· Intelligence Quotient; Thia idea ooupled with the facts shown on 
page 37 that the mean ,Effioienot Q,uoth~t of the :Experimental Group 
was 10% hi.sher tbnn '.that, at the . Control. Group, indi~atea that the 
Ei.cperiroentuJ. Group :put greeter industry and ef:tort into its. perfonnanoe. 
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WLB :O:I 
POINTS FAlWED B'l FAOH PUPIL Wl'l' B?.'UNIT • OCNTllOL GltotTP 
Pupil 
Num.ber UNIT I tJ!r.tT· Il llNIT Ill tmTIV UNIT V UNIT VI AVllRAOE
l. 400 · 450 390 454 162 468 387 
2. 441 · 466 490 499 469 478 474 
3. 490 · 407 466 464 440 381 441 
4. 358' 320 329 402 332 249 532 
5. 394 · 464 456 498 456 461 455
6. 302 · 305 189 518 237 334 281 
. 7. 354 · 337 352 260 265 312 313a. 417 · 396 498 572 436 416 423 
9. 406 · 431 393 495 466 438 436
10. 369 314 70 154 70 362· 225 
ll. 324 . · 383 407 369 312 261 343
12. 426 490 · 460 460 473 476 464 
13. -443 468 495 483 499 500 461 
14. 274 279 215 278 199 198 241 
15. 319 209 331 383 533 116 2ea
16. 262 96 371 362 240 844 263 
17. 418 476 466 497 478 4?0 0 468
:18. 373 76 122 1?8 343 a65 225
19. 404 4'13 475 480 452 367 44:2 
20. 350 275 253 200· 315 S89 280
21. 200 299 363 410 302, 264 320 
22. 397 559 417 566 336. 402 580 
23. 342 394 350 278 289 254 . . 318 
24. 33'1 326 176 ·224 511 65 240 
25. 378 341 384 ·368 349 338 359 
26. 393 439 456 470 443 414 43&
27. 431 423 468 497 463 4:13 448
28. 368 360 411 533 430 · 508 368 
. 29. 358 354 18' 306 296 36'1 344
30. 321 248 231. 356 339 526. 295 
31. 400 385 396 407 416 309 386
32. 148 236 523 119 320 276 237 
33. 301 585 385 446 401 359 380
34. 338 365 278 373 557. 286 333 
35. 403 443 446 387 447 460 431 
56. 295 196 28 258 186 276 20737. 362 374 358 378 233 350 343
38. 327 398 351 418 443 353 382
39. 309 272 305 298 ·394 323 317 40. 363 326 414 436 394 335 3'1841. 308 217. 226 234 242 299 259 
42. 274 ::~74 308- 302 23V 233 271 
43. 285 ~GG 252 215 216 l.80 236 
44. 391 306 301 321 358 339 233 46. 278 261 238 226 ;190 305 250
Mean 354 .. 343 344 365 341 351 346
S.D. 71.2 ~6.4. lli.4 99.6 103.3 ~6.6 81.1 
Std. Error '1.5 10.1 ll.7 10.5 10.9 10.2 a.5 
TABLE ff 
POINTS EARNED BY EAOH PUPIL UNIT BY UNIT• ·ECPP.RlMall'AL GROUP 
Pupil 
Number UMIT I UNIT II UHIT III UNIT IV UNIT V UNIT VI AVERAGE 
1. 436 391 462 4l15 485 475 464
2. 409 429 3J.6 572 381 400 385
3. 438 247 303 358 aa; 533 32'1
4. 420 · 449 500 471 472 492 46'1
5. 375 448 461 4.05 396 400 414 
6. 409 351 319 386 4S5 553 374
'1. 086 4:37 448 . 416 426 572 414 
a. 417 296 ·353 362 318 329 346
9. 409 479 43g 440 595 464 438 
10. 421 356 570 338 562. 384 372 
11. 398 433 442 414 4111 446 427 
la. 184 •\ 166 254 260 354 231 238 
13.· 379 '::,, 4.48 473 453 480 455 448
14. 419. 477 492 483 446 415 455
15. 479 481 500 445 424 474 46'1 ·
16. 419 498 500 483 498', 498 463
17. 352 284 334 roa 282 345 304
1a. 414 ·. 361 418 465 461 423 424 
19. 419 216 · 303 319 385 391 554
20. 418 454 · 394 295 384 !72 570 
21. 466 487 484 491 470 458 474 
22. 381 441 424 463 465 406 430
23. 391 403 4(1/ 460 464 422 426 
24. 419 · 381 . 458 465 430 422 4:B
25. 420 469 477 457 451' 391 444 
·26. 369 374 322 375 394 5'19 369 
27. 390 279 191 SG4 389 409 337
28. 385 446 445 575 577 335 597
29. 240 115 272 353 312 243 B5&
30. 366 385 380 597 450. 450 403
31. 580 360 . 374 358 552 356 360 
32. 290' 365 421 302 267 32f1 529 
33. 394 440 · 370 360 380 275 370
34. 395 363 395 426 340 395 386 
35. 381 462 418 43'1 480 412 432
36. 351 420 386 446 480 437 420 
37. 359 284 398 344 285 290 361 
38. 314 220 290 292 570 316 295 
39. 398 437 310 009 289 371 349 
40. 359 465 372 369 445 372 400 
41, 374 377 . 344 409 337 280 354
42. 334 335 275 188 295 294 sew 
43. 356 328 282 263 254 326 302
44. . 304 322 260. 274 264 307 254 
45. 244 251 3Gl 325 369 896 225 
M.eall ~78 366 384 300 388 37& 380
S.D., 68 ..24 82.5 72,'1 73.5 70.6 · 69.9 · 67.5 










Figure . 5. - ·Average Number of 
Points Earned by Each Group 





• • Average Nwn-
ber of Points Earned by
Each Group in Working 
out Unit II. 
(See pages 2q:, 27;; Tabtes III and IV, pages :1~~~0 :}
A - Control Group 
D B • Experimental Group 








. ~£sure · 1.
Fiiure ·7. • Average Number of 
Po nts Earned by Each Group 
in Working out Unit III. 
A 
Figu.re·~. 
Figure .. a •. • Average Num• 
ber of Points. Earned.by 
Each Group in Working out 
Unit IV. 
(See pages 25'•2?,,; Tables III and IV, pa.gee ;·29~30:,) 
;' : / 
A• Control Group. 
D · :Bl'.• Experimental Group, 
Number of Cases: 4~ Pupils in Each Group. 
p . 











Figure ·g. - Average Number . 
of Points Earned by Each Group 
in Working out Unit· v. 
3 7 (,
. Figure ·10. 
Figure 10. ~ Average Num-
ber of Points Earned by
Eaeh Group in Working out 
Unit VI. 
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( See pages 261:r--.27:; Tables III and IV, pages ~94 and ~9.;) 
A - Control Group 
D B - Experimental Group. 










1 n 1It Ill y 
Figu~e-1i. 
Summarized Report of Average Number of 
Points Earned by Each Group, Unit by Unit. 
Control Group. 
Experimental Group. 

















Figure ·12. • Mean of the Averager~Number·· of Points 
per unit Earned by Each Group in Working out the 
\Vhole Number of Units for the.Year. 
(See pages zq_ .. :2i; Tables III an'd IV, pages !9.·3~)
A• Control Group. 
0 B • Experimental· Group 
Number of Cases: 45 Pupils in Each Group. 
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THE EFFICIENCY WITH WHICH EACH GROUP WORKED 
Table V and Table VI. pages 39-40 show the efficiency wit).
which each pupil worked, Unit by Unit. As ex.plained in "Procedure", pa.ge,15 
the Ettiaie.ncy Quotient is a measure ot wh,t the pupil does in relation 
to what he should be expected to do as indicated by his Intelligent 
Quotient. 
In Unit I, the Control Group }las a mean Et. Q. of 1081 with 
a range of 61 to 147; the Experimental Group has a. mean Ef. Q. ot 114, 
with a range of 52 to 138. 
In Unit II• the Control Group has a. mean Et. Q• or 107 with 
e. range of 62 to 155J the Experimental Group !las a mean Et. Q. of 120, 
with a range of 50 to 166. · 
In Unit II!, the Control Group bas e. mean Et. ~· of 108, 
with a range of 10 to 1661 the Experimental Group has a mean Et. Q •. of 
108, wt th s. range of 40 to· 151; the Experimental Group has a. mean 
Ef. Q. of 116, w1th a range of 68 to 150. 
In Unit IV• the Oontrol Group has a mean Et. Q. of 108, with 
a range of 40 to 157; the Experimental Grou.p bas a mean Ef. Q.. of 116 1 
with a range or 68 to 150. 
In Unit V, the Control Group has a mean Et. Q. of 104, with 
a range or EO to 153; the Experimental Group has a mean Et. Q. of 
118, with a range of 75 to 162. 
In Unit VI• the Control Groa.p has a mean Et •. Q. of 104, 
with a range of 20 to 161; the Experimental Group bas a. mean Et. Q.-
of 118, with a range ot 68 to 153. 
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The average Efficiency Quotient of ea.ah group for the six 
Units is as followss the Control Group has a mean average Ef. Q• of 107, 
w1 th an e. verage range of 66 to 149; the Exp er !mental Group has a. mean 
average Et. Q.. of 118, w1th a. ;range of 69 to 148+ 
nteD.U Achievement Table II gives a summarized comparison of the 
two grou.ps in Ettieienoy Quotient, Unit by Unit. 
ME.AN EFFIO IENOY '.P .ABLE II 
Thie table gives a sumrna.rized comparison ot the two groups in 
Efficiency Quotient, Unit by Unit. "A'' iniicates Control Group; "B" in-
dicates Experimental Group. · 
Unit I Unit II Unit III Unit IV Unit V · Unit -VI ·
IB AB Ai AB A B A B Average 
Menn 108 114 107 120 108 121 108 116 104 118 104 118 107 118 
The above table shows that in ea.eh Unit the Experimental 1tlrQU.p 
exeelled the Control Group in the· rnee.n Efficiency Quotient, Also, in 'this 
table the stand.a.rd. d·eviations and sta.mard errors ot the Experimental 
I 
Gr0i1p show to a somewhat b.etter advantage than those of the Control Group. 
Figures 15• 14, 15, 16, 17 t 18, 19, and 20, pages 41-45, 
show by graphic representation how the two groups compare in .Efficiency 
Quotient Un1 t by Unit. These graphs show that in each Unit the Experimental 
Group slightly excelled the Control Group in efficiency-. 
These tables and ~igu.res show that in efficiency the Experimental 
Group excelled the Control Grou.p by about 10%; that is., the efficiency of 
this group wa.s about 10% higher than that of the Oontrol Group. 
Interpretation of the standard deviations b important. 
What was found to be true of the standard deviations of the average 
number ot points earned by ea.ch Grou.p Unit by Unit, ia also true of 
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the standard deviations or the mean Ef'fio1enoy Quotient ot ea.ch grou.p, 
Unit by Unit. For ea.oh Unit the standard deviation ot the Experimental 
Grou.p was loVJer than that of the Control Group. This f'aot ahows that 
the performance oi\~he Experimental Grou.p was more closely groa.ped 
around the mean performance than that ot the Oontrol Group. This ta.ct, 
together with the fact that the mean Ef'f1cienc;r · Quotient of the .Ex.-
perimental Grou.p was 10~ higher than that of the Oontrol Group• in-
dicates that there was a general raising of the etticiency of the 
Experimental Group to a level above that ot the Control Group. 
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TABLE V 
EFFIOIENOY QUOTIENT OF EACH PUPIL, UNIT BY UNIT - CONTROL GROUP
Name Unit I Unit II Unit III Unit IV Unit V Umt VI Avera1e r- 99 114 96 110 40 119 100 
2. 109 121 123 125 117 124 120 
5. 128 109 121 116 112 101 115 
4. 95 85 88 101 85 67 S'!i' 
5. 103 126 123 150 120 124 121 
6. 83 85 53 86 64 94 78 
7. 96 94 100 10 72 87 87 
a. 118 113 142 115 120 119 157 
9. 112 123 112 155 126 125 122 
10. 101 90 20 42 20 103 66 
11. 91 70 116 lOZ 88 67 89 
12. 118 140 132 151 132 157 152 
13. 124 134 143 135 138 144 136 
14. 76 80 62 78 56 57 69 
16. 90 62 97 108 94 34 81 
16. 74 28 109 102 68 72 76 
17. 118 140 137 141 135 139 135 
18 •. 106 22 37 50 96 75 64 
19. 116 140 140 136 126 108 128 
20. 102 84 76 68 91 81 83 
21. 81 90 109 119 88 80 94 
22. 116 109 127 107 99 122 113
23. 102 121 108 82 85 ?8 96 
24. 100 100 54 67 92 20 72 
25. 113 106 111 110 105 106 108 
26. 120 140 145 141 135 132 135 
27. 139 141 154 160 149 138 - 14? 
28. 119 120 131 108 159 103 121 
29. 116 120 128 99 ,. 26 125 114
30. 107 86 80 107 113 .112 101 
31. 156 135 131 157 140 108 132 
32. 61 83 nt.: 40 108 97 82 
33. 100 135 136 150 135 126 130 
54. 113 128 91 124 121 100 114
35. 137 155 156 132 151 161 149 
36. 102 70 10 90 64 99 75 
37. 125 134 128 131 81 126 121 
38. 110 143 126 145 163 127 132 
39. 10'1 98 llO 103 136 116 112 
40. 151 121 151 167 142 126 138 
41. 116 93 85 86 88 115 .97
42. 100 104 116 110 97. 91 101 
43. 107 103 97 80 81 f@· 90 
44. 147 117 114 118 127 130 126 
46. 108 106 97 89 74 114 98 
Mean 108 107 108 108 104 104 107 
;3oD• 16.7 28.6 35.l 29.6 30.7 29.3 23.5 
Std. Er. 1.7 5.0 5.7 5.l 3.2 5.1 2.5 
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TABLE VI 
EFFICIENCY QUOTIENT OF EAOll PUPIL, UNIT BY UNIT - Ex.PERIMENrAL GROUP 
Mame Unit I Unit II Unit III Unit IV Unit V Unit VI Avera~e 
l. l03 98 111 114 115 113 109 
2. 98 107 89 90 92 100 94 
3. 116 67 82 94 75 90 87 
4. 113 126 140 127 127 158 126 
5. 101 126 129 109 107 112 114 
6. 112 94 91 108 118 102 104 
1. 108 127 128 116 119 107 111 
a. 117 87 103 103 91,. 97 . 100 
9. 115 140 128 127 112 157 127 
10. 118 106 · 110 95 102 115 107 
11. 112 128 103 108 120 131 123 
12. 52 50 '15 74 96 68 69 
13. 107 151 140 129 138 , 136 150 
14. 118 . 142 143 139 128 124 ,132 
15. 135 143 149 126 122 141 136 
16. 118 148 149 139 143 148 141 
17, 100 66 100 88 74 103 88 
1a. 117 108 122 131 152· 126 123 
19. 118. 64 117 92 111 117 105 
20. 121.:' 132 118 86 111 85 . 109 
21. 132 .142; 145 145 156 1~6 139 
22. 112 l;i4 150 157 158 126 129 
23. 117 124 128 140 141 150 130 
24. 126 116 144 138 132 130 131 
26. 129 145 .151 140 138 124 138 
26. 111 119 102 115 121 121 115 
27. 121 90 62 115 121 . 152 106. 
28. 119 ·114 143· 116 118 108 125 
29. 75 .155 88 109 97 18 97 
30. 116 127 125 122 ,138. 145 129 
31. 116 120 :125 114 113 119 118 
32. 96 . 123 144 100 88 111 110 
33. 130 150 126 120 125 95 .• 124 
34. 130 124 135 140 112 155 129 
35. 128 160 146 147 1.62 144 148 
36. 118 147 135 150 162 165 144 z1. 121 100 139 116 .96 101 112 
38. 106 77 102 97 126 112 · 103 
59. 128 157 110 100 100 133 121 
40. 125 166 134 135 154 153 141 
41. 105 136 124 142 116 101 125 
42. 121 125 103 68 102 110 106 
43. 128 122 108 95 92 122 lll 
44. 109 120 97 99 92 115 106 
46. 88 103 150 151 149 124 126 
Mean 114 120 121 116 118 118 118 
S.D, 16.6 21.5 ~1,6 20.a 19.5 19.5 17.7 






Figure 13. • ·Average Ef:f'i• 
c !ency Q,uotient of Each , 




Figure.14. - Average E:f'fi• 
ciency ~uotient o:f' Each Group 
in Working out Unit II. 
(See pages 36-37 ; Tables. V and VI, pages. 39-40 ) 
A• Con~rol_Group. Number of Cases: 







Figure ·1.s. ·-·Average Efficiency 
quotient of Ea.ch .. Group in. Work• 
ing out Unit I'II. 
,(" 
/ 0 ~ 
A' B 
Figure 16 
Figure':((:) •• Average Effi• 
ciency Q,uotient of Eacp. 
Group in Working out Unit 
IV • 
. (See pages aa, ..,..z.'l; Tables V and VI, pages iji: .... ~9) 
• A • Control Group · · 
t::f B • Experimental Group. 







Figure 17.• Average Efficiency 
quotient of Each Group in Work• 
ing out Unit v. 
A Ffe;ure ·is. 
Figure·ia •. - Average Effi• 
ciency Quotient of Each 
Group in Working out Unit 
VI. 
(See pag~ 3.5Z; Tables V and VI, pages •~-~) 
Ill A - Control Group 
0 B • Experimental Group. 
Number of Cases: 45 Pupils in Each Group. 
43
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Swmnariz d Report of the Mean Effici ncy ~uotient of 
Each Gmoup, Unit by Unit. 
(See page . ,, Tables V and VI, pages 
Control Group. 
------ Exp rimental Group. 
)
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Figure ·20. • Mean of the Average E:f:f'iciency Q,uo• 
tients of Ea.ch Group for the Entire Yea.r. 
(See page _3..Z~; Tables V and VI, Pages '59-46) 
.• A • Control Group. 
[:] B • Experimental Group. 
45
Number of Cases; 45 Pupils in Each Group. 
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ACHIEVEMENT OF EACH GROW AS SH.OWN :St RESULTS OF ST i..NDARD 'RESTS 
'Pable VII and Table VIII, pages 49 snd 50, show the achievement 
ot each pu.pil in each gro~p, as measured by tests given at the close 
ot the experiment. 
The test under date of JlJ.83 1 was given by SU.perintendent M.E. 
Pearson, and <!overed the work of the. 1ear. It consisted of a 11et of 
questions prepared under his supervision and was designed primarily to 
test historical information and historical Judgment. ~he results of the 
test follow: the Control Group nade an average ot 34.4 points. with 
a range of 11 points to 5S points; the Experimental Group nade M.
average or 43.0 points, w1 th a range or 27 points to 58 points. In this 
test, the Experimental Group showed to a decided e.dva.ntage 1 exo~lling the 
Control Grou.p by a.s points, or by about 25~ IJ?he grouping around the 
central tendency was very similar tor both, the standard deviation for 
tho Control Group being e.661 and tor the Experimental Group s.a9. 
The second test, given ~· 19, was a follow-up test ot one 
given October 19 preoedi.ng. For this purpose, Gregory• s tests in. 
American History, ,est III 1 Form A and. Form B were used. fheae tests 
covered a very wide range of activity. They- were of the tru.e-f'a.lse, 
completion, matohing, and discussion types, and were d$aigned to test 
historical information, historical Ju.dmzient. and the ability to organ-
ize historical material covering a large unit of work. Tl.le aim in 
giving these two tests was to measure the amount or progress made b7 
ea.ch student during the period covered by the experiment.. Form A 
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was given October 21, 192Q and Form B was given Bay 19; 1950, six 
months later.- The gain of each po.pil dur1ns ;,the six months was then 
computed. 'l'he resulte of the two tests follow. 
In tlie first test given in October, the' ·control Group ma.de 
Q.n average score ot 19.1%, with a. range of 6% to 55%; the Experimental 
Group made an average soore of 16.5%. with a range of 2% to .49%. in 
the second test g1 ven in May; the Control Grou.p made an average score 
of 43.7'/o, with .a range of 15% to 79%;' the Experimental Group ~de an 
a.verage aoore of 42.6%, with a range of 11% to 79'%,. The gains a.re as 
follows: The Oontrol Group ma.de an average gain or 24.6%, with a gain 
range ot 6% to 48%; the Experimenial Grau,p ma.de an average gain of 26. 56, 
with a gain range of 6% to 66%. These tacte show that, in the aggregate, 
the Experimental Group made an average gain of 1. '1% above the average 
gain of the Control Group; or, expressed in another way• the gain made 
by the Experimental Gt-ou.p was abo~t 7'/o higher than the ga.in ma.de by the
Control Group, which is a. rather significant gain, 
The Mean Aohi evertent !able IU on the following page g1. ve, 
a su.mnarized comparison of tba two groups in aahiEavenent as shown by .
reaul ts of standard tests. "A" imicatea Control Group; ''B" indicates 
Expe~imental Group. 
Mean Achievement Table III 
SUpt. Pearson's Ini t ia.l His- Final His-
Teat tory Scores tor.y Scores Gain 
A B A :a A B A B 
Mean 54.4 43.0 19.l 16.5 43.7 42.6 24,-6 26.5 
s.». 8.66 8.89 11.~ 8.9 15.4 17.9 8.06 15.65 
Std, Error .94 .96 1.2 .94 1.4 1.a .as l.57 
B'igu.res 21, 22, 23 1 241 and 261 pages 51-55, illustr~:te bf . ..,.. 
graphic representation how the two groups compare in achievement a.s 
shown by results of standard teats given.. Figu.re 24 shows the mean
gain of each group, based on its initial history score. With this 
as the basis of each, the Control Group shows a. gain of 150%; and the 




ACHIEVEMEI11' AS SHOWN .BY RESULTS OF STAND.ARD TESTS GIVEM cor~ROL GROUP 
Superinterdent Initial His- Final History Gain Over 
.Pupil Pearson's Test tory Scores. Soores, October 
Number · Meil 7 ! 1930 Oct. 21, 1929 May 19, 1930 Test 
1. 49 40 ?4 54
2. 58 65 79 24
3~ 38 40 66 16 
4. 41 22 64 42 
5. 43 41 67 26 
6. 25 16 47 51
7. 34 26 45 18 a. 41 28 48 m
9". 50 25 41 16 
10·. 33 21 48 27 
ll'. 39 20 45 25 
12. 42 20 53 55 
15. 46 56 69 23 
14. 33 23 48 25 
16. 36 8 46 38 
16. 33 20 46 26 
17. 41 15 . 63 48 
18. 42 25 47 22 
19. 34 20 46 26 
20. 22 11 46 55 
21. 17 12 il 19 
22. 31 19 46 27
23. 22 17 28 11
24. 31 22 46 24 
25. 42 22 44 22
26. 38 19 51 32
27. 39 22 44 22
28. 53 9 40 31 
29., 40 22 49 27 
30. 29 5 19 .14 
31. 26 9 15 ' 6
52. 53 9 25 .16 
33. 28 16 39 23
34. 33 18 29 .11
55. 44 20 5S 53 
36. 33 ll 24 13 
'l>7. 28 7 32 25 
5£3. 59 1 26 19 
39. 57 10 39 29 
40. 39 15· 46 31 
41. 29 9 00 21 
42. 52 14 45 29 
43. '11 7 36 29 
44. 26 7 31 24
46. 22 18 · · 34 16 
Mean 34 •. 4 19.i 43.7 24.7 
S.D. a.s5 11.2 15.58 8.06 
Std. Error .938 1.18 1.4 .86 
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. '2 ABLE VllI 
AOHIEVENJ.ENT AS SHOW!i BY RESUI.Ir$ OF ST/~DARD TESTS GIVEN EX.PEHIM~NTAL GROU.P
Sup er int endenb · Initial His- . Final History Gain Over 
. Pupil Pearson's Test tory Scores, scores, October 
Nu.Qlber lJia.y 7 ! 19 00 . October 21 ! '29. }&ii 19 ! 1930 'Test 
1. 55 27 66 · 58 
2. 54 zo 79 49 
3. 63 19 67 48 
4. · 63 21 75 · 52 
6. 52 10 '16 66 
6. 36 21 40 · 19 
7. 56 6 22 · 16 
. a. 3& 18 51 33 
9•. 43 19 45 · 26
10. 56 12 41 29 
11. 52 49 68 19 
· 12. 34 27 45 18 
13. 39 23 52 23 
14. 49 14 ·37 . 23
is. 50 00 '71 41 
16. 58 10 49 39 
17. 34 11 49 al 
16. 44 29 59 10 
19. 60 31 61 00 
. 20. .40 18 41 23 ·
21. 53 22 44 22 
22. 43 13 46 33 
23. 44 14 Z9 25 
24. 45 14 42 28 
25. 48 10 47 57 
26. 43 15 25 .. 10 
27. 50 21 65 '44
28. 46 9 29 ·m 
29. 23 14 27 11 • 13 
30. 62 11 57 '26
31. 52 ll 35 ,.·24 
32. 44 16 21 . 6
33. 42 8 55 . 27 
34. 42 16 38 , 23 
36. 42 10 40 30 
36. 25 7 00 ',23
37. · 51 11 19 5
38. 44 2 '28 26 
39. 46 24 63 29 
40. 42 10 17 ?
41. 41 8 19 11
42. 27 11 28 l? 
43. 32 12 32 m
44. 31 6 36 51 
46, 43 5 ll 6
lfean 45 16.5 42.6 26.3 
s.n. 8.89 a.92 17.9 13.06 
Std. Error ,964 .84: 1.a 1,37 
I Cf. o 
0----- A B 
Figure::·2i. ·· 
Figure 2i~ • Mean Initial His• 
tory Score of.Each Group. Re• 
sults from Gregory Tests in 
American History; Test III, 
Form A. Given oat~ 21, 192~.· 
4~.i ·112. .L
A .. ~ 
Figure 22. 
Figure·22. - .Mean Final His• 
tory Seore of Each Group. 
Gregory's Test in American 
History; 'Test ·III, Form B. 
Given May 19, 1930. 
(see pages -ti'o•ie; Tables VII and VIII, pp. ,t~:.GJe) 
A• Con~rol Group. 
0 :B • Experimental Group. 




() 4-------- A B Fifture·25. 
Figure ·2s. - Mean Ga.in of Each 
Group, as Shown by May Scores 
Over October Scores (Gregory 
Tests). 
'(, b 







I Figure 24. • :Mean Gain of 
Group in Percent Based on 
Its· ·Ini.;tial History Score. 
A• Control Group 
D · B • Experimental Group. 
Number of Cases: 45 Pupils in Each Group 
52 
l/3,0 
A .. B 
Fiiure·2s • 
. . 
Figure '::?5. •Mean Score of Each Group· in Supt. Pear• 
son's Test Given May?, 1930, Expressed in Points. 
( See pages ,i)'f~,, 4,.S; Tables VII and VIII, pp. 5i-~I) 
A• Control Group 
c=J E • Experimental Group. 
Number of Cases: 45 Pupils in Eaeh Group. 
53 ') 
Th~ coefficient or correlation between the l.Q. a.nd the 
history scores in the final· history test (Gregorr's) is as follows, 
1 1. Control Group, .74 .1:: ,04, 
2. Experimental Group• • 71 "+ .o5. 
. . -
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Here the correlation ie :reasonably high, with the alight 
advantage favoring the Control Group. Sinoe there is abundant 
evidence that_ tbe average achievenent of the Experimental Group was 
sr~nter tbJm thn..t or the Oontrol Group in every Unit or work, it 1s· 
perhaps not too mu.oh to assume that the lower correlation of the 
smaller factor in determini11g the achieven~nt of that groupJ and that 
other r~;tors, su.oh as greater industry and effort; entered into the 
:fit\!
situ.at ion. 
Th,::. greater aohievemen t of the Experimental Group both in 
the mean number ot points earned am in the mean Efficiency Quotient, 
may be explained 1n part on the ground that the Experimental Group 
did more things that w~re not required of all the pupils than did 
the Control Group. The syllabus, which was used ts the foundation for 
. . tf;'
this experiment, provided for three levels of work. The lowest level 
covered the. text'book work largely, and was required of all the pupils. 
The second level consisted of additional and more difficult work, 
which required more reading and more· ini tia.t ive to work out. The 
third level involved several projeots and yery extensive reading. 
By performing the work of the lowest level, a minimum number of 
points was earned. For performa..a, e or the work or the second level, 
additional points were earned. For aooompliahing the work of the 
_third Jr highest level• still additional points were added. The 
Experimental Group excelled in the number of' difficutt problems 
and projects worked ou.t, in cartoon ~nd other ~llustrative material 




EV'ALUATIOlf OF THE TWO tmTHODS IN 1•mm OF PUPIL. 
REACTION' 
In the preoedi.1'1€t section• ttXnterpratation ot Data", it 
was shown how the Control Group and the Experimental Group compared 
in aoh1evernent :ln those fields ot activity which oan be objectively 
ms asured, suoli as historical intorma. t1 on, reference reading, map 
drawing, making ot illustrations. cartoons, etc. In this section, 
we shall compare the results of the two method.a of instruction in 
arousing interest, end in developing 1ni tiati ve and EJelf•direction. 
The degree to which these factors are aroused and developed by e. 
particular method 1s a very important index of the "(al:ldi ty of that 
method in mdern eduaatl.onal pmoedure. tfhese factors, it is true, 
are intangible, and some of them cannot be m3asured objeoti rely, 
but the degree ot their presence may be nsa.aured relatively:by any 
exper.Lenoed observer. 
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In interest and enthu·siasm, the Experimental. Group excelled, 
exoept on:rara ocoasions. Soma times the stimulus of the larger social 
group in disoussi on was very e:f'teot 1ve, but oftener there' was no 
interest aroused ·on the i:art at :rm.ny slow menbers of the class, because 
they did not comprehend what the discussion was about. 
In the develo'Il,nant of 1td tiati ve and self-direction also, 
the ~ritn9ntal Group excelled.. It is 1n this field of classroom 
activity, that tho author believes the Unit ·plan has one of its 
greatest advantages. Thwgh- the· pupils are frequently guided and 
oounaeled, they are al.most omstant11 thtOwn upon the~r own ;re-
sponsibi 11 ty.. Deil,6 oonstant;cy, thrown upon one•s .responsibility 
develops initiative;: resourcefulness, end aelt•direotion. It, a 
pupil does not. measure up t~ his re~pons1b111ty, his short-comings 
are soon detected. and may be cor:rected before it is. too late., 
Because ot the individual attention a pupil reoei vea, he finds it 
quite im~ssi ble to "get by". But wm:t is still more import!int, 
his desire to "get by" ia grentl.y lessened by this method. 
The Eltperinsntal Group excelled also in industry and effort. 
This tact is objectively shown by the 'hft:gher ettioienoy quotient ot. 
that gmup in eaoh ot .the six Units of work"' The mean l.Q. ot the 
two groups was J;Jra.otiaally identical, being·-·a9.,02 tor the Control 
Group and. 89.04 tor the Experimental G~up; while the m~ Etfioiency 
Quotient ot the Oontrol Group was 107, and tor the Experimental 
G:mup 118, or l.0% higher. Under noxmal oonditions, it is. fair to 
assume that pupils of identical I~Q,. •s will achieve the eam.e average 
per.formsnoe, all th1:ngs being equal. , ]3Ut ·when there 1s a wide range 
ot d:tti'erenoe in the performance of the tvo equated groups 1 the 
di:f'f'erence must be due to a ditfarence in the two intangible taotors, 
industry end effort. 
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CRAPTFBVI 
A SUUWUlY STA'l!EliCEllr OF STATISTIOAL FDIDUTGS
on'the basis of the data submitted in this st-tidy, we can 
make the toll.owing ewnniarr etatell18ntss 
1.' The two groups • to rty-tiva pupils in each .- were 
equated along tba following lines i (a) Intel•; · 
ligenoa Q.uotient; (b) :Mental ·Age; (o) Ohronologicai 
· .Agel · end ( d) · ability ~ read and comprehend histor• 
ical materiel •. 
2. The two g:n:>ups were very similar in me11tal e.b111ty 
and reading pertormance, as shown 1n Sum.nary Tabla I. 
a. Mean Intelligenoe Quotient 
(l) Oont~l. Group : 
(a) Exl)Gr1nental G?Oup ·: 89.04 
b. Mean. Mental Age (Months) 
(l) Control Group : 
· "~'.(2) EX'per1.mentat Group: l'/2,l 
e. Ma~ Ohronological Age ·(N.onthe)
(l) Oontrol G:roup ; 213.l 
( 2} ~1>a:rimental Group ; 212. 9 
d •. Mean Reading A.bili ty (Whipple's Test) 
(l} Control ,Group:. ·34.7% 
( 2) El:perirm :sma.l Group :
('l'he national median for the Whipple Test is 49%). 
e9 
SUtmrary Tab le I t,hows in tabular form how nearly equal in 
ability the two g:roupa were. 
S'Ol4WlY TABLE I -
Control Elq>erimen.tal 
Grou;e Groul? 
Intelligenoe Quotient 89.02 89.04 
Mental Age (Months) 171.l 172.l 
Ohronologioal Age 213,l 212.9 
(Months)
Ab1li ty to Comprehend 34.7</t, 34.7% 
Historical Material 
(The Whipple '!'est)
3. ln each ot the methods used in measuring results, 
the Experinlental Group excelled the Oontrol Group, 
aa shown in Sutmnary Table II. 
a. In the mean number of points earned, Unit by
Unit. 
(l) Control Group: 345
(2) Ex:perinental Group : 380
a gain of 10% over the Control Group. 
b. In the mean Etf1oiency Q.Uot1ent1 Unit by Unit. 
( l) Control Gl.1>UP .: 107 
(2) Experimental. Group: ll8 
a sa:tn· ot 10% over the Control Group. 
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o. In SUperintendent l?earaon 's annual test (Mean 
soo re• 1n point a) • 
( l) Oont:rol .. Group:
(2) Experimental Group: 43.0
a gain of 25% over the Oontrol G.-oup. 
d. In the average gain during the year. as shown 
by results of the Gregor., Standard. Tests given 
in October and in May (in points). 
(1) Oontrol Group; 
(2) Ex:perimental Q,x,up: 26.3 
11 great er gain by e. bout '1% by the 
Experimental Group. 
e. In. the progress of ea.oh group, as shown b7 its 
"
gain in :Ma;r over its October record• in· the 
Gregory Testa (1n percent)• 
(1) The Oontrol Group in~ excelled its Ootober 
record by 130%. 
(2) The .Ex:perinental G:mup in May excelled its 
October record by 161% • a greater gain ot 
about 24% by the Experilm ntai Group. 
Sutl11mry Table II on the following page shows in tabular 
tonn. a comparison of the two groups in aohievament, aa is indicated 
by the various methods that were used 1n measuring results. 
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SUMMARY Tlu3LE II 
Control Experimental Gain 
• 1!Jroup ... Group ( £el?erimental} 
Classroom Oheokup, Mean 
Number ot Points• Unit 
by Unit 345 380 10% 
Mean Ettioienoy Quotient, 
Unit by Un1t 107 118 10% 
Superintendent Pearson's 
Test, Mean Score (In
Points) 34.4 43 .. 0 
Mean Gain During Year 
as Shown by the Grego17 
Stalldard Teats 1n Oct. 
and May (In Points) 24.6 26.3 7'1, 
Progress ot Each Group, 
as Shown by its Gain 1n
May over its Oct. Record 
in the Gregol'Y Teets 
( In Percent ) l3~ ·161~ 24% 
4. The f'ollowing correlations wel:8 found tor each ot 
the two groups: 
a. The ooetfio tent of correlation between the 
Intelligence Quotients end the reading scores. 
(1) Oont10l ·Group: .71 ± .05 
(B) Experimental Group; .58 ± .06 
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b. The coeftloient or correlation between the Intelligence 
Quotients and the average number or points.earned by 
eaoh pupil. 
(l) oontrol Gr~p: .2? t .09 
(2) Exper1mantal Groqn .41 + ·.oa 
.. . ,;-
a. The ooettiaient ot correlation between the history 
" ' '
scores in the :tinal atendard test (Gregory's, given 
may 19, 1930), and the average number ot points 
earned by each pupil during the year~
(1) Control Oroupt 
(2) Experimental Group; 
., '
.• 51 ±" ,,07
.26 f .oo 
d. Tne coefficient ot correlation between the Intelligence 
quotients and the history scores in the final standard 
test (Gregory's). 
(1) Control Group;
(a) Ex:periioontal Group, 
5. The standard deviations in 'the achievements ot the two 
gxoups are signitioont. 
a. In the number of' points eermd on each Unit by each 
:pupil, the standard. deviations e.re much lo1c1er for the 
Experittental Group than tor the Cc4Jntrol Group. (See 
:Mean Achievement Table I, p~e 2?:, and Tables III and 
IV, pages 29-30 'J;'he atme is true tor the standard 
deviations of the Ettioienoy Q,uotients of each pupil, 
Unit by Unit. (See Mean Achievement Te.ble II, :tllge
37 and Tables V and VI, pages 39-40.
b. These facts indioate tmt the aohie ve,mnts ot the 
members of' the Experimental Group were grou~d more 
closely around the c antral ten denoy, or mean. This 
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indioation ooupled wit~ the tact that 1n each Unit 
the mean per:toman.ce of the Experimental Group exceed-
, '
Gd t~t ot the Control Group by about 10% (see 
S~ry Ta.bls .II, ~age. 62 suggests ~t only that the
prog;-esi, ot the brl.ghteri pupils was not interfered 
with, but als~ that :the achievement of the slower 
, pupils waa raised to a higher le val. 
o. Furthe more, when we cons1 der tha. t the standard 
deviations in the mental abilities of the pupils of 
. 
the two groups are practically the same (see Mean 
Ab111t1 'l'able l, »ese 18 and Tables I and II, pages 
20-21 the pronounced lower deviations in achiave-





As a result ot this inveatiga tton, th~ author draws the
. '- ' \ '
. following conclusions, w1th refereme to the groups involved; 
First - That the Uni't Uethod ot Prooadure :ln teaching 
American History 1n a seni® high school is more 
etfioient than the tl'a~itional olaas i-eoita.tion 
method• at least for sr?UP$ of the ~pe involved in 
this· ·study. 
second* - 'l*ha.t the Unit Method apparently leads to mre desirable 
reading habits on the J;Brt of the inP11a. 'rb.q read· 
more books, and a wider rungeat books.: 
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Third - '!'hat tha Unit Method probably'. tumiahes better opportun1 ties 
for the develol1ltant ot .. ini t1at1ve end sslf•direction on 
the part ot pupils. The l?!:!Pil has a better opportunity 
to become a student. 
Fourth • 1'tat the Unit Method leads to better assimilation ot 
historical niaterial and 1D increased interest ln the subject. 
Fifth - '!hat the Unit l!ethod affords nore tl:a.n us~al opportunities 
tor the cultivation ot friendly rela time between the 
pupils and the teacher. 
Sixth • 1'hat the Unit Method afforda a batter opl)Ortunity tor 
supervised study'. 
*Conclusions II through. XII are largely the result of close observation 
and judgment on the 12rt of the instructor. .For the moat part 
sub jeoti ve judgment, but in many 1nstanoes based upon objective 
evidence. 
/' 
seventh - .That the Unit Method l~ada to a better understanding as 
a whole ot the larger movements ot human bi story whioh 
so far tov,ard. exple1n1ng the world in which 11a live today. 
The pupil is led. to lee.m Jiisto;z, ratbar than lessons. 
Eighth • That the Unit Method is more in keeping with mo~er'Jl
edWlatlonal thought, beoauae it lead.a to greater mental 
aot1vi ty on the part ot the ·pupils .. 
oiher 
On the other hand/ conolusiona must also be drawn:
Ninth • 'l'hat, without oonstant vigilanoo and extrea oar~. the 
Unit !lethod may lead, on the other hand, to much wasted,
energy, and on the other, to the formation of ha.bits· of 
laziness on the part of the pupils. 
Ten th - Th.at to have even as good results. by the Unit :Method. as 
by the class recitation me 1h od, the teacher must make
carefUl. and painstaking. preparation• am be willing to 
perto:rm an unusual amount of hard wot-k. 
Eleventh- bt the follovdng conditions are absolutely essential 
in order to have success with the Unit Method: 
1. · The :pupils must ha.vs in their hands for 
daily use, direotive study sheets oontain-
1ng 'c'aretully prepared directions covering 
at 1e'ast a Unit of work, or a. manual or 
eylla bus covering the whole year's wo1·k. 
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2. The teacher must be in a position to spend 
the class period in :llldividual or group 
oonferenoes with pupils. In other words, 
the teacher must find time to do individual 
teaching instead ot class teaohing. 
3. The teacher must have e. oaretull.31' worked 
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out plan of testing procedure. Without the 
daily' oheck•up attorded by the recitation, 
many pupils will be tempted to be careless 
about their work, or to spend their time in 
reading h1stori oal material they t1n.d :most 
interesting. Thay mu.at be made to understand 
that they w.111 be held responai ble tor the
learning ar certain essential tacts; and to do 
this, ~quent testirg over the essentials ot 
each Unit is necessary. 
Tweltth - The author does not hesitate to recommend the general use 
of the Unit Method in teaching h1s1X>ry under the conditions 
· mentioned above. In his opinion; its merits are capable 
ot quite genel'al applioat.1.cn. 
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:PREFACE 
This syllabus was prepared to facilitate thorough-
ness in the work: of pupils in American History in the 
senior high school.· EXperience has taught the author 
that one of the chief obstacles to thoroughness in his-
tory teaching is la.ck of definiteness in the assignment. 
very frequently the pupil starts his work with only a 
vague notion of what he is expected to do. Naturally 
the results are often unsatisfactory, both to the pupil 
and to the teacher •. With this syllabus, no pupil can 
fail to understand exactly what is expected of him in 
.the way of performance. Not only is there definiteness 
in the general scheme, but .every step is expressed in 
the form of a specific question or problem, which should 
be a challenge to every pupil. 
Another obstacle to thoroughness is lack of organ-
ization of the subject-matt·er learned. Many facts are 
learned by the pupil, but they are often more or less 
detached and unrelated in the pupil's mind. In this 
course the a1.1.thor has attem:pted to organize the main 
facts of American History around eight central ideas, 
called Uni ts. In this ·way, the problem. of organization 
is simplified.. Moreover, each Unit is mo.de to lead di-
rectly into the next, thus unifying the whole course. 
Another obstacle to thoroughness is "class" teach-
ing. Assignments are made to fit the navern.ge" pupil; 
consequently, many pupils are carried over work too rap-
idly for nssimilo.tion, ,and others are forced to 11mark 
time" and are never encouraged to work u:p to their full 
capacity. The system outlined here aims to take care 
of individual d~fferences by providing three levels of 
work: one for the slower :pupils, one for the "averagen, 
and one for the more rapidly moving pupils. By this 
method, each pupil is encouraged to work up to his a-
bility? o.nd no one is forced to hurry over work and 
leave it half-learned. 
There are some special features, such as: u gen-
eral survey over the whole course, given at the begin-
ning; n pre-view or preliminary survey of each Unit; 
rules on how to study history; a daily reading report 
plan; a book report plan; and a statement of the re-
quirements for euch grude. Each of these fe2tures is 
designed to help the:pupil directly in attacking the 
problem of learning. 
If this s.yllabus makes it :Possible for the pupil 
to do more efficient end satisfying work, it will ac-
complish in some measure what is intended. rt is not a 
panacea for hard work. It aims simply to be a means 
of increasing the efficiency of the pupil as o worker. 
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GENERAL SURVEY 0 F T H E C O U R S E 
I N AMERICAN H I S T O R Y 
ours is a great nation. It is great because of its 
high standards of achievement along all lines--social, e-
conomic, political and s~iritual. AS you look about you 
today, you cannot help seeing abundant exidences of our 
great democratic educational institutions, our beneficent 
religious organizations, our vast systems of transportation 
and communication, our many comforts and conveniences, our 
busy factories and mills, our bustling cities and quiet 
country-sides. Not so apparent, and yet none the less 
real, are also to be found our great systems of govern-
ment--National, state and Local, and/the deep spiritual 
significance of American life, which finds its highest ex-
pression in service, philanthropy and practical idealism. 
You are conscious of the existence of these great a-
chievements, because, like the air you breathe, they are 
all about you. You are the heirs of e.11 these great things. 
You have inherited them ready-made from the pest. But I 
wonder, boys end girls, if you appreciate fully this in-
heritcnce. I wonder tf you do not take these things for 
granted very much as you t2ke the air and the sunlight. 
Do you realize that these blessings hove not alwcys ex-
isted? Do you Jr.now the. t they have come only through the 
fore-sight, the fortitude, the wisdom, the sacrifices and 
sufferings of others, and that thoy cen be preserved in no 
other wey? :Perhr.ps you do, but the chances are that you 
do riot appreciate fully their deep significance and your 
relationship to th~m. 
These obseryations lead us to th0 chief underlying 
purposes of this course in Americc:n History. Tho y may be 
stated briefly es follows: 
(1) To give you an opportunity to learn how our· 
country, as.we see it today, with its institu-
tion, its traditions, its opportunities and its 
prestige, has come to be \ifha t it is; 
(2) To surround you with books from which you muy 
gather and assimilate important facts to be us-
ed in understanding nnd interpreting American 
life today, as it is expressed in books, maga-
zines, newspapers, pictures, otc. 
( 3) Aft or you he ve gained lmowledge of the origin and 
development of your Amoa:·i can heri t2.ge, and you 
are able to interpret American life of today, we 
hope you will be inspired to help preserve all 
those institutions, customs and idcEls that ex-
perience and wisdom have shown to be worthy of 
preservation. 
( 4) If America is to keop in the v2nguerd of pro-
gress, she must from time to time modify her in-
stitutions; but such modifications, if wise, must 
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be IDQde according to the light of experience bQsod upon a 
knowledge of her histor~y·. we hopo that the body of knovJ-
lodge you will appropriate in this course, and tho train-
ing you will receive, will help you to develop e sound at-
titude toward all those problems touching Amcriccts fu-
ture which you 2.s c'. cltizcn will be cr.-;lled U}.)On to help 
solve. 
To know how Amoricn ccmc to be who.t she is today, vrn 
must observe end m.~stor certain definite steps. These 
stops mny bo listed ns follows: 
(1) Tho Discovery 
(2) Tho sottlemont 
( 3) The Gaining .of Indo1)0ndonc o 
( 4) Tho Estl'.blishment of ~· Nctionnl Government 
(5) The EX.pension westwurd 
(6) Disunion end Reunion 
(7) our Industrinl Life Tod~y 
(8) Americn 1 s Present. Placo Among tho No.tions of 
the world 
Tho nbovo stops ere the milestones, so to spoQk, c-
long tho rocd you will travel in pursuing this course. rn order to mcko your journey more ploc.so.nt c.nd your pur-
suit of knowledge more effective, I hnvo grouped the course 
around eight definite Units ns follows: 
Unit I. How thG new world we. s Discovered end EXplored 
by the Old (1450-1600) 
Unit II· How the New world was Peopled from the Old 
(1600-1763) 
Unit III. How, the New World Broke Away from the Old 
( 17 60-1823) 
Unit tv. How our Nation was Established ( l'"/83-1801) 
Unit v. How our Nation Conquered the Vvilderness {·1801·;..:. 
1861) 
Unit vr. How our Nation Became Divided and was Re-
united (1787-1877) 
Unit VII. American Life Becomes Industrialized (1877-
1898} 
Unit VIII. America Becomes a world power ( 1898 to the 
Present) 
Each of these Uni ts de2.ls with an integral part of the 
great structure we know as America toda/. And es.ch has s. 
definite, important pai~t to };lay in the building u1J of your 
body of knowledge of American History. The paxt each is to 
play may be briefly characterized as follows: 
UNIT I tells how hardey seamen from Europe in the fif-
teenth and sixteenth centuries discovered and explored 
the New world. 
UNIT II tells how in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies people from the .leading nations of Europe, seek-
ing wealth, homes or adventure, came to this Promised 
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Land and built their homes. 
UNIT III tels how in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries the descendants of these people, desiring 
freedom, threw off the yoke of their mother-coun-
tries and became independent. 
UNIT IV. With independence came the ne oessi ty for an 
independent government. This Unit tels how the 
young American states drew up a constitution and es-
tablished an orderly government of their own. 
UNIT V deals v~i th the westward movement o:f the Ameri-
can people. As the people multiplied in number they 
sought new homes in lands to the t1est. As a result 
the wilderness was conquered, and the United states 
expanded from the Atlantic sea-board westward to the 
Pacific.· This movement occupied most of the nine-
teenth century. 
UNIT VI. Contemporary with our national development 
there grew up. in the southern section of our country 
the institution of slavery. As the people moved 
westward into the new lands, serious conflict arose be-
tvrnen those who fe.vo red slavery and those who opposed 
it. This conflict finaly resulted in the division 
of the nation and the Civil war. The war put an end 
to slavery, and the nation was reunited. 
ID.HT VII deals with a very important l)hase of American 
life today--the economic. The Industrial Revolution, 
the growth and power of "big business", the problems 
of ca:pi tal ·and labor, and their tremendous effects up-
on American. life and character, are some of the out-
stand:ing facts of this Unit. 
UNIT VIII treats of .America 1 s relations with the other 
nations of the world during the last thirty years. rn 
this Unit tvesee the young notion grown to ful n;ian-
hood, taking o dominant place among the nations of the 
world. The outstanding movements which contribute to 
this world-status a l1E:) the Spani sh-.American wo. r and 
the 1Jmrld wer. 
Thus the cycle of history, so fer cs it relates to A-
merica is made complete. Tho Old world discovers, explores 
and founds the New. When the New discerns ·the selfish mo-
tives of the Old and feels its own growing strength, it 
breaks away and estoblishes a seperate existence. For ~ ~ 
most a century the New remains comparatively o.loof from 
the Old, using its energies in self-development. Finaly 
through the logic of events tho New world cbandons its po-
licy of isole. tion, on tors with caution into the family of 
nations, and shD.kes hands with tho Old world r.cross the 
seas. 
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THE l.1ECil4.NICS OF EACH UNIT 
Each Unit consists of the following seven parts: 
A• The Pre-VieTI 
B· Problems and Projects ~ c. lien for the Biographical Table 
D· Dates for the Chronological Table 
E· Illustreti Ye Material, l!ai)S, Ch2.rts, etc. 
F· List of Reference Readings 
G. List of Historic2l Fiction 
The Pre-View consists of~ brief bird's eye view of the 
Unit es a"'whole, e.nd is given by the teacher. The :purpose 
of the Pre-View is to make it easier for you to at.tack ef-
fectively the i.Nork: of the Unit. 
The Problems and Projects are a series of questions and 
topics, the answers to which are to be worked out, leerned 
and written, down. 
Men for the Biographical Table consists of a list of 
men who contributed most to the period under discussion. 
Important contributions of e2ch are to be learned and writ-
ten down. 
Dates for the Chronological Table consists of a list 
of important dates, the events of which are to be learned 
and written down. 
Illustrative Mn te1~ial, Maps, Che.rt s, etc. nothing 
is more im:po1"tant in the study of History then the proper 
use of visual cid.s. llfnps Will be dr2.\vn, chrrts and draw-
ings made, and pictures c.nd other illustrative mate1 .. inl 
will be brought into clnss for use. 
The :Re fe:rence Li st contcins the nc mes of some of the 
best books on the unit under discussion. The lists are not 
meant to be exh0ustive. They are mainly suggestive. You 
mcy mcke substitutions if you wish. you ere advised to 
keep ot least one reference book from the public librcry . 
on hcnd ell the time. Every pupil is required to do some 
out side ror.ding ecch v,e ek. 
The Fiction List. A judicious reeding of well-selected 
books of his tori eel fiction will yield splendid returns. 
The list is suggestive. Substitutions Ill2Y be mode with the 
approval of the to~cher. 
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THE M11~THOD OF PROCEDURE 
' ' '
Each pu~il will carefully read and study the Pre-View 
before attempting any other work on the Unit. After heving 
roestered the Pre-View, each will begin his study of the next 
ste:p--the :Problems end l?rojectsn These ere divided into three 
:parts, under the titles Group I, Group II, and Group III· 
This arr2.ngement is mt::de to provide foT individual differences. 
Group I is to be worked out by all the pu1)ils; Groups I and II, 
by those who wish to make a higher gr2de; Groups I, lI, and 
III, by those· seoking the highest grade. 
HOW YOUR H.ANY- VTILL BE DETEID:!INED 
1. Minimum Essentials (Entitling one to a gre de of 4.} 
(a) The :Problems nnd :Projects; Grou11 I 
( b} The Men for the Biographical TGble 
(c) The Dates for the Chronological Tcblo 
( d) Meps, Charts, ot c.
(~) Well-kept Notes · 
( f) Reference Ecc.c1ing ( c:xclu.si ve of text): 25 pages per 
VIOOk 
.( g) Quality of \/1/ork:: GooQ. 
2. Requirements for & Grade of 3 or 2 
(2) Tho Problems and Projects: Groups I 2nd II 
(b) The Mon for tho Biographical Teble 
(c) The Dates for the Chronologicnl Tublo 
( d) Ma.ps, Cha1·ts, etc. 
{c) ~ell-k~pt Notes 
(f) R~forence Reeding (exclusive of text): 30 pages per 
week 
( g) Q,uali ty of work wi 11 determine the gr2.de. 
~. Requirements fore Grade of 2 or 1 
·(a) Problems 2.nd projects: Grou.ps I, II 8nd III 
( b) The Men fo1" the Biographical Table 
(c} The D2tes for the Chronological Tfble 
( d) 1.I2:ps, Charts , etc. 
(e) Well-kept Notes 
(f} Reference Jeading (exclusive of text): 40 peges per 
·1r.: eek: 
( g) Quality of wor1r: will dete:·mine the grade • 
•~ TE:RM: :PAPE~
If a pupil becomes interested in some project listed un-
der Group III while iJUl'Suing the work of any Unit, he m2y con-
cent r~t e his reference reading on th2t subject. In such ce.s~, 
he may vvork out a Term J?2pe1" under the guid2ncc of the teecher. 
Tb.is p2per will be Eccopted in lieu of the reports required tm-
der Group III. 
In determining you1" rank, both quality s.nd quantity of 
your work will be considered. Therefore, the gr2de you make 
Will be in pro11ortion to the amount of eff'o1.,t you :put forth. 
You v.1hould stri vo to meet the re quiroments for the highest 
grado of which you are capablee 
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HOW TO STUDY HISTORY 
"The habits of study formed in school are of greater im-
portance than the subjects mastered. The following·suggest-
ions, if carefully followed, _will help you make your mind a-n
efficient tool. Your daily aim should be to learn your lesson 
in less time, or to learn it better in the same time." 
' ----- ' ...___......,
Many pupils do not achieve satisfactory results from 
their efforts because they do not know how to study. In fact, 
many do not know what studying is. studying means much more 
than simply reading an as signmem over a· few times. studying 
is a purposeful activity, in which the highest reaches of the 
mind are consciou~ly called into play. Watch the trained at-
hlete in the game. Every muscle, every nerve is attuned to 
the accomplishment of one objective. So is the mind, when 
actively engaged as in sti:dying. rt compares, accepts, rejects, 
appropriates. There is as much difference between studying 
and simply reading as there is between going somewhere and 
simply strolling. Do not nstroll" when you study your lesson. 
Be sure you know what your goal is, then Go. 
some Simple Rules To Observe In studying 
1. If at home, seelc a quiet place where ·you will not be dis-
turbed by conversation, the door-bell, the telephone or 
the radio. If. et school, build a wall around yourself, so 
t.o speak, and allow no distractions to enter your con-
scio.usness. In case you are unable to have a quiet place 
in which to study, train your mind to concentrate on what 
you are doing, despite distractions. such training is a
valuable pa.rt of your education. 
2. "Make out a definite daily program, arranging for a de-
finite time for each study. you will thus form the habit 
of concentrating your thoughts on·the subject at that time.a -
3. Have your assignment, your books, and other necessary ma-
terials at hand. 
4. "Learn to use your text-book, as it will help you to use 
other books. Therefore ·understend the purpose of such de-
vices as index, appendix, footnotes;meps, illustrations, 
etc. , and use them freely~ n 
5. "Do not lose time getting ready for study. Sit down and 
begin to work at once. concentre.te on your work, i. e., 
put your mind on it and let nothing disturb you. Have the 
will to leern. n 
6. For the first time, read the assigned.pages rapidly, sim-
ply to get a general idea of the subject-matter. Then 
read it again, this time more slowly and carefully, think-
ing as you read. Then reed it again V\! ith a view to aD.swer-
ing definitely the particular problem in mind. If neces-
11 
sery, read it again a.nd again. After you have learned 
the answer to the question~ then write it down.. Do not 
copy anything from a book. study your reading materia! 
unfil you have maae-i tapart of yc5u"rse1f, then w.ri te it 
aown ~futurere"views-: - . - ------ ---- ------ --------
7. "Do individual study. Learn to fo:rm your own judgments, 
to work your own problems.· Individual study is honest 
study." 
8. "Take an interest in the subject. Talk to you:r parents a-
bout your school work. Discuss with them points that in-
terest you. n 
9. :Cook u1, the meaning of all words and phrases that are not 
entirely clear to you; then put the meaning to use. 
10. Looate on maps all geographical allusions. Geography is 
one of the important "eyes" of histol"Y• · Chronology is 
the other. use both "eyes", for every event ta.kes place 
some where and at some time. 
11. Read all cross-references and footnotes. 
12. Visualize what you read, by imagining you see it taking 
place. 
13. ftReview your lessons frequently. If there were points 
you did not fully understand, the review· will help you to 
master them. n 
14. "Prepare each lesson every day. The habit of meeting each 
re qui :remen t :punctually is of extreme im:portance." 
15. You cannot learn a thing too well. over-learning is a 
practice that will pay large dividends in the bank of know-
ledge. 
16. Whatever you do, do to the very best of your ability. rt 
is bet te rte 'Iaiov{a lewt'llings'peR'eotTy--:nian. to have on'Iy 
a vague knowleclge £! many things. -- - - -
(The rules above enclosed 'in quotation marks are taken 
from "Study Helps" used by the University of Chicago 
High School) 
Questions on "How To study" 
1. What do we mean by "study"? 
2. Why is a knowledge of how to study so important? 
3. What should your daily aim. be in regard to your lessons? 
4. What is the mind doing when we study? 
5. What are ·the best physical oondi tions for study? 
6. Give several important rules on how to study. 
7. What is meant by "over-learning"? 
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GOALS OF ACHIEVETu1ENT T-0 BE ATTAINED IN THIS COURSE 
1. To promote good citizenship_ 
2. To master the essential faots of American History 
3. To learn to interpret the present conditions in America 
through a knowledge of the pa.st 
4. To promote broadmindedness 
5. To increase one 1 s appreciation of American institutions 
6. To develop a critical judgment so as to distinguish be-
tween fact and propaganda 
7. To bring insJ.)ira tion through knowledge of noble deeds 
8. To give training in the use of books 
9. To develop ability in correct s:pee ch 
10. To inspire one with a love of reading 
/ 
HOW TO MAKE HE.l'ORTS ON OUTSIDE READINGS 
l, Daily Reading Reports -· 
Written reports on daily readings should be turned in 
daily at the close of the :period, on paper four inches 








rr. Book Reports 
l?ages Total Pages 
Written book repo1~s must be turned in in ink on paper 




- Author : ·Titl~ Total Pages 
The Setting 
The Theme 
The Chief Characters. 
The Chief Historical Incidents, and Why 
Did You- Like The Book? Why? 
, WoUld You Advise others To Read It? Why?
III. Reports on Frojects And Term Papers 
Reports such as these must be turned in in· inl{ on paper 
of a size to f'it this syllabus. ~I.1hey may be in des-
criptive form, or in information outline form. 




1. A general knowledge of American History, shown by a 
summarized discussion of each of the eight Units in-
to which the course is divided. 
2. Definite knowledge of the contribution of each of the 
following to .American HiPtory: 
1Toscanelli, Columbus, John Cabot, John Winthrop, 
Roger Williams, William Penn, William Pitt, George 
Washington, La Salle, Franklin, Samuel Adams, Pat-
rick Henry, Thomas Paine, ~Thomas Jefferson, Lafay-
ette, Robert Morris, Crispu~ Attucks, Peter Salem, 
Pedro Nino, Estevanecito, Toussaint Lvouverture, 
George III, Bolivar, Miranda, Hamilton, Madison, 
Benjamin Banneker, Whitney, Fulton, McCormicl{, Je-
thro ·wood, Elias Howe, Hoe , Morse, Peter Cooper, Dr. 
Crawford Long, Andrew .Tackson, Clay, Ylebster) Cal-
houn, Whittier, Garrison, Stow, Sumner, Lincoln, 
Frederick Douglass, Nat Turner Harriett, Tubman, 
John Brown, Dred Scott, Grant, Lee, Gompers, Roose-
velt, Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Hoover Pershing, Ed-
i son, Horace 1-/tann, Dr. Eliot , Dr. Washington, Dr. 
Du Bois, Frances E. Willard, Susan B. Anthony, Car-
negie Rockefeller, Herbert Hoover, Ch~rles Evans 
Hughes, Needham Roberts. 
3. Definite knowledge of the events of the following 
dates and their significance in American History: 
1453, 1492, 1497, 1513, 1565, 1588, 160?, 1619, 1620, 
1634; 1647, 1649, 1651, 1689, 1713, 1763, 1774, 1??5, 
1777, 1778, 1783, 1787, 1789, 1803, 1807, 1823, 1831, 
1846, 1852, 1854, 1857, 1858, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, 
1965, 1868, 1870, 1881, 1890, 1898, 1914, 1917, 1919, 
1844, 1876, 1879, 1921, 1927, 
4. Ten maps will be drawn. 
5. Ten pieces of other types of illustrative material-will 
be made. 
6. Reference Readings: Two books, or their equivalent, will 
be read and reported Ono Many pUpils will read. more. 
?. Historical Fiction: Two books read and reported on. Many 
pupils will read more. 
8. A well-kept notebook, entitled ilJ'..'Iy .American History". 
9. In addition to the above objectives, many pupils will have 
the following: 
(a) About 125 Special Problems 
(b) About 35 Projects 
(c) A knowledge of the following subjects: 
(1) Negro Slavery: Its Origin, Development, and 
Abolition 
(2) The Tariff Question in .America 
{3) Political Parties in America, their Origin and 
Development 
(4) A..~erican Inventions 
( 5) rrransporta tion in .America 
(6) Prohibition in America, its Origin and Develop-
ment. 
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UNIT I. HOVI THE NEW WORLD '7JAS DISCOVERED AND EXl?LOP~D 
1?X THE OLD (1450-lbOO') (10 class"1)eriods) 
Allii: To get a bird 1 s-eye view of Europe in the fifteenth 
century, and to see how the discovery of .America wa.s 
accomplished. 
_A. THE :PRE-VIEl!I 
Behind him lay the gray Azores, 
Behind the Gates of Hercules; 
Before him not the ghost of shores; 
{ 
rJ" Before him only shoreless seas. 
lb~ Joaquin M:iller in "Columbus" . . ~-t 
ij The fore-going lines portray the spirit of Columbus, ~ and_ the nature of his. exploit. BeginniI.1g his life on the ~ sea as ear yes 1474, when the idea bore fruit in the dis-~- i "' covery of t. he New war d. These eighteen years of struggle 
~ and disappointment had finally led to the greatest triumph 
of the ages--the discovery of new lands in the west, more 
, than four times greater in area than a~l Europe. 
ffi What led this Lindbergh of the fifteenth century to brave the d.angers of the Atlantic, and follow the path of ~ the setting sun? Vlhe_t were the motive forces that prepared ~ the wa.y for this e1,ooh-making event? First, the Renaissance. 
This great intellectual awakening sowed the seed which pro-
duced an abundant harvest in the discovery of new lands in 
un-dreamed parts pf t.he world. Following the break-up of 
the Roman Empire in the fifth century, the torch of civili-
zation had :passed into the unsteady hands of the barbarous 
Genns.n tribes of northern and western Europe. As a result, 
the Literature, Art , Science, ana. Philoso:)hy of the Ancients 
were bUI'ied beneath a debris of ignor2nce and savagei--y. For 
centuries the nark Ages hung like a :pall over Europe. But 
it was not al together dar le, for· here s.nd there lights ·twin-
kled in the gloom, and by the eleventh century there were 
definite signs of a new day dawning. Men begen to take an 
intei"est in the ancient classics, and learned what the most 
advanced ide2s were when civilization was at its height un-
der Greece and Rome. They began to think for themselves. 
They brought forw21'd s.11 those traditions, ideas, and notions 
that for centuries had :passed for Truth, and scrutinized 
them. Thus, the notions that tho e8.rth vi'8S fl2.t, that the 
weste:rn (Atlantic} ocean led to the mouth of Hell, thet, af-
ter AriStotlo, the1·e 1;1,as nothing new to be learned, and that 
the J?ope was infallibe, were all challenged and. er-st aside 
as superstitions' or false theories. Men once more became 
creative thinke:rs. As a. result, the astrolabe, tho compass, 
gunpowder, the printing press and chea.p pep er were invented 
and brought into general use. The printing press and cheap 
paper made possible the. dissemination of tho now knowledge 
among the :people. Mon's minds wore quick to gresp these now 
ideas, and under tho spell of enlightenment the world moved 
forwPrd by leaps and bounds. This general e_wakening we call 
the ~enaissa nee. 
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It vJas into this world. that Columbus was born. He felt 
the impulse as few others did. He had the courage and for-
ti tua.e thet none other. :possessed. He applied the new inven-
tions and the nevv lc...11.owledge to theso'lITTJ.on o~practical 
problem::-ana.-the great 2chievemem was the resu'It • 
What was the "practical problem"? rt was a :problem e-
conomic in nature--the problem of trade. This is the second 
motive force. EVen Columbus, with all his courage, could not 
single-handed in the fifteenth century have accomplished this 
great feat. There had to be a stimulus in the form of an im-
perative need. This need expressed itself in the form of a 
strong desire for the products of the East. Beginning in the 
eleventh century, contemporaneously with the beginning of the 
Renaissance 2.nd ·contributing to its growth, there was a. move-
ment from Europe into Asia knovm. ns the crusades. The cru-
sades were military expeditions from the Christian nations of 
EU.rope, who avowed purpose was to wrest the Holy Land from 
the Infidel Turks. They failed in their :primary purpose, but 
these ex:pedi tions, covering a :period of more than two centuries 
hod fcr-reeching effects upon the life of Euro~e. Europe was 
just beginning to emerge from the Dark Ages, and ~ossessed 
none of the comforts, conveniences and luxuries so common in 
the East. The crusaders on their return brought beck spices, 
gems, rugs, rare fruits, wen.pons, ::md the like, to be wonder-
ing eyes of the West. By the fifteenth century, these lux-
uries of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries hud 
become necessities to the ~eople of the west, end they must 
be obtained at nny cost. 
At the same time there wes a counter movement which ~de 
it increasingly difficult for Europeans to secure these much 
desired products from the East. The brutal ottoman Turks, 
still in the possession of the Holy Land, were gradually ex-
tending their power over all western Asia. ~'he climax came 
in 1453, when they reached across the Bosporus into Europe 
and took possession of the Christian city of Constantinople. 
These acts practically closed _all the trade routes pet·ween 
Europe in the west and Persia, India and China. in the East. 
With such a formidable foe as the Turks barring the way to 
commerce in that direction, it was necessary to find a new 
route to the East. Two were being considered: one, south 
from Europe around Africa, then east across the Indian Ocean; 
the other, directly west across the Attantic. The Portuguese 
were the first in the 1·ace, and ohos e the route around Afri-
ca. They began in 1418, but it was near the close of the 
fifteenth century before their efforts were crowned with 
sue ce ss. . Then ca me col umbus ~ Aft er many yea rs of d iscour-
ageme nt, he finally convinc.ed. the Spanish mon~rchs ·tha t he . 
could discover a shorter way to the riches of the East than 
their ha tea. rivals, the :Portuguese, ha.d found. He chose the 
westward route anross the Atlantic, relying upon his belief 
in the rotundit;y· 0i the earth and the false notion that the 
ocean which ·washes Europe on the vrnst is the same ocean that 
washes Asia on the East. He never reached India or China, 
but he did discover a New World which lay across his pathway. 
For many years the lands which Columbus had discovered 
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were thought to be islands off the coast of India. When 
it finally dawned upon EU.rope that a New world had been 
discovered, d.aring sailors sought to discover and explore 
every part of the two vast continents which lay. three 
thousand miles to the west. Thus came the gold-hunters of 
Spain, the fishermen of France, and the buccaneers of Eng-
land each seeking weal th in the "new-found land·,.. Sel-
fi sh~e ss and greed naturally led to rivalries arid con-
flicts among the nations interested. Spain claimed the 
Whole of North America because of the discovery by Colum-
bus and the Bull of Demarcation: England claimed it be-
cause of Cabot's discovery; and France claimed it because 
of the voyage of verrazano. The first important clash 
was between the Spanish and the French in Florida. This 
resulted in the French be'ing driven out, and the found-
ing of st. Augustine, 1565, by the Spanish. This victory 
was important, because it led the F~ench to confine their 
colonizing efforts to the st. Lawrence and Great Lakes re-
gion and the Mississippi valley, and. left the Atlantic sea-
board frora Florida to Maina unoccupied. But the most event-
ifrtl .: st'ruggle was the clash between Spain and England, with 
the right to dominate in America as the :prize. cortei, 
Pizarro, and other gold-hunters :from Spain had filled the 
Spanish coffers with gold through their ·exploitation of 
the Indians and the rich gold mines in America. BY the 
middle of the sixteenth century, Spa in had become the most 
powerful nation of Europe. Re r galleons swept the seas, 
and all peoples were forced to acknowledge the greatness 
of this new, sea-power. Another power was now beginning to 
rise. England since the time of Henry VIII, had been grad-
ually building up a navy. And now she looked with jealous, 
covetous eyes at. the gre.at weal th and power being gathered 
in f'rom the American dominions by Spain, her hated rivs.1 
to the south.· Drake, Hawkins, and other ·English free-boot-
ers were doing their best to enrich England at the expense 
of Spain by robbing Spanish ships of their gold and.other 
treasures. These losses became so great that Spain decided 
to put an end to such piracies. In 1588 she fitted out the , 
Invincible Armada, the greatest fleet she had even put to 
sea, and s terred it north against England. The English · 
ships met the Armada in the English Channel and put it to 
flight, only a few of the vessels being able to return to 
S:pa in. 
The defeat of the Spanish Armada by the English was a 
very import ant event in history, for it m2r ke d the decline 
of Spa.in as a world power and the rise of England as mis-
tress of the sea. It s.lso marked England's second step in 
preparation for the vast colonial empire which is -hers today. 
Thus Columbus, the dreamer OI Genoa, opened up the way 
for the occupation and use of two continents, aggr~gating 
over 16,000,000 square miles of territory--rnore than treb-
ling the area· of the world known to Europeans. As we leave 
this Unit~ we see England emerging to dispute with Spain 
her supremacy in the New world. You will learn this story 
more in detail as you gather your material for this Unit--
How The New World was Discovered And Explored By The Old. 
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Questions Based On .The Pre-View 
1. state the aim of this Unit. 
2. Give meaning of the crusades. 
3. Give meaning of the Renaissance. 
4. Ex.plain how each of the following contributed to the 
Great Discovery: 
(a) The Renaissance 
(b) The Crusades 
(o) Desire for the products of the East 
( d) The fall of Constantinople 
( e) Columbus 
5. Why is the defeat of the Invincible Armada considered 
one of the decisive battles of the world? 
B, PROELEMS AND PROJECTS 
Group I. General Proble~ 
Problem I· The Old world In The Fifteenth Century (1-8) 
I. The nations and their government 
1. Name, describe, and locate the leading nations. 
2. What was the prevailing government? 
II- Social conditions 
1. Name and distinguish the three social classes. 
2. Name the prevailing Church, and state its in-
fluence. 
3. How extensive was education? 
III. Industrial and cormnercial conditions 
1. Describe the population at this time. 
2. Describe the chief industries. 
3. Descri~oe the means of communication. 
IV. The Renaissance 
lo Give origin and meaning of the Benaissanoe. 
2. name five inventions, and state their importance. 
3. Vfuat interest was manifested in geography? 
4. How ere these events related to the exploits of 
Columbus? 
Problem 2. The Great Discovery (9-21) 
I. contributing causes 
1. Describe trade and trade routes between EUrope 
and the East .• 
2. How were the ottoman Turks a contributing cause? 
3. How did the J?ortuguese contribute to the dis-
covery? 
II. Columbus, c·abot~ Vespucius 
1. Briefly describe the discovery by Columbus: its 
importance. · 
2. Briefly describe Cabots discovery; its importance. 
3. Tell how America was named. 
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III· The clash between England and Spain 
1. What territory in America did Spain possess in 
1565? 
2. What did England claim? 
3. Describe the feeling.between England and Spain. 
4. Describe and state importance of the defeat of 
the Armada. 
5. · HoYJ related to English colonization in America? 
IV. Briefly show how the· two major parts of Group I con-


























Group II· Special Problems 
What was the great significance of the Renaissance? 
How did Aristotle contribute to the work of Columbus? 
In what ways was the work of Marco Polo s.nd of To-
soaneli of value to Columbus? 
How was the work of the Portuguese of value to Colum-
bus? 
How did the age in which Columbus lived. contribute to 
his life and work? 
What ~10 events during this period opened the way for 
England's great empire today? 
Show howthe discovery by Columbus was one of the great-
est events in the history of the world. 
Why was the discovery by Columbus of grea~~,rimportance 
than that made by Leif Er:i.oson five centu:f'ies earlier? 
·:l'iha1. ·:P~-~t ~ d~ . t~e I~~lians ;pla_y, ~n the discovery of 
.:Amer.tcJif ., ;'H·o:w :def YO:U ····accptjnt fp·f 'this? . \,·, ('. ·'.· ;- . '. '.; 
How.·:·d.i·~.,-the . Negro· o·ontr:i.btft·e t·o the di·sccrve·~y ·of ·A-
~er:tc~.'?. ,·. .·.·.· . ·:.: ·,: , _,._.: ,· 
,r.n tvhaf ,vj~ywa$.· th~.· :dEf.ea t ,o . fthe Spani.sh ~:r~ada,:re-
1,e ~~ . t.~-.tµne ri<?.a ri His_tO_l!JX :-· · , . , · ·:~.: ~ · . ._';:_ · -: '~ · · , 
1\ .,''Y ~. .•'
:·~Gro"tfp': ',IIT •. ?r.oject s . ·(choose .,five). 
: The ;trav~q .s_, o fJ.[ar~lO .:Po.lo . -~ ,. . . : .; c-1 . 
:'·1h"$·~e.na'issa*°e,. . : ','", ,,.:"·:: :.:·:..:·: .·;. . ,• ·'.(· 
. The· Travels· 0£ Sfr Jorn Mari"devile 
Venice a p.d . Genqa as . c.e:n.t e :>;~. Q ~ trade in the Middle Ages 
Queen El-izab et·h·.'and~·ner:.:Age-. ,; . :... ~ . :,: . ·.. 
.Th,.e de.featof .. the. A;tina.~a-:,:· .. ·:··.:. r·. ,.·:·,,.,,.,.,
'The . Ot":tom~i .Tµrlcrf .~rd . the1:r.~·,inJlueric~ .on the . ,d.1.·$·coyery 
.61' .Amefri\ja'.,. : .·~ .0.·.·. ;_;.··.:·'·/;'·';·::.•· ., .1• • : : •. :·.; .:i.;. :·~~ ·'·'"·.:,··-·. :
:Pr~nc:e:_,Hehry_.:tp:e. N:avig,at9r ··: ·: · ,., · ·. . . 
: Cp.l~b'.ls.' ~- ovip:)fo.c·c:fun't·~J·.his .. di_scov,e~y. 1.,].i~g e11an·, svoyage ' . . . . · , , . . . •, ,. 
: ~4e . cr.us~.~e s;, aµd: t ~e i:r . in,flu_~ !lq ~ 
',Engli.sh, seamen . ·. · · 
,.Dr'.ake r·er voyage 'aro~d. the world. ; LL '\'
~}r:
1 wa_;(te~:-'_Rale igh.1:·s···effRts: to Colonize in· Ame:rioa·~ 
; :·.·. '.·  a~ .. M.EN Fb.R.·T1i'E-ih:d.GRA~irCA£. · TABLE '; · 
·: .. ·':(. 
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Waldseemuller, Raleigh, Aristotle 
J). DATES FOR THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 
1453, 1455, 1492, 1493, 1497, 1513, 1566, 1588 
E. ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL 
l. Make a synchronistic chart, covering world history from 
1450 to 1600. 
2. Make a diagram to illustrate the revival of :EU.rope from 
the effects of the Dark Ages • 
. 3. :Oraw a map to illustrate the chief voyage of Columbus, 
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UNIT II. HOW THE NE1V WORLD W.AS PEOPLED FROl.'f THE OLD ( ~-l? 63r (20" class 'periods) - - -
AIM: To show how America was peopled from the leading na-tions of EU.rope, and how England emerged victorious in the struggle for·supremacy in America. 
!· ~ :PRE-VIEW 
Beholdt they come, those sainted forms, 
Unshaken through the strife of storms; 
Heaven's winter cloud hangs coldly down, 
And ,earth puts on its rudest frown; 
But colder, ruder was the hand · 
That drove them from their own fair land. 
Sprague · in "The Fathers of New England". 
The migration or' Europeans to.the New world consti-tutes the most gigantic movement o :f the human race known to history. rt rmy· be called the second great westward migration of the Teutonic :peoples, the first being the movement of their very remote ancestors from Asia into Europe centuries before recorded histo~--y began. This mod-ern movement .began when, in 1492, Columbus making his mem-erable voyage westward, transformed the Atlantic ocean from a barrier into a passage-way, and altered the destiny of Man. From that hour for mo re than four centuries, an incessant tide of Europeans has plowed aero ss the Atlantic from Brite.in and the continent. Beginning with a few hun-dre·ds at first, the numbers increased to thousands, then to hundreds of thousands, until in the early years of the pre-sent century the , tide had svrnlled into a flood of more than a million souJ.s, a year. 
What were the fundamental reason-s for this great move-ment? Two factors stand out: first, the intrinsic natural wealth whj_ch was made available to the world by the- dis-covery of America; and second, the need for expansion which Europe has felt since about 1500. 
The natural weal th of America can hardly be over-esti-mated. Columbus died in 1506 sadly disappointed, because he had not discovered a way to the riches of the East. He still believed India and China were right at hand, but four voyages had failed to reveal them. The keen disappointment of Columbus, however, was surpassed by that of the Spanish, who up to that, ·time had failed to realize any commercial advantages from his expeditions. Sailors from Portugal, Spa in' s gre,a t ri va 1, had sailed in to the harbors of India by way of the cape of Good Hope and the Indian ocean. They had found the riches of the East by an all-sea route; while Columbus, it v\ras said, had f01md only a swamPY grave-yard for Spanish sallors. In their wrath, the people called him "the admi rel of mosquito land", and he came to believe tha~ their j~ers and sneers were . .P.erh~ps merited •. In time, 
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however, fate was kinder to Columbus, for it revealed to 
astonished Europe that a.New world had been discovered; 
that this New world was rich~r by far than all the wealth 
of the East, and that his discovery was the most outstand-
ing achievement of history. 
· Let us take a lo·ok at these lands. Think of more than 
16,000,000 square miles of additional territory being grad-
ually revealed for the use of the world 1 s increasing pop-
ulation! Think of the increased opportunities afforded the 
human race by thus trebling the known land area of the globet 
Traveling from north to south, a distance of 10,000 miles, 
across the vest sweep of these two continents, we come to 
every t;rpe of climate known to Man. This fact insures the 
greatest variety of food ~roducts for Man 1 s use. ,America 
also enjoys the unique distinction of being the only conti-
nents washed by two great ooee.ns--the Atlantic on the eest 
and the Pacific on the west. In this vast territory--three 
thousand miles across from east to west--there a.re millions 
of squcre miles of rich fnrm and grazing lands; vast nreas 
of cool, iron, gold, silver, lead, ges, oil and other nat-
ural products. There nre also immense forest lnnds, ond a-
bundant fish, gnme and fur-bearing animals. rt is snid 
that the Mississip:;;11 Vo.lley 2lone is c.ble to support 200,000, 
000 people. Yes, Columbus h~d wrought better than he knew; 
for the wenlth he had uncovered was grenter fQr then the 
fabled wealth of Golconda, G.nd even the "riches of Ind" were 
insignificant by comparison. 
It wns fortunate for Europe that such e la.nd as .America 
had been discovered, for cdventurous Europecns since the 
Renaiisenco hnd"felt the stirring desire for expansion. 
They had looked hungrily to the east into Asia, but the fro-
zen steppes of Siberia, the l~ngol hordes 6f central Asia, 
and. the ottoman Turks barred their way. They had looked to 
the south, but Islam stretching across northern Africa for-
bade their expansion in that direction. There seemed to be 
just one way out, and that was toward the west. America was
discovered. Now they cast wistful eyes across 3,000 miles 
of water toward the rich lands of the western hemisphere. 
And why should they not come? Did not· EU.rope and A-
merica, geographically speaking, face ea.ch other? Did not 
the Atlantic sea-board, with its numerous harbors, cqnstant-
ly invite the Europeans? Did not the broad coastal plain 
and the many rivers leading to the interior serve as an o-
pen doorway into the very heart of the continents? rt is 
hard to conjecture what the resu.lts might have been had 
the geographical situation been reversed, and America had 
had her back to Eurol)e. When they came in the fifteenth 
century, they found only a few hundred thousand Indians, for 
the most ~art in a state of barbarism. These the Europeans 
first dominated and subdued; then they occupied and possess-
ed the land. 
What were the motive forces back of this unparalleled 
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movement of the human race westward? A careful analysis· 
of the situation reveals the causes to be economic, social, 
religious and political, combined with a spirit of adven-
ture. The consuming desire to gain wealth--whether from 
mine or from oommerce~-was the chief motive behind the 
Spanish, the Portuguese, the Fr.ench, and the early English 
settlers in Virginia. A worthy ~hilanthropio spirit to 
promote social and economic bettennent led to a movement · ..: 
which resulted in a large debtor class finding new op-
portunities in Georgia. ·BUt the greatest force beck of 
migration to the New world in the seventeenth century was 
a desire to escape religious persecution and political 
tyranny in England in the time of the Stuart kings. The 
Puri tans to :trew England, the Q.uakers to the Middle col-
onies, the catholics to :Maryland, and the Huguenots, the 
Scotch-Irish and the i:valloons to various colonies, are 
out standing examples. · 
Fortunately for the English, the Portuguese confin-
ed their settlements to south .America, the Spanish to 
south .America and to the southern portion of North .Amer-
ica, and the French to the st. Lawrence and Mississippi 
valley regions. Thus the middle portion of the Atlantic 
sea-board from Maine to Florida was left open for settle-
ment by the English. 
Vie noted in Unit r. that England's defeat of the 
Spanish Armada led to English supremacy on the sea, and 
was an important step toward the foundation of the Brit-
ish Empire of today. Now that England was mistress of 
the sea, her· v.essels could carry her people to America un-
molested. At last she was in a position to take adv~n-
tage of the great discovery made by. Cabot in 1497, by en-
tering into and possessing the land by colonization. The 
early efforts to colonize by the English were failures. 
Not a settlement made prior to 1607 was a success. Ra-
leigh alone spent $200,000--a huge sum for that day--in 
vain efforts to plant colonies, all of which proved to 
be failures. These failures showed conclusively that sue~ 
cessful colonization in a new country would not be achiev-
ed by individual enterprise. 
The successful period of English colonization began 
in 1606, with the fornntion of the London and Plymouth 
companies. These companies were formed fo.r economic pur-
poses. But greater incentives than promises of profits 
were needed to induce people to leave comfortable fire-
sides in England to brave the dangers and unoert~inties of 
a home among savages in a wilden1ess three thousand miles 
across the sea. The necessary incentives, as indicated 
above, were not lacking. Religious intolerance, political 
tyranny, and economic qppression were motive forces which 
kept in motion for more than a century a steady stream of 
humanity from the Old world to the New, and caused the build-
ing up of a "new Englana.n on this side of the Atlantic. 
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As they came, they bore witness of Old world oppression 
and to a consuming desire to build their homes where they and 
their children might enjoy religious, :political and economic 
freedom.· :Besides their traditional love of Liberty,· they 
brought with them the best there was in English life--the 
Home, the Chruch, the Sohool, and an idea of self-government. 
Thus English civilization was transported to the new lands in 
the qest, and became the foundation stones of America 1 s fu-
ture greatness. 
By 1750· thirteen thriving English colonies had grown 
up along the Atlantic sea-·board from Canada on the north to· 
Florida on the south •. Stretching westward in· sonie .. ~1)laces to 
the crest. of the Alleghany :Mountains, they com:9rised a :pop-
ulation of about 1,300,000 persons spread over an area of 
nearly a million sg_ua:re miles. 
th 
As thetEngtlhish werhe bttildbing a colon~al temhpire 171ong f ( e seacoas , e Freno were usy occupying e regions o 
the st. Lawrence, the Greet Le ke s and the I:Iis sissip~;i Valley. 
As this territory was cla iL1ed by the English because of ca-
bot Is discovery and the colonial charecters, it was inevit-
able that a conflict between England and France should be 
waged for the continent of north America. By 1750 three 
wars for supremacy had been fought--King Vlilliams' ~ Queen 
Anne's, and Eing Georc~e' s--resulting· in small gains for 
England in Canada • The four th, and final v11ar -- the French 
and Indian--was about to begin. The conflict ended in 176~ 
with England supreme and France driven fi~or.1 the continent. 
England now had possession of Canada and that part of what 
is now the United states which lies between the Atlantic 
ocean and the Mississippi river. Sp~in retained her terri-
tory west of th~ Mississippi River,. Mexico, central ~merica, 
and most of south America. 
Thus we soe, that after more then two centuries of 
colonization of the New world by the Old, and three quart-
ers of a century of conflict among the lea ding nations of 
Europe for supremacy in A.me ri·ca, North America remained in 
the hands of England and Spain, ,vith England the dominc: nt 
power. This stody you will learn moru in detail as you :pur-
sut your studies in Unit rr. 
Qucystions Based On Tho Pre-View 
1 • St ate the aim o f t hi s Unit • 
2. State the importance of the r.novement discussed in this 
Unit. 
3. ~Vhen did -it begin? - How long continued? 
4. What Europeans nations were interested in the movement? 
5. Give two fundamental reasons for the movement, 
6·. Give several motives back of the movement .. 
7. Give some idea of the natur2l weelth of America. 
8. What do we mean when we oo.y Europe and Americ2. face 
each other? 
9. What event opened the way for English colonization in 
America? 
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10. When did successful English colonization begin? Why? 
11. What bece.me the besis of American civilization? How? 
12. What was the status of English colonization in America 
in 1750? 
13. lVhat nation was supreme in America. in 1763? 
B. PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS 
Group r. General Problems 
Problem 3. England In The seventeenth century (24-30) 
I. Poli tic al, intellectual and religi·ous conditions 
1. What was the nature of the English government? 
2. What intellectual progress was being made? 
3. Tell about the religious controversy, and the rise 
of the Puri tans. 
4. What did the Puri tans stand for? 
II· Social and economic conditions· 
1. What social and. economic :progress wes made? 
2, Name and explain the three main economic. motives 
for colonizationo 
Problem 4, How Virginia was Founded (31-34) 
I 6 The founding of Jalll3 st own 
1. Describe. 
2o Did the colonists have any self-government? 
3. W'het peculiar business feetures existed? VJhat is 
the system called ·at present?· 
II~ The Character of 1609 
l. iiiha t two things did the London com1)any gain by this 
character'? 
2.·wh2t did tho set.tlers gain'! 
3. What lands did Virginia later claio becsuse of this 
ch[ff[.W ter? 
III. Give moaning, de.te, and influence of ench of the follow-
ing: Introduction of tobacco; Indentured serv[mts, 
Negro slavery, Representative government 
Proble1:1 5. How 11£:tssechusetts Wes Planted (36-45)
I. ~~he founding of :Plymouth 
1. Tell about the Pilgrims, and their f ou..YJ.di ng of Ply-
mouth. 
II. Government o'f Plymouth 
1. State the four main provisions of the Mayflower com-
pact, and tell why j_t is important. 
2. How v11as :Plymouth governed? 
3, compa1·e the government of :Plymouth ·vvi th that of Vir-
ginia in 1607; in 1619. 
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III· The Founding of Massachusetts Bay 
1. Tell about the founding of Boston. 
,2. Describe the Great Migration, giving two important 
causes and results. 
IV. Expansion of Massachusetts 
1. Show that Connecticut, Rhode Island and new Ham:p-
shi re were outgrowths of Massachusetts. 
2. What evidences of an independent s:piri t do we find 
in early Massachusetts~ (43~45) 
v. Give meaning, importance and date of each of the follow-
ing~ The Navigation Laws; Bacon 1 s Rebellion, The cav-
alier Exodus, The Toleration. Act. 
Problem 6. Life rn The Colonies In 1700 (57-79) r. Economic life in the Colonies 
1. vVhat did nature contribute toward the economic life'? 
2. Describe the Indians. 
3. Describe the fur -tn?.de and the fisheries. state im-
portance. 
4. colonial agriculture 
a. Name the various occupations of the farmer. 
b. How·was the land obtained? How held? 
c. compare farm life in the three sections. 
5. Colonial commerce 
a. Describe the extent and condition of the roads. 
b. Name the· chief exports and imports. 
c. What was· the nmiddle passageH~ 
d. Where. we re the ships built? 
6. Colonial manufacturing 
a. What was the stat us of colonial manufacturing? 
b. r111a t was t}:le ,70 ole n _A.ct c;
c. 17hat·was theMerchantile Theory, and how did it 
effect the Colonies? 
c~. Where was most colonial manufacturine :performed? 
r{hy? · 
e. Discuss colonial medium~ of exchange. 
II.social life in the colonies 
1. Religion and the churches 
a. compare religion in the three sections. 
b. vfhy was New England cal led a Puri tan theocracy? 
c. wa·s there religious toleration? 1~J.here? 
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2. Schools and colleges 
a. Where was education most advanced? Why? 
b. Where was it most backward? Why? 
c. Name and give date and location of some of 
the earliest schools. 
III. Political life in the Colonies 
1. What was the New England Confederationc;, State its 
importance,· and give date. 
2. Why was there objection to the rule of Andros? 
How was it ended~ 
3. Give the chief provisions of the Bill of Rights. 
State its importance, and give datee 
4. Who could vote in 1700? 
5. How the Colonies were governed in 1700 
a. What was the political status of the Colonies? 
b. What important influence did the charters have? 
c. Exi1lain the machinery of the government. 
do What did the States later copy from the Col-
onies'? 
6. How the people were governed 
a. Contrast local government in the Southern col-
onies with that in the New England colonies. 
b. To what extent was there self-government in the 
Colonies? 
Problem 7. How England Became Supreme In The New World (16-
89-1763) r. The contestants 
;.. .
1. What was done by Champlain and by La Salle to _ex-
tend the power ·of France? 
2. Name the three contestants, and lac.ate the terri-
tory claimed by each. 
3. Name, give date and results of the three wars for 
supremacy in America p1·ior to 17 50. · 
4. How did England and France differ. in their ·c.olort:ial 
policies? How did this difference affect the ca.~-
ing struggle? 
11. The French and Indian War, 1754-1763. 
1. The causes 
a. What was the unde~lying cause? 
b. What was the specific issue? 
c. What d~fensive efforts were made by the French~ 
d. What did the English try to do? 
2. Describe Franklin's efforts to bring about union 
of the Colonies. were they successful? Why? 
3. What was William Pitt 1 s policy? Results? 
4. Who won the war? What was the decisive battle? 
Who was the hero? 
5. Give tenns of tne treaty of l'aris, 1763. 
6. What great poem is based on an incident of this ·,var? 
Have you read It. 
III• Briefly show how the. fiv.e,.,m~.jgr)parts of Group r. c-on-
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Group II. Special Problem..,! 
Why may it be said that the colop.ization of the New.world 
constitutes the second gre~t step in the westward mi-
gration of the Teutonic peoples? . 
State four conditions in Europe which encouraged migr~tion 
to America during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
State four reasons why America was at trntive to Europeans.·· 
Why does America still appeal to Europe~ns? 
America has been called a notion 0£ immigrants. Explain 
why. · 
If America, geogrnphicnlly specking, fncod the west in-
steo.d of the e2.st, how might her history have ·been o.ffect-
S}i,ow that tho founation of American civilizotion is Brit-
ish. 
Show the. t Puritanism in religion led to democracy in 
government. 
Whot nnd where is MP.son and Dixon's Line?· 
How might the history of Amorim:,. hcve been different had 
Ch~mplain tro~ted·the Iroquois kindly? 
Account for the fact that England bec~me the dominant pow-
er in North America. 
List the five most important results of the French and 
Ind io.n Wn r. 
In what three ways wns the French end Indian War c fcctor 
in. the Revolutionary w~r. 
Explain in whnt way the British dcfe~t of the French in 
the struggle for suprom~cy in .Americn wcs a turning point 
in the history of Americt: .• 
Why is America a "land of opportunity?" 
Find in this Unit the following: ( n) a prototype of our 
present Constitution; (b) a. prototype of our Congress; ( c) 
two steps tovvard our present federal union; (d) two causes 
of the Revolutionary Wnr; (e) one chief cause of the· Civil 
Wo.r. 
Group III. Projects (Choose nt lee.st five·) 
1. John Calvin nm his :tnfl uence 
2. Puritanism and its influence 
3. The Sub be th in Puri tan new England 
4. The Merchnntilo Theory 
5. "Leo Coureurs de Bois" 
6. Deportation of tho Ac£1dians 
7. Colonicl cgriculture 
8. Colonial IDC\nufactures 
9. Colonial Cormnerce
10. The Negro in the Colonies 
11. Coming of the Negro ea to .Amert CQ
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13. Labor systems in· colonial times 
14. Prooeedings·of a New England town-meeting 
15. The Reformation in England 
16. The Puritans in England 
17. The.Huguenots 
18. Founding of Quebec 
19. The Old Dominion 
20. Coming of ,the foreigners 





C, MEN FOR THE.BIOGFAPHICAL TABLE 
John Smith, John Winthrop, ·Roger Williams, William Penn, 
William Pitt, G·eneral wo·lfe, George Washington, Ifa.thaniel 
.Bacon, La Salle,. James I,, Charles I., Benjamin Fra:1klin, 
John Calvin 
D. DATES FOR THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 
1607, 1608, 1619, 1619, 1634, 1636, 1639, 1647, 1649, 
1651, 16'16, 1689, 1713, 1759,. 1_763 
E • ILLUSTRATIVE IfiTERIJ,L -
Make a synohronistio chart to illustrate the most impor-
tant historical movements and eYentA in EUrope and A-
merica during the :period., 1550 to 17763. 
1.lfe.ke a map showing the thirteen Englt sh colonies about 
1760, . 
:Make' a map showin~ North Americu before the French and
Indian Wcr·. {1754) 
]:~ke a map showing North .America after the French and 
Indian· Wnr. (17 63)
{ See outline mnps following) 
F. LIST OF REFEIDiNCE READINGS 
1.- ·:.·Forman, 24-98 
2. Beard, History of the United States, 1-76 
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6. Mu.zzey, Americcn History, 27-104 
7. Fisher, Coloni:ll Ere, 30-312 
8. Brawley, Socinl History of the American Negro, 1-47 
9. West, Source Book in .Americnn History, 1-368 
10. James, Readings in AmericQn History, 36-105 
11. Muzzey, Readings in American History, 24-107 
12. Ho.rt, Amerioon Hist,ory Told By Contemporcries, Vol. I. 
209-590~ Vol. II., 35-372 
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13. Cheyney, European Background of American History, 168~l9S 
224-229, 236-239, 629-535, 558-572, 200-215 
14. West, History of ·the Amari can People, 1-28, .44-49, 73-1P7, 
91-103, 156-177 
15. Coman, Industrial History of the United States, 18-88 
16. Bogart, Economic History of the United States, 1-8~ 
17. James and Sanford, American History, 37-84, ·98-102 
18. Thwaites, The Colonies, 1-257 
19. Halsey, Great Epochs in .American History,. Vol. I. 179-
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27. :Parkman, Montcalm and Wolfe 
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l. Altsheler, The Hunte1" of the Hills; ~'he Lords o:f the 
Wild; The :Mtasters of the Peak; The Sun of 
Quebec; The Rulers of the Lakes. 
2. Austin,. Standish of Standish 
3. Be.rr, A Ma.id of Old New York 
4. Bennettt Barnaby Lee 
5. ·Catherwood, .The story of Tonty 
6. Craddock, A ·spectre of Power 
7. Dix, Blithe McBride; Soldier Rigdale a. Freeman, The Heart's Highway 
9. Hall, The Bosy of Scrooby; The Golden Arrow 
10. Johnston, The Slave Shi:p; To Hove and to Hold; The Witch; 
Prisoners of Hope 
11. Lamprey, Days of the Colonists 
12. Parish, Man with the Iron Hand 
13 •. Perkins, The Colonial. Twins in Virginia 
14. l'yle, The Story of -Jack Ballister 1 s Fortunes 
15. S~th, Boys of the Border 
16. Taggart, A Pilgrim Maid 
17. To~linson, The Young Rangers 
(For further fiat.ion,, seo "Historical Fiction" on teacher~: 
-- desk.) (Pages 14-18) 
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UNIT III. HOW THE NEW WORLD BROKE AWAY FROM THE OLD (1760-
1823) 
AIM: To show how the English Colonies in the eighteenth cen-
tury, o.nd the SpJ.nish Colonies. in the nineteenth cen-
tury broke uwo.y from their mother-countries and becrune 
independent. 
.. !). • ."TI:IE~·P~~E-VIEW 
By the rude bridge thc.t orched the flood, 
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled, 
Here once the embc.ttled ft:;_t'mers stood, 
And fired the shot hen:rd rcund · he world. 
Emerson in "The Concord Hymn" 
In Unit I, we snw how thG nations of Europe, in their 
grec.t desire to gain the tro.de of tho world o.nd build up 
national wealth for themselves, discovered o.nd explored the 
New World in the fifteenth nnd sixteenth centuries. In Unit 
II,· we sc..w these same nu ti ons:- in their mnd rush for power, 
prestige and weulth, lay the foundations.for great colonicl 
empires in this New World.· We also suw how these intense 
na.tional ri va.lries led to intel"na.tionnl conflicts, which 
left the Now World in the grusp bf the two great powers, Eng-
lund o.na. Spa.in. In Unit III, we shall see how these two 
nntions, in their ignorClllce of empire-building nnd their sel-· 
fish stupidity, brought on o.. revolt of their colonies in A-
m0rica. in which Revolution rnn rampant from Co.no.do. on the 
north to Co.pe Horn on the south. During this struggle, tho 
thirteen English Colonies ulong tho Atlantic soo..-bo~rd beer.me
independent of Greo..t Britnin; Gnd tho Spanish colonies-in 
Mexico, Centrnl. Ameri cu, a.nd South Aw.erico.. threw off tho yoke 
of Sp:1in. · 
The :f'undrunento..l ca.uses of these epoch-mo.king revolutions 
a.re not he.rd to find. As to the revolt in t.he Engl:ish Col-
onies, they mny be listed c.s follows:. 
(1) Tho Mercc.ntilo Theory; 
(2) An intense desire for self-government inherent in 
tho Colonists; 
(3) A now imperial policy under George III, 1760; 
(4) Tho struggle for suprom~cy in .A.morico., which result-
ed in tho explusion of the French in 1763; c.nd 
(5) An English system of tuxo.tion, Phich wns contrcry 
to tho trnditions of the colonists. 
Mcrcc..ntilism vms n system tho.t had. grm7n up cmong tho 
na.tions of Europe, bo.sod upon the theory thc~t colonies ex-
isted not for their own good but for. tho ponofi t of the moth-
er-country. In their rno.d competition to build up lnrgc 
tronsurios, tho nntions ·looked upon their colonies cs so 
mnny orgo.nizo.tions to be exploited •. Therefore, in thoir co-
lonial policies their own intorests were :primnny, o.nd the 
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interests of the colonies secondary. Vlhen England· :pass.ed 
laws restricting the navigation and trade of the Colonies 
and practically prohibiting all manufactures, she was fol-
lowing a policy dictated by the Mercantile Theory. 
But there was another factor to be reckoned with--the 
colonists themselves. And this fe.ctor was tremendously im-
portant, because it represented a people with an inherent 
desire for self government. In Unit II, we saw that the 
English people who came to America in the seventeenth cen-
tury, came here mainly because of their intense zeal for 
freedom--freedom in government and freedom in religion. 
Some one has said that when God peopled America, he sifted 
a whole nation. The selected ones--the Liberty-lovers, the 
Dissenters, the Progressive, the co~rageous of all classes--
made n:p the dominant' element in all the Colonies. By 1760--
generally speaking, a century later--time and distance had 
intensified this desire for self-government in their descen-
dants. The colonists who faced England in 1760 were Ameri-
cans more than English. They had gradually grown apart 
from England in their ways of think:i:ng and acting. They 
had become accustomed to governing themselves through their 
own assemblies. If the royal governors proved obstinate, 
they soon felt tho heavy hand of popula:r disapproval. Not 
only \!Vas there much resiste.nce by colonial assemblies to 
usurpations of power, but thero were also many cases of open 
viol'sfic;;,; Bacon's Rebellion in 1676, the over-throw of An-
dros in 1689, an_d the constant evusion of the N2vigation 
Laws by open smuggling are examples which show the temper 
of tho colonists in the centvxy preceding 1760. 
But these two factors--Mercentilism on the :pa.rt of Eng-
land, and a passion for sclf-goverrnnont on the :part of the 
colonists--alone wonld not have brought on the American Re-
volution. For the. laws passed by England in accordance with 
the Mercantile Theory, prior to 17 60 lay unenforced on the 
statute books; and the Colonies had been allowed to exercise 
their love for self-government through a "let alone" policy 
of the Mother-country. But in 1760 a change came. In that 
year George III. came to the throne of England, and a new 
imperial policy of colonial control was put into operation. 
By this new :policy of coloni2l a.dministration, all Navi-
gation Laws and all laws restricting manufacturing in Ameri-
ca were to be strictly enforced. 
Contemporaneously with the inaugu.rat ion of this new 
policy, the French and Indian YTar came to a close in 1763. 
With the explusion of the French as a result of this ws.r, the 
colonists felt their greatest eneLly had been removed; there-
fore, they felt less dapendent upon the Mother-country, Eng-
land. :Moreover, this war had cost England much money. She 
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argued therefore that since the Colonies had also benefit-
ted by the explusion of the French, and might still need 
protection from the French and their Indian allies, they 
should help bear the burden of the war and should contri-
bute toward their own defense. As England saw it, tax-
ation by Parliament was the only logical way to raise the 
necessary funds. The Sugar and Molasses Aot, the Stamp 
Act, the GrenVille Acts, the Townshend Act were measures 
for the purpose of raising the desired revenue. The tax-
es were not excessive, but the Colonies saw that in this 
new colonial policy England was depriving them of their 
c~erished and traditional right of self-government. If 
they were to be taxed, they wanted to be taxed by their 
own assemblies and not by the British Parliament. They 
stood squately by the British Constitution, in which the 
Magna Charta, the Petition of Right. and the Bill of Rights 
had effinned and re-affi:rmed the right of English citizens 
to be taxed by their own representatives. Vainly did Eng-
land argue that the colonists were represented in the Brit-
ish Parliament through the House of Comrt.1ons. This argu-
ment was contrary to both the theory and .. the practice of the 
colonists, who conside1·ed an individual their 1·ep:resent-
ati ve only when they had had a share in electing him. 
And so they protested against these la{,vs and demand-
ed redress of grievances. The voices of James Otis, :Pa-
trick Henry, Samuel Adams, John Hancock nnd others rang 
out in strong denunciation of the new British :policJr. rt
was not independence, but the rights of Englishmen undel"'
the British Constitution they demanded. For fifteen .years 
this e.gi tstion kept up, when in 1776, new voices were heard 
and a new note was sounded. The new voices were Thomas 
Paine, Thom·e.s Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Aclems and 
othors, and the new note was--INDEPENDENCE. 
In 1776, when the Second Continental Congress d1·ew np, 
signed, and announced to the world the Declaret ion of In-
dependence, it took a step that wns revolutionary. Yet 
this step was the natural sequence of GV8nts which preced-
ed it. Givon the following factors: 
(1) a people with an inherent love of freedom; 
( 2) this love of freedom intensified by moxe than a 
century of self-government; 
(3) an outside arbitrary povrnr following a policy 
which endanged this self-goverrunent; 
(4) protests by tho aggrieved vbich led only to more 
oppressive acts instead of redress; and you ·arc 
co1tain to have 
(5) a desire for indopondenoe as a natural result. 
But independence was not to be achieved wi th,out a 
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great struggle. The war which followed lasted. seven years, 
and many deeds of sacrifice, courage and heroism vrnre rer-
formed. The names of V/ashington, Greene, L:.::-'. F2yet te, Horrts 
and maµy others stend out. The colonists were fighting to 
protect their homes and to p1~eserve their ideals of freedorn. 
It was a new struggle between a young David and an old Go-
liath, and the Goel of Hight as well as Right was on the side 
of the colonists •. With the timely aid of France, victory 
at last perched 'L11)0!1 tlie b2nner of the Colonies, and their 
independence was acknowledgee. by England in 1783~ 
: When England. signed the treaty of J?eris in 1783, ac-
knowledging the independence of her American colonies, a 
remar.lrable p1·ecedent vrns set for the New World. Two de-
cades later rumblt.ngs of revolution could be 'heerd in the 
Spanish colonien to the south~ Bolivar~ Miranda and Hidalgo 
were g:cest n2.nes ir,. these struggles :Which lasted more than 
a quarter of a century. By 1822 revolutionary governments 
hed been set up in eve~y Spanish colony on the American con-
tinents, and Spn.in had lost pi~ctica ll~r all of her American 
territor:r. To protect these young republics in their new-
found freedom, the United St2tes issued the Monroe Doctrine 
in 1823 ~ 
From this period onward, the _4Jnericans follow an inde-
pendent existence. In breaking away from the Old World, 
they cut the Gordirm knot which for centuries had botmd them 
to Europe, anc1 hc:q.ceforth they were to be free to develop 
Americn according to th0ir own idoels unhampered by the tra-
ditions of Europe. 
This is the third gre2t episode in the history of .Amer-
ica.. This interesting story you will g(;;t in full as you 
g2ther your material for Unit III. 
Questions Bnsod On The Pre-View 
l. Sta. te the aim of this Unit. 
2. What is the keynote of this Unit? 
3. Sta tc sovorcl fund2.ment21 C8US es of the American Revo-
lution. 
4. Explain the meaning of tho :Merc2.ntile System. 
5. Why do we say tm. t self-government was inherent in the 
English Colonies? 
6. How had tho Colonies displayed their love of self-govern-
ment? 
7. What was the policy of England in regcrd to thti Colonies 
:prior to 1760? 
8. What change ca mo in, 17 60 
9. In what two ways did the French and Indin;-i W2.r oontri bute 
as a cause for revolt of the Colonies? 
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10. Whs.t.were the Colonies seeking during the :period 1760 to 
1776? 
11. Vlhc'lt were th0y seelring during the period 1776 to 1783? 
12. To what extent wr.:s there rev-olut ion omong thu Spanish 
colonies prior to 1823? 
13. Wht? t episodes in Ame ri crm Hi story pro.cc de this one? 
B :PROBLEMS AND J:ROJECTS
Group I. General Problems 
· I. The American Revolution (1760-1783) 
Problem 9. The Underlying Causes of the American Revol-
ution.· 
1. Give four basic reasons for the American Revolution. 
2. Name, briefly ex:plain, and give dates of five acts 
of resistance to the Hother-count:ry by the colonists 
prior to 1760. {43, 45, 74, 106) 
Problem 10. The Immediate ·causes: George III And His· O:p-
pressi ve ?olicies (106-120) 
l. Name and explain four acts by England in 1783-4 
which showed a change in British policy in dealing 
with the Colonies. . 
2. ~qJlain .the new i1:1perial 11olicy, and state two rea-
sons -yvhy it was opposed by the colonists. 
3. Taxation·without repr.esentation 
a. Give meaning of "taxation Vii thout re:n·esentation.n 
b. Explain the Stami":l .Act, and show the Opl)OSi tion 
it met in Amer ice .• 
c. How did the American and the English idea of re-
presentation differ~ 
d. Did tho colonists 1'Vi sh renr0senta tion in the 
British Parliament? What - did they wish? 
e. Give moaning of the Townshend Act, and state four 
reasons why it was opposed by tho colonists. 
f. In what sense did the Townshend Act differ from 
any previous act? · 
4. Division of sentiment; acts of lewlessn6SS 
a. 1Nere all the colonists opposed to the nother-
country? Explain. 
b. Did all Englishmen favor the acts of England a-
gainst the Colonies? Explain. 
c. Give the significance of the Boston l{assacre. 
Who was Crispus Attucks? 
d. Give moaning, purpose and effect of the Com-
mittess of Corros::ondcnce. Compere purpose with 
thEt of the N. A. A. c. F. 
e. Discuss the tea controversy, end explain w.hat 
was the real point 0t issue. 
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5. The Intolerable Aots 
a. Why were they passed? 
b. Name and explain each. 
c. To what did they lead directly? 
Problem II. Independence Declared, 1774-1776. (121-128) 
1. Fighting for the rights of Englishmen 
a. What was the attitude of the other colonies as re-
gards to Bostort in her distress? Significance of 
this attitude? 
b. The First Continental Congress 
( 1) State its :purpose. · 
(2) What did it c!.o? What was the resolution? 
c. Where and under what circustances did the first arm-
ed conflict take place? 
d. Vlhat was the status of rebellion in the Co1onies in 
1775? . ' 
e~ Would you justify the treatment of the Loyalists by 
the patriots? Why? 
f. Give meaning of the Second Continental Congress, and 
state what it did. 
g. Ex~lain how Washington re-took Boston. 
2. The Declaration of Independence . 
a. Name and explain three steps leading to independence. 
b. State three democratic principles contained in·the 
Declaration. 
o. State several re a.sons given for separation fro;,1 Eng-
land. 
d. What and 'where is the real keynote. in the Declaration'? 
Problem 12. How Inde:pendenoe Was Won, 1776-1783 (136-151) 
1. State the effect of the Declaration of Independence. 
, 2. What were the British :plans of the war? 
3. Compare the American with the British Army. 
4. Describe the Philadelphia and Saratoga campaigns 
5. Why was the Victory at Saratoga so important? 
6. Give meaning and importance of the French Alliance. 
7. State importance of George Rogers Clark and the war on 
the frontier. 
8. How was the surrender of Cornwallis effected? 
9. Give the terms of the Treaty of Paris, 1783. 
10. Give the boundaries of the New Nation. 
II. The S~anish-American Revolution, 1800-18230 (258-261) 
Problem 13. How Spain's American possessions became free 
1. Locate Spain's possessions in America in 1800. 
2. How did Spain's coionial policy tend to develop a re-
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.revolutionary spirit? 
3. Briefly explain the revolt.· 
4. Give meaning and purpose of the Holy Allinnce. 
9• What was England's attitude? , . 
6. Vfhat wos the ~ttidue of the United States? 
a. Give the purpose and chief :proiisions. 
b. Give the influence and date. 
Group II. Special Problems 
l ~ Did the Americons desire toxation with representation? 
2. In wh~t yecr did t.he po:pulution of the United States ex-, 
ceed that of Englund? 
3. How did Englond contribute to the growth of independence 
among the Colonies? 
4. ·why did the colonists oppose the Merco.ntile System? 
5. Just why did the colonists op-_pose ec.ch of the following? 
The Grenville Act; The Townshend Act; The IntolerQble Acts 
6. Why did the Revolution change from o. struggle for redress 
of grievances to a war for independence? 
7. Why did many.Englishmen favor the Americ8n c~use? a. How do you nccount for the success of the colonists in 
the wcr? 
9. Give four reasons why Scrctoga is considered one of the 
decisive battles of the world. 
10. On whc t be sis v1ould you justify the Americo.n Revolution? 
11. Why was New England the "hot-bed of the rebellion"? 
12. In the formo.tion of o. coml)lete revolutionary orgc.nizetion •. 
what was the first step? The s~cond step? The third 
step?. Tho fourth step? 
13. Why hes the Declaration of Independence been called the 
political Bible of Amoricc? 
14. What territory does Englflnd possess·in Americ::2 today? 
Spain? France? 
15. Was the Revolutionary Ware war between two nations? Or 
was it n civil war between two parts of the .British Em-
pire? 
16. Whnt part did the Negro play in the Americ~n Revolution? 
17. How did the American Revolution affect Negro slavery~ 
18. What interest did the Holy Allinnce hcve in the Spanish-
American Revolution? Why? 
19. What interest did England h!'.ve? Why? 
20. What interest did the United st~tes hnve? Why? 
Group III. Projects (Choose five) 
1. Samuel Adams as a revolutionist 
2. John Hancock 
3. Burke on Conciliation with America 
4. The Declaration of In4ependence 
5. Saratoga, a decisive bnttle of the world 
6. The French Alliance 
7, Washington in the Revolution 
8. The Ne~ro's part in.the Revolution 
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.10. Orig ins of the Monroe Doctrine 
11. The Monroe Doctrine, and ·1ts meaning t odc.y 
12. History of tb.e .Americc.n flng 
13. "The game is ~9ret -ty neo.r up" 
14. Toussaint L '01nrer·c111· e 
C. MEN FOR THE BIOGR1.\PHIC.\L }\1BLE
Samuel Adnms, John Hr:ncock, J:2.t:riek Een!'y, Thomes P::.ine, 
Thomes Jefferson, George W2.shi.ngt m.1, Lt Fe:yette, George III, 
Willi.~.m Pitt, Edmund Burke, }}ei:tJ·.\ri1in I'rcn.k:J.J.n, Robert Mor-
ris, George Rogers Clnrk, C:"'iE'})UrJ }.ttti.ck3, J:eter e-nlsm, 
Prince, Snmson; Touosnin.t L'Ouver-cure, Frn:.1cesco Mirnnc..u, Simon Bali Vf.".r, Hidn lgo 
D. D • .\TES FOR THE CHRONOLOG-I Ci1I, T.ABLE ·-_.............,------~-~-~ ... -. -·-·----
1760, 1765, 1767, 1?70, 1773, 1?74, 1775, 17?6, 1777, 1778, 
1781, 1783, 1808, 1815, 1823, 
E. ILLUSTRATIVE '.MATERIAL ----
L Mnke a synoh:ronist io chcl'rt of the :period of the J,.mericcn 
Revplution, 1760-1783. 
2. Draw a map to illustrnte the cam~aign for the conquest 
of New York. 
3. Drow a mo.p to illustrate the United Stntes et the close 
of the Revolution, 1783. 
( Sea outlin~ mc.ps.) 
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6. Euzzey, .timerico.n History, 107-135,. 144-149 
7. Cheyney, 112-114, 123-167, 578-588, 606-508 
8. Goldwin Smith, The United St2tos, 57-118 
9. Green, Short HistoTiJ of Englond, 757-790 
10. Sloo.ne, French We r and the :~evolution, 142-231, 348-388 
11. Dewey, Finnncinl History, 18-59 
12. Elson, History of the United St2tes, 210-317 
13. Beard, History of the United Strites, 57-138 
14. Muzzey, Readings in American History, 111-159 
15. James, ReQdings in American History, 145-163 
16. West, Source Book, 364-469 
17. He.rt, Contemporo.ries, II., 373-632 
18. Halsey, Great E"pochs, III., 66-208; v. 133-143 
19. Woodson, The Negro in Our History, 51-?0 
20. Brawley, Socio.l History of the Americcn Negro, 48-75 
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Creasy, Fifteen Decisive Bettles of the World, Chapter 
XIII: 
Ford, P. L. , The ·rrue George lfleshington 
Hale, Life of W2shington Studied l1new 
Irvi~, Life of George Washington; Wnshington and His 
Country 
Johnson, General W2shingt on 
Lodge, Gearg0 Washington 
Scudder, George Weshington 
Seelye, The Story of Weshington 
Sparks, .Life of George w2.shington 
Weems, tife of George Washington, with Curious .1.\necdotes 
Tyler, Patrick Henry 
Hosmer, Samuel Adams
Mo rs o , .Tchn l!.dams 
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G. LIST OF HISTORIC~L FICTION 
1. Churchill, Richord Carvel; The Crossing 
2. Thackery, Henry Esmond 
3. Chambers, cardigan 
4. Cooper, The Spy 
5 • Mitchel r *· Hugh Wynne 
6 • Ford , P • L • , Ja nic e Me red it h 
7. Rives, He2rts dourogoous 
( For othe:r historical fiction, see "Hiatorionl Fictionn 
list on toacher 1 s desk, pnges 18-21.) 
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UNIT IV. HOW OUR UATIONAL GOVERNMENT WAS ESTABLISHED (1783-
1801) 
AIM: To show how the United States in the eighteenth cen-
tury developed a government which brought order out 
of chaos, and which is proving adequate even for to-
day. 
Thou too, sail on, O Ship of State! 
Sail on, 0 Union. strong and greett 
Humanity with all its feers. 
With all the hopes of :euture years, 
Is hanging breathless on thy .. fr:.to •. 
·Longfellow in "Building of the Ship. 11 
The establishment of our present national government 
was a most stupendous tesk, and constitutes the'fourth epi-
sode in American History. In Un1.t III we learned how the 
'Thirteen States in 1783, as a result of the Revolutionary 
War, gained their independence. With independence, came 
the necessity for este.blishing a gove:rnment of their own. 
There is nothing else so importGnt in p:ro·moting the welfare 
of a people as a good, orderly government. In faat, pro-
sperity, ha~piness, and even existence itself de~end upon 
an orderly government. In the broad sense, an adequ.2te, 
fair, judicious political Sta.te is the handmaiden of religi-
ous, social, moral', and economic progress. The Revolution-
ary Fathers realized this fact, and tried to make provision 
for such a government. June 11, 1776--oo-incident with ap-
pointing a committee to draft the Declaration of Independ-
ence- ... the Second Continental Congress appointed-another oom-_ 
mittee to draw Articles of Union for the government of the 
States. The report of this committee was adopted by the Con-
gress in 1777; and the Articles of Confederation, which were 
finally ratified by the last State in 1781, were the result. 
But the Confederation thus fo1,ned was a very weak union. 
In fact, it was mean~ to be sir,11:)ly a "league of friendship. rr
No State oould be forced· by the ·general government to do any-
thing. The general governrnent could recommend that certain 
things be done by the States, but the States themselves de-
termined whether they sould obey the "recommendation. 11 The 
reason for this is not hard to find. We observed in Unit III 
that the most outstanding characteristic of the colonists was 
their love of solf-governmont. They retained state sov~reign-
ty in full, booauso they feared that a national sovereignty 
would take away a part .of this precious boon of self-govern .. 
ment. · · 
_ -.. Tho ideal sover~ent is one in which there is a perfect 
ba1ance between seif-govcr11mont on tho one hand end national 
authority on tho other·.. Too much self-government results in 
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disorder, chaos, and anarchy. such as in Mexico and Russia to-
day. Too much national authority results in persecution, op-
pression, and despotism, such as in England in the seventeenth 
century and France in the eighteenth. Each of these tY1jes de-
feats the end and aim of government. The govermnent of the 
Confederation was of the former type. Local e~tonomy was so strong that chaos reigned supreme throughout the little group 
of States. St£.te conflicts, domestic violence, rebellion and 
mutiny were common ... In fact, the period 1783 to 1789 v~as in-
deed a "oritics.l period". The national authority had no ade-
quute way of raising funds to pay its debts; cohld have no 
stcndnrd currency, for enoh State could issue its own; and hcd 
no power to raise an crmy to :protect itself. Moreover, our 
fo1~e1gn problems were quite as uoute as the domestic problemE, · 
No European nation would mc.ke o treaty with us, .. because uny 
Stnte could break eny· tre:::i.ty mo.de. As c result, our commerce 
with the outsiii e wox·ld :9r2otioclly ceased, 2nd our stctus a-
mong tho notions o:f the vi 01:ld we.a decidedly low. 
· Along with tho :passion for self-govo:r·nment which the peo-
ple of the young nction he.d inherited from ooloni:l times, \ilcs 
the tr~dition of ooloniel oo-operction ·which tho Colonies had 
ocrried to c very high degreo during the !\evolutionc.ry period. 
The $tamp Aot Congress, the First Continentc.l Congress, the 
Second Continental Congress, nnd the striking co-operation of 
the people in prosoouting the wcr ere oxcmples of the spirit of 
oo-oporc.tion r-.mong the Stet os whon throo.tenod or nttnckcd by
n o ommon foo , 
Thcs~ two dominant idecs--the 10.ve for sclf-govornmont end 
the tradition of oolonicl oo-operation--oonstitute thc·bod-rock 
of our Constitution tUid tho foundc~tion stones of our nctionc.l 
government todny. In ordor to mcke co-opere tion moi"o complete, 
tho Sto.tes surrendered to the nationr.l government some of their 
privileges of self-government, and thus a nmore :perfect unioritt 
vms formed, But this nmore perfect uniontr in the new Consti-
tution did not come without great struggle, There were many 
strong forces against union, but the forces for union proved 
the et~conger .• and our present union under the Constitution is the result. · 
The Constitutional Convention met in ?hiladelphia in May, 
1?87, and was composed of leading st2tesmen from each of the 'fhirteon States except Hhode Island. As soon as the Convention 
met, it was found that the L1ombers, because they represented 
different sections of the country, were divided on ovory im-
]ortant question. At tifiles it seemed the Convention would 
break up without accom)lishing enything. Finally, however, 
thoy learnod-that their problems could be solved only through 
compromise. In fact, it ma~r be truly said thet our Cons ti tutio1 .. 
is founclod on compromise. The Union.itself is federal, being a 
compromise between a ·nation on the one hand 2nd a confcc.er·ation 
on the other. The num'b<n" of rcp:resontAti-vos and s.nn.at6rs in 
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Congress. to which each Stato is· entitled wae o.ctermincd by 
a compromise between the large and the sm2ll Strtes. The con-
trol of commerce by the national government is the result of 
a compromise between the manufrcturi.ng, trading North and the 
agriculturel, slave-holding South. And so it was with many 
other differences, such as the ijUestion of the election of the 
President, his term of office, end so forth. 
The Constitution was com:9leted ancl signed by n1einbers of 
the Convention, September 17, 1787. It was tten sent to the 
Cong:ress of the Confederation by lh·. Washington, the Presic.ent 
of the Convention. Congress then sent copies of it to each of 
the Thirteen States for their consideration. The necessary 
nine Stetes ratified it by June 21, 1788. The Constitution 
then became the "supreme law of the land". 
Vlhen the Constitution had been accepted by the States, a 
great step forward had been taken in tho esteblishmont of a 
national government for the New ?Je.tion. But it· was not the 
final stop, for the now Constitution must be :put into effect. 
The Ship of State, which hed been built with so much anxious 
caro, must now be launched u:pon a vory stormy sea. Tho old 
nations of Euro:pe 1 watching from their vant2.gc places, freely 
predicted that tho now Ship could nover wee.ther the storm. 
And indeed it s0cmcd for several years that their p:rcdiction 
would come true. However, through the wisdom and broad stetcs-
manship of Wcshington, Hamilton, Adams, Jefferson an& others 
as loaders, and tho loyalty and good sense of the Amcl"·ican peo-
ple to follow wise leadership, the young nation was able to 
take its place a.mong the other nations of the wo~ld. .At hom0, 
order wes brought out of chaos, money was collected by texetion, 
a uniform currency was est2blished, pressing debts wore paid, 
and rebellion was put down. Abroad, wers wore averted and trGa;-
ies commerce were made with the .leading netions of Europe. 
;....-; .. ·~, 
Tho strength of the national government et home, and its 
influence abroad wore mainly due to tho princi:olcs enc. Dctivit~ 
ies of tho Federalist Party, which was in authority during the 
twelve eventful yo~rs from 1789 to 1801. This party, headed by 
Hamilton, believed in a br02Q or libcr2l intorpret8tion of tho 
Constitution, which meant giving more power to the Ccntr~l 
Govei·ni-ncnt and less to the St2tcs ond the :people. Its opponent, 
the Republicen 1'2.:r-ty, led by Jefferson, believed in {-_~ narrow 
or strict interpretation of tho Constitution, which meant giv-
ing loss power to tho Central Govornrncnt and mo:r·c to tho St.::tes 
and tho pooplo. It was very fortuncte for America's peace· 2nd 
safety that the Fodor2list P2rty wes in power during these for-
mative yecrs, for thnt P,Orty gave to our nc1tion2.l life tho sta-
bility it so sorely ncoC:.ed. On tho other hand, tho ;\opublican 
Party served~ ncedod pur~ose by preventing tho Centrcl Govern-
ment from becoming too cutocretic. , 
By 1801, the Federalist Perty had done its work of strong-
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thening our national life, and was force·d to retire from 
leadershi.P. It was su-eceed~d by the Republican Party, which 
instituted a. more liberal ·:policy in government*. Thus, the 
new Ship of State, successfully launchedi sailed out through 
the Narrows between Scylla and Charybdis, and safely weath-
ered the storms of domestic· turmoil and foreign agression, 
and settled down for a successful voyage. You will learn 
the details of this story a~ you gather your material for 
Unit IV. 
The Federalist Party, with its broad interpretation of 
the Constitution·, is the anc~stor, of the present Re-
P\l,b1.ic.a1?- Pa:rty. The R~p'lJ.b.lican P~rty of . Jeff ersor:i' s . time, with its narrow interpretation of the Constitution, 
is the ancestor of the present Democratic Party. 
Questions On The Pre-View 
1. State the aim or· this Unit. 
2. Why was a national government necessary follow.ing the Re-
volution? 
3. How important is an orderly government? 
4. Why was a new constitution needed in 178?? 
5. What constitutes an ideal government? Why is one so ha.rd 
to attain·? ·- -·-- -~ ~ ~ · 
6. On what two dominant ideas, or principles, is our con-
stitutional union based? 
7. What is mearit by the statement that our Cons ti tut ion is 
founded on compromise? . 
8. Show that the government .under the Constitution was an im-
provement over the Confederation. . 
9. To what was the growth of nationalism chiefly due during 
the period 1789 to 1801? . . 
10. How did the principles of the Feder~list and.Republican 
parties differ? 
11. What wai the outlook fcir .the New Nation in 1801? 
B. PROBLWB A~ P~OJ~CTS 
Gr9_up I. gen:~.£§1 Probl~ 
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Problem 14. A Bird's-eye View of the New-Born Nation, 1763 
{152-163) 
I. The Land and the people 
1. Give o.I·ea o.nd boundaries; claims of various states; 
nature of land. 
2.·nescribe the population, and its distribution. What 
was the "Americantt? 
3. Describe slavery. 
II. Occupations of the people 
l. Describe the state of agriculture; conunerce; manu-
fact·u:c.· ing. 
III. Transportio.tion 
1. Describe conditions of travel by land; by water; the 
mail service. 
IV. Religious and Intellectual Life 
1. What three outstunding features indicated religious 
progress? 
2. What was the status of conunon schools; the higher 
:ichools? 
3. What provisions were made for education of girls and 
women?· 
4. Describe the neY:spap er of tho. t day. 
V. Every Day Life 
1. What comforts and conveniences existed? Who.top-
portunities for riches? 
2. What were their chief amusements? 
3. Compare with every day life of today. 
Problem 15. Problems Which Faced the New Nation (164-1?3) 
I. State Constitutions ond State Governments 
1. Yfuat was perhaps the most important step made by the 
Colonies in 1??5? 
·2 Who could vote? What civil rights had the people? 
3 Explain the organization of the State governments. 
··:4 What were the most important powers of tho State? 
II. The Confederation 
1. Define °Confederation". 
2. What were the Articles of Confederation? 
3. When wore the 'Articles of Confederation uccepted by
State? Why the long delay? 
4. How was the government under the Confe.d.0.l:'.o. ti,on organ-
ized? 
5. What powers did the government have? 
6. Why Yms the Conf'0deration weflk·?
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III. Our Ne.tion under the Articles of' Conf'ederution 
l. In what two ways was tho foreign policy a failure? 
2. Na.me a.nd explain six domestic problem. Wore they 
solvGd? 
Problem 16. How Our Present Cons ti tut ion Vlus Born. 
I. Gr·owth of a National S:piri t during -the Colonial period. 
1. Mention five conittions during tho colonial period 
which promotod growth of n. nt.. tionul spirit. 
2. Give five evidences to prove the growth of a notional 
or cooperative spirit. 
II. Tho Cons ti tutiorwl Convention at Philo.delphio., Mny 25, 
1787 to ScptGmbor· 17, l ?8?. ( l ?4-185) 
1. Numo c .. nd ox1,>o.lin three fore es of disuniono 
2. Nnme and explain three f orcos of union. 
3. No.me o.na. explain two preliminary steps .to tho Con-
vention. 
4. Tho Constitution~l Convention 
a.. How wc.s the Convention culled? v~1here? When? 
Vlhnt was its expressed purpose? 
b. Discuss the personnel of tho Convention 
5. Work of tho Convention 
a. How ~as the purpose altered? 
b. Stut0 olourly fivo generul differences botwecn 
tho govornrnont under the Constitution and thut un-
der .the Articles of Ccnfcdcrationa 
c. What two problems of ropros0nt~tion in Congress 
arose, and how were they settled? 
d. Whut problems arose in rcgcrd to tho Executive, 
und how sottlod? 
c. The Federal Judiciary 
( 1) 1Nhat wo.s its chi of function? 
(Z) How chosen? For how long? Why? 
f. Nome and oxpilio.in two po·.~:,..::.rs of' cr-e,o.tcst imp or to.nee 
gi.von to tho National govornm.cnt by the Consti-
tution. 
g. Vlhnt is the most important provision in the Consti-
tution? Why? 
6. RutificGtion of tho Co~stitution 
o.. Erpluin tho manner of rutificntiono 
b. What two pnrtios nroso? Discuss their principles 
c~nd lco.dcro. 
c. Whnt Ticro tho Fodcrnlist Pcpors? 
d. Vih.nt woro tho finn.l steps? 
?. State fivo importnnt services th0 old Congros~ had 
rendered. 
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7. State five important services the Old Congress 
had rendered., 
Problem 17. How the New Government Was Sat in Motion, 1789-
1793 0 ( 186-196) 
I. Breathing Life into the Constitutiono 
1. Describe the election of Washington; his character; 
his inauguration. 
2o Tell how the new government was organized. 
II. Revenues and. Expenditures 
1. Explain the first tariff act~ Was it protective? 
2. What salaries were paid? 
III. A Federal Bill of Rights 
14 Name chief rights guaranteed to the citizen. 
2. What were the last two states to ratify the Con-
stitution'? Vihy? 
IVo Hamilton 1 s Financi~l Measures 
1 o Name and ex1)lain the principles of each. Just 
how did the parties of 1792 differ from the parties 
of 1788 ') 
2o Who were the chief leaders of each? 
3. What was the feeling of the parties toward each 
other? 
4. Election of 1792: candidates? issues? results? 
5. How did party government originate? Give meaning 
of? 
Problem 18. How T~oubles at Home and Abroad Were Settled by 
the·New Government; 1793-1801 (19?-212) 
I. Foreign Problems 
1. Discuss our .trouble with France .. What was the at-
titude of the people of the United. States? Of the 
government? Who was Genet? 
2. Discuss the Jay's Treaty with England. 
3o Discuss the Pinckney Treaty with Spaino 
IIo Domestic Problems 
lo Explain the Whiskey Rebellion; what two important 
principles were her involved? How settled? 
2. The Northwest Ordinance 
aQ Give four important provisions. 
b. What three important precedents were set by 
this act? 
III. Cl6se of VJashington' s Aclt:'!.inistration 
1 •.What precedent did Washington set by his retire-
ment? 
2o What three important things did Washington warn 
against in his farewell address? 
3o What was significant about the election of John 
Adams? 
IV. John Adams' Administration, 1797-1801 
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1. What was the X. Y. z. Affair? 
2e How was the trouble with France settled? 
V. Downfall of the Federalist Party 
1. Name and explain two causes .. 
2. Explain the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions. 
What dangerous doctrine did they contain? 
3. What service had the Federalist Party rendered? 
VI. Explain how the five major parts of this Unit contribute 
to an understanding of the Unit as a whole,. 
GroUJ?_JI. Special Problems 
1. What were the fundamental weaknesses of the Articles of 
Confederation? Give incidents to nrove these weaknesses 
actually existed. · 
2. How did the spirit of union express itself during the 
Colonial period?. 
3. What conditions led to the calling of the Constitutional 
Con:vention? 
4. Name five great problems of the Convention, and explain 
how each was settled? 
5. Name two fundamental elements of greatness in the Consti-
tution? 
6. State five ways in which the Constitution remedied the 
.weaknesses of the Articles o~ Confederation? 
?. What were the two fundamental traditions upon which the 
Constitution was built? State their origin and show 
how they were written into the structure of the Consti-
tution. 
8. Give five events to show that the Constitution was ade-
quate as a ·government for the .American people. 
9. What is mea.rit by nimplied powerstt? What specific powers 
of the Constitution were used in connection with the 
implied powers clause to develop each of the following: 
{l) Hamilton's National Bank; (2) custom houses; (3).
light houses; (4) mints; (5) acquisition of Louisiana; 
(6) acquisition of the Danish West Indies; (?) Inter-
state Commerce Act; (8) Sherman Anti-Trust Law? 
10. State five general differences between the government 
under the Constitution and that under the Articles of 
Confederation. 
11. Explain the Ordiance of 178?, and show w~y it was so im-
portant. 
12. What states permitted Negroes to vote when the Const·i-
tution was ratified? 
13. What three precedents did Washington set while President 
that have been followed since as a national policy? 
14. List three important points which Washington made in 
his Farewell Address. 
15. Should Washington's advice be followed today? Why? 
16. What was fundamentally wrong in the Virginia and KGn-
tucky Resolutions? · 
17. What was fundamentally wrong with the Alien and Sedition 
Laws? 
18 .. Down to 1801, the United States had three sets of po-
litical parties. Give names, dates and chief principle 
of each~ 
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·Group IIL .. Projects 
1. Shay's Rebellion 
2. The "National Domain" and the Northwest Ordino.nce 
3. The New England Confederation, 1643 
4. The Albany Plan of Union 
5. Washington and the making of the Constitution 
6. The Federalist Papers . · 
?. Committees of Correspondence 
8. Madison and the l.10.king of the Constitution 
9. Benjamin Franklin 
10. Washington as President of the United states 
11. Members of the Constitutioncl Convention 
12. Hamilton and the Constitution 
13. Election and inauguration of Washington 
14. Hamilton's financio.l system 
15. Benjamin Banneker 
16. Gabriel's insurrection 
l?. Thomas Jefferson's thoughts on the Negro 
18. The status of slavery in 1789 
c. M:en for the Biographical T~ 
Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, Jo.y, John 
Adams, Eli ·dhi tney, Benjamin Banneker 
..
D. ·Dates for the Chronological Tabl~ 
1785, 178.6 ,' l ?8?, 1 ?88, 1 ?89, 1792-£4, 1 ?94, 1795 
1796, 1?98, 1?99, 1800 
E. Illustrative Material 
1. Make a synchronistic chart cov.ering the period o( .Ameri-
can History from 1781 to 1801. Show European events as 
well as .American. 
2. Make two drawing to show that the national government 
was stronger under the Jt>nstitution than under the 
Articles of Confederation. 
3. Make a drawing to illustrate the steps by which our 
Federal Union developed 
F. List of .:Rofa·ronoo Reading~ . ......... ...... _...... ... . .. 
1. Forman, 152-212 
2. Elson, History of the United States, 293-355 
3. Jcmes and Sanford, 183-239 · 
4. West, History of t b:e Nnorican People, 2?1-368 
5. West, Source Boole in .Americc.n History, 470-5?5 
6. Hart, Formation of the Union, 108-192 
?. Hart, Contemporaries, III 
8.,Jo.mcs,. Readings in .American History, 154-245 
9. Muzzey, Renrl.toss;.. ../n ... A:l-1.P.r i oo.n... Hin.to ... T"y ,.... _153-214
4? 
10. Halsey, Great Epochs, IV, 3-131 
11. Boole of History, XIV,. 6166.;.61 'tl; X:V, 61 ?3-6183 
12. noman, Industrial History, 132~156 
13. Woodson, The Negro in Our History, 71-99 
14. Brawley, Social History of tho .American Negro, 56-90 
15. Journal of Negro History, III, 55-89, 99-12? 
16. Fiske, Critical Period of .American History 
17. Walker, Making of' the NO.tion 
18•32. Sec References on po.go 37. Nos. 28 to 41 
fu. List of' lfis"t&.rical ~.12.£
1. Atherton, The Conqueror 
2 •. Bacheller, In thc'Days of Poor Richard 
3. Altshclcr, A Herald of thd Wost 
4. Johnson, Lewis Rand 
5. Mitchell, The Rod City 
6. Pidgin, Blennerhassett 
?. Moore, Hearts of Hickory 
8. Perkins, Tho .American Twins of 1812 
9. Seawell, Imprisoned Midshipmen 
10. Thompson, American Patty . 
11. Barnes,' Yankee Ships and Yankee Sailors 
12. Bo.rr, Trinity Bells 
13. Brnfry, For thG Freedom of the Seas 
14. Do.vies and Nirdlinger, Tho First Lady in the Lo.nd 
15. Marshall, Old Hickory's Prisoner 
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UNIT V. HOW OUR NATION _CONQpERED.THE WILDNERNESS_(~SOl-1861) 
AIM: To show how the .American .per:iple, in wave upoh wave, 
moved westward, until our dominion extended from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Great Lakes to 
the Gulf. 
A .. ·- -11{E PRE- VJ.J£\'!
Vlestward the course of empire take its way; 
The four first acts already past, 
A fifth shall close the drama with the day: 
Time's noblest offspring is the lasto 
Bishop·Berkley, "On the Prospect of Plant-
ing Arts and Learning in 
America.n 
The Great American Epic is yet to be written .. When it 
is written, it will tell the story, not of kings and nobles 
who went forth to conq_uer an ancient city, nor of the aimless 
wanderings of a 1:J.odern Aeneas, nor of the attempted overthrow 
of the God of Heaven by the Prince of Darkness; but it will 
be the story of a young nation that went forth to~conq_uer the 
wilderness, to make a continent its own; the life·-history of 
a people who braved hardship, danger, suffering, and death to 
reach a goal which spread in ever-widening circles westward 
toward the setting suno This epic will contain Love and Ro-
mance, Success and Failure, Life and Death; but above all, it 
will show how indomitable is the·unconquerable Soul of Han 
when moved by a great purpose . 
. The westward movement 'of the American people is the f-ifth 
.great episode in American History, and cons ti tut es the third 
phase in the westward migration of the Teutonic peoples~ The 
magnitude of this move1:ient, and its significance in American 
History, can hardly be over-estimated. · 
In Unit II, we saw that the people of the English Colo-· 
nies confined their settlements to the Atlantic sea-board, ex-
tending inland only about two hundred miles, to the foot-hills 
of the Appalachian :·fountains. In Unit III, we observed that 
when England recognized the independence of the Thirteen Col-
onies in 1783, she surrendered to them her territory lying 
west of the Appalachian lfoun tains to the Mississ i:ppi River. 
This acq_uisition of almost 500,000 square miles of territory 
more than doubled the area of the Thirteen Original States, 
and marked the first real step in our westward expansion. 
In this Unit, we shall see how, during the period 1781' 
to 1801,--while the Thirteen States were being consolidated 
into "a more perfect union"--the people in large numbers were 
crossing·over the Mount~ins from the east, and settling on 
the lands recently acquired from England. Before this period 
closed, Kentucky and Tennessee were admitted to statehood, and 
Ohio was knocking at the door of the Union for admission. In 
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another half century, 185~, the Up 3. had attained its· 
present boundaries, having added Louisiana, Florida, Texas, 
Oregon, California and NeW L1exico. 3ypurchase, treaty,: o:r 
annexation, the territorial dominion had grown in less than 
three-quarters of a century from less than 300,000 square 
miles along the .Atlantic :seaboard to a vast empire of more 
.than 3,000,000 square miles, stretching 3,000 miles westward 
to the Pacific Ocean.· 
But what seems still more remarkable is the fact that 
the movement of the peo)le westvvard kept pace with, or even 
ran ahead of, the acquisition of territory. In wave upon 
wave, this moving sea of humanity swept across :9rairie, des-
ert, and mountain, until by 1850 it looked· out through the 
Golden Gate upon the surging Pacific. By 1800, the first 
wave had moved the frontier line westward as far as Nashville, 
Tennessee, and Louisville ;:en tucky. , By 1820, the second wave 
had moved the line across the r~ississip9i River,· and was 
less than 100 rail es east of Kansas City. :Sy 1840 ,. the third 
wave had moved the line about 100 miles west of Kansas City. 
By 1861, the.fourth wave of migrati6n had moved our Frontier 
Line westward until it disappeared altogether in the waters 
of the Pacific Ocean. 
In 1861--at the outbreak of the Civil Uar--there were 
thirty·-four states, eighteen of which were· Hest of the Ap-
palachian :fuuntains. Two of these--California and Oregon--
were on the Pacific Coast. The onward march of the people 
toward the west is illustrated by the steady movement west-
ward of the center of population. In 1800 the center of poi-
ulation was atout~eighteen miles west of Baltimore; by 1840 
it had crossed ·the Alleghanies; by 1850 it had reached Park-
ersburg, rlest V_i'rginia; and in 1860 it was half-way across 
Ohio. At present it is a few miles east of the ~~bash River 
in Indiana. 
~fuo knows that ere another century passes by, the p6p-
ulation center will not approach very nearly the geographic 
center, which is in the state of Kansas? Ylhen we consider 
the yet undeveloped ·rich resources of the West and the trade 
possibilities of the far-flung Pacific peoples, this proph-
ecy becomes no idle dream. 
rlhat are the causes or motives back of this third great 
movement of the Teutonic peoples toward the ~est? They are 
many and varied, but strangely like those motives which act-
uated their ancentors when they migrated from Central Asia 
into Europe, and later fror1 Europe across the Atlantic to 
America. . The main causes may be suri1ned up as follmrn: 
( 2)
The~irit of adventure. The restless, discontent-
ed nature of the Teutonic peoples makes them natural 
pioneers. · 
The desire to better their econo: :ic condition. Econ-
omic depression in the North due.to Embargo and non-
intercourse Acts before, during, and immediately 





out of work who tried to get another start in the 
west. In the South, planters deserted their w.9rn-· 
out tobacco lands of VirBinia and North Carolina,· 
for the fresh, rich cotton soil of the·south~west, 
driving ahead of them the small ;pioneer farmers of 
the uplands, who moved on north into the Ohio Valley. 
Ilm::igration. This was a period of vast immigration 
movemenfs from Europe . 11:Iost of these people were 
home-seekers and cast their lot with the Virgin soil 
of the North-w~st~ · 
Discontent alone the Atlantic seaboard. There was .. ---··-·-------.. ·- .. ···-·.~--.. ·---·······--------···--~ much dissatisfaction, expecially in Ne1;;,r England, 
with the old political and religious control. Many 
felt they were being robbed of their liberties, which 
could be found only in the Vlest. 
.~.2l1 .. t:r.1-_12_~-~J.Qg__Q.~ ]J.~e_~. • .
\a) 1l1he growing liberality .of the -government in 1 ts
western, land 9olicy encouraged taking up the ne,N 
lands. 
(b) Removal of the Indians by the victories "of Hayne, 
Harrison, and Jackson removed fear of Indian 
attacks. 
(c) Improved means of communication, as the steamboat, 
national roads, canals, railroads, cheap postage, 
the telegraph, etc. served as powerful incentives 
to this movemento 
What were the effects of the Yvestward movement? 3o tre-
mendous a movement was sure to have orofound effects upon 
American life anc1 history. The most-significant influences 
may be given as £:ollovrn: 
(l; It drained the East of its r:iost vigorous and ambitious 
your~me_!l · During the decade 1320 - to 1830, the lJOp-
ula tion of Massachusetts and Virginia remained sta-
:i_.. tionary, while that of the west increased 100;; to 
150tL 
( 2) rrhe·_ constant exodus. from the .. East .. kept .. wages h~ghJ 
and interfered with the grovvth of ;: L1fan t ;; 1\.merican 
industr:Les. 
( 3) Jt serv~d a_~safety v~]:ue_ in _:2reventing ss,.~_1:aJ._ ... r.~-
volutio.ns in the East. In times of unemployment, the 
man out of a job could so west, take up land, and be-
come a producer and contented citizeno 
(4) It .J>romoted._economic sectionalisr1. The East became 
more anc1 nore a manufacturing section, the vrest a 
food-growin3 section, and the south a cotton-grow-
ing section .. 
(5) It led to the Civil r;ar. As these tvm human strear.1s-··· 
one froc the free North ~nd one from the slave South--
spread out over these fair lands of the west, conflict 
followed wherever: they CTet. We need only mention the 
Missouri CoGpromise, the ~bster-Hayne De~ate, the 
Annexation of .Texas, the ~Iilmont Proviso, the Cof:lpro-
mise of 1350, the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, the Origin 
of the Republican Party, the Dred Scott Dedision, and 
the Lincoln Do~glass Debate; in order to s~e how the 
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vio;:;t1.n.u·d movement. ·was r0la tod to tho Civil '.!:.r. 
( o; I_t _ 12_romoted._the . _growth. of democracy9 Al men were 
equal in the Dest for land was the only form of 
uealth and it w~s a~undant. From the West de-
( 7)
(8}
( g ) 
mocracy spread eastward. 
I!._i!_e_ye 1 op~A . AE-d.i_".fr i ~al,i t y_,_i nd ep~q__~n c ~~ ~  f :. 
rel is.nee. and . initiative _in. the . .12.eo-21-e o rhe frontier 
was the greatest school for developing these virtues. 
It. encouraKed .the .buildin_g_ of_ . hiEl_lway3,transcon-
tinental reailroads, industrial irtventions of al 
kinds, and so forth. Ylhile slavery was an enter-
.in3 wedge. dividing the North and the South, the 
transcontinental railroads were serving as steel 
bands binding the North and \.Jest closer together. 
Finaly the influence of the westward movement  on 
_...~ ~ .-·--.L.J.-.•·-·----·--·-··- .---·-·-·-·--·--·-···--·--· ~ Q.Oli ti cal . leadership a Many:- of the Thirteen Original 
States objected to the admission of the western 
states on equality with themselves, because they fear-
ed the tine would cone when the west would control 
the nation. Their fears be,:.:an to ')e realized when, 
in 1829, Andrew Jackson was elected President from 
Tennessee and the political spel of the East was 
b~oken. From that time down to the present, the 
west has grown in political power. Of twenty-four 
presidentssinco John Q~incy A~ams, fourteen have 
been elected rrom States west of the Alegheny 
Mountains. It is very significant that in the 
election of 1928, the President was choseh from 
California and the Vice-President from Kansas • 
• 4•. 
Mye Bryce {American Commonwealth, Vol. II, P. 830) de-
clares that :The· West is the most American part of America. 
Vlhat Europe is to Asia, what England is to the rest of Europe, 
what America is to England, that the western States and r.rer-
ri tories are to the Atlantic States." You wil learn the de-
tails of this :tnteresting story as you c;ather your material 
for Unit V. 
-~~3tio~s On The Pre:Vi~! 
lo State the aim of this Unit. 
2. Interpret Bishop Berkley'a lines. 
3. V!hat wil be the theme of the Great .American Epic? 
4. Show that this is the fifth great episode in American 
History. 
5. Explain why this movement is the third phase of the 
westward migration of the Teutonic peoples. 
6. About when did this westward movement begin? 
7. About v1hen dj_d U. So atain her present boundaries? 
8. Indicate ho~ vigorously the westward movement went 
forward during the period 1801 to 1861. 
9. State several causes, or motives, for the movement. 
lOo State several effects of the moveBent. 
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G~9up I. General Problems 
Problem 19. The Territorial. Expansion Of The United 
States, 1783-1861. 
I. Make a chart answering the following questions with 
reference to each of the territorial·acquisitions 
listed below: · 
(a} From whom? (b) When? (c) How? (d) Price paid? 
(e) Area? (f) Location? (g) States c~rved from? 
(h) importance? 
1. The Original United States •. 
2. 'I!he United States in 1'783. 
3. The Louisiana Purchase. · 
4. .The Purchase of Florida. 
5. Texas. 
6 •· Oregon. 
?. California and New Mexico. 
8. The Gadsen Purchase. 
Problem 20. The Westward Movement, 1783-1840. 
I. The westward movement, 1783-1800. (201~206) 
1. How were new communities organized? 
2. What new States were admitted? 
3. Give meaning and importance of the Ordiance of 178?. 
rr.· The westward movement, 1800-1820 ( 236-249) 
1. Discuss the land policy of the United States. 
2. What three regions were settled during this period? 
3. Along the Ohio River. 
a. What States were admitted? 
b. How related to the slavery question? 
-c. Describe two important improvements in trans-
portation. 
4. Around the Gulf of r.iexico. 
a •. What States were admitted? 
b. Give cause of this movement. 
c. Give ·influence of the cotton gin. 
5. Across the Mississippi River~ 
a. Describe the Lewis and Clark Expedition, and _ 
its importance. 
b. Tlho claimed the Oregon Country, and why?I Why 
valuable? 
c. l7ho settled Missouri? When Admitted? Vlha t 
question arose? How was it settled? ( 253-257) 
IlL The westward movement, 1820~1840 (283-288) 
1. What importa~t means of transportation.. Wel\e. de-
veloped? State Important - infl.uence of. 
2. What States were admitted? 
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IV. Frontier life. 
1. Describe the stages of frontier de-velopment. 
2. Give four important effects of frontier life. 
Problem 21. The Great 'Vies tward Exuans ion Of Territory, 
1840-:J .. 850. ( 299-310)"" 
I. The Texas Question. 
1. Give two reasons why Mexico wished to withdraw from 
1viexi co. 
2. Vlhy c.id Texas rnsh to be annexed to the United St.~.·i 
3. Describe the contest over ann.ex~ti . .QJL. ..~-~.s.ul..~r .... 
What was the outstanding factor? 
II. The Oregon Queston. 
1, Describe crr:i8ration to Oregon"- What were the 
emigrants seeking? . 
2. Vrho claimed Oregon? On what ··grou:11.ds?
3. How was the Oregon r1uestion settled? 
III. Acquisition of California and New Mexico. 
1. Give two reasons why President Polk desired 
California. ~ 
2. Explain how it was secured. 
Problem: 22. The -Westward Movement, 1840-1860 
I. The westward movement, 1840-1850. (311-321) 
1. Name, 'discuss .• anc. stt·.te. importance of six great 
inventions during the period 1840 to 1850. Were 
they causes, or results~ of the westward movement·?. 
2. Give meaning and influence of the Pre-emption Act 
of 1841. 
3. What States were admitted. during the period? 
4. Give chief causes of the movement. 
5. Giv~ four important results. 
II. The westward movement, 1850-1860. (363-369) 
1. Give reasons for the movement. 
2. What States were adc1ittea.? 
3. Trace the center of pOi)Ulation from 1800 to 1860. 
III. Describe life in .America in 1860. 
Gr.£.1:1)2_ Jl·.-~.P.f~.i§-1 Prob J.: ems . 
1. 1ili th what former migrations in history would you compare 
the westward oxpansi'on of the American people? 
2. Give five r.oasons for the westwa~d expansion of the 
American people. 
3. How has this movement influenced American Hj_story? 
4. Interpret 111'.1anifest Destiny" as applied to westward 
expansion. 1
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5. Vlhat were the successive steps by which we extended our 
territory to the Pacific? 
6. How did Toussaint L'Ouverture influence the sale of 
Louisiana to the United States? 
7. rThat constitutional problem was involved in the purchase 
of Louisiana? How was it solved? 
8. Show that the purchase of Louisiana strengthened Nation-
alism. 
9. Why did many Easterners oppose uestern development? 
10. Was the Mexican Y!ar justifiable in either causes or 
results? Why? 
11. Vlhat was the "Spot" Resolution? Its significance? 
12. Show effect on .American History of the following: cotton 
gin; the steamboat; Erie Canal; the railroad; the 
McJorrnick reaper; European immigration. 
13. Sho~ the influence of the ~est on each of the following: 
the slavery question; nationalism; democracy; labor 
supply in the East; financial question; transportation. 
14. State two reasons uhy the West has been more democratic 
than the East. 
15. What influence did the War of 1812 have on the vrnstward 
movement? 
16. How did life on the frontier influence American character 
and institutions? 
17,. In what tvm ways was the Mexican war a fore-runner of 
the Civil Viar? 
Group IIkJ'.roj~_qt§_j Choos_LJi v~.) 
..
1. Land transportation, 1800-1860. 
2. Water transportation, 1800-1860. 
3. The steamboat. 
4. The railroad. 
5. The Erie Canal. 
6. The West. 
7. Texas. 
8. The plow and the reaper. 
9. The West in the Forties. 
10. The nForty-Niners". 
11. The nFifty-Ninerstt. 
12. Discovery of gold in California. 
13. Railroad building in the period 1850 to 1900. 
14. The telegraph. 
15. The cable 
16. The Mormons. 
17. Famous Trails. 
18. Westward Expansion and the Civil War. 
Q:__~N FOR THE BIOGRAPHICAL TABLE 
Thomas Jefferson, Toussaint L'Ouverture, Lewis and Clark, 
Pike, Jethro Wood, Fulton, McCormick, Howe, Hoe, Goodyear, 
Cooper, Morse, Dr. Long, Dr. Gray, Abraham Lincoln. 
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.D. 1).A'li'TuS FOR THE . CHRONOLOGlUAL TAD°Li . .. __ ...... ,..,......, ~ .. ......._. ...._
1803, 1825, 1841, 1848, 1850, 1807, 1830, 1831, 1842, 
1844, 1846. 
1. Make a synchronistic chart to illustrate the important 
events in our history during the period 1801 to 1861. 
2. Make a map to illustrate territorial expansion in the 
United States. 
3. Make a map to illustrate the movement of the Frontier 
Line westward--1700, 1740, 1800, 1820, 1840, 1850. 
4. Collect and mount pictures to illustrate any phases of 
the westward movement. (Optional) 
F. LIST OF REFERENCE READINGS _.....,...._............... . . ..----. 
1. Forman, 150, 201-206, 217~219, 236-249, 253-257, 299-310, 
311-321, 362-369. 
2. Bogart, Economic History of the United States, Chapter JaL 
3. Channing, History of the United States 
4. Channing, History of the United States, Vol. V, Ch. II. 
5. Turner, Rise of the New West. 
6. Faulkner, .American Economic History, Ch. IX. 
7. Turner, The Frontier in American History. 
8. Sparks, Expansion of the American People 
9. Mcivraster, . History of the 'People of the United States, 
Vol. II, page 144ff.; III, 100-142, 459-496; IV, 371-428; 
V, 160ff.~ VI; VII. 
10. Roosevelt, Uinning of the West. Vols. I, II, III, IV. 
11. Coman, Industrial History of the United States, 120-132, 
156-174, 203-206, 216-225, 243-254, 260-262,· 
294-301. 
12. Fite, History of the United States, 162, 210-213, 237-244, 
277-278, 336, 298-310, 403-405. 
13. Brawley, Social History of the .American Negro, 76-90. 
14. Woodson, The Negro in Our History, 99-123. 
15. Elson, History of the United States, 373-399, 461-470, 
511-527. 
16. Muzzey, American History, 245-251, 328-358, 3?8-395. 
17. Muzzey, Readings in .American History, 291-346. 
18. James, Readings in American History, 258-267, 304-330, 
360-426. 
19. West, History of the American People, 142-145, 176-1??, 
192-195, 244-270, 381-394, 409-422, 422-446, 515-
526. 
20. Halsey, Great Epochs, Vols. IV, V, VI, VII. 
21. Sloane, The Fre~ncl1~ War and the Revolution. 
22. Burgess, The Middle Period. 
23. Wilson, Division and Reunion. 
24. Steiner, On the Trail of the Immigrant. 
25. Dunbar, "Why We BehaV{1' Lika Americans 0 , Historical 
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Outlook, December, 1926. 
Q:.....~IST OF HI§J'ORICAL Fl9_':r_J01'[ 
1. Churchill, The Crossing. 
2. Hough, The Covered ~:Jagon. 
3 .• Al tshelcr, The Riflemen of the Ohio; The '1uest of 
the Four. 
4. Atkinson, Hearts Undaunted. 
5. Hough, The M:agniftcent Adventure. 
6. Grosvenor, Strange Stories of the Great Valley. 
7 • Honells, The Lea ther;mod God. 
8. Mccutcheon, Viola Gwyn. 
9. Meader, Down the Big River. 
10. Altsheler, The Great Sioux Trail; The Texan Scout. 
11. White, Daniel Boone, Wilderness Scout; Blaxed Trail; 
Gold. 
12. Aplington., Pilgrims of tha Plains. 
13. Barton, Prairie Schooner. 
14. Mccarter, Vanguards of the Plains; Winning the Wilderness. 
15. Sabin, Gold Seekers of '49; Ylith Carson and Fremont. 
16. Wilson, The Vlhite Indian.Boy. 
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"UNIT VI. HOW OUR NATION KW.AME DIVIDED AND W.AS RE-
u:NIT}m ( l 78'7-18??) 
AIM: First, to show how our nation was divided and 
led into the Civil War by the institution of 
slavery and the theory of State Sovereignty; and 
second, to nhow how the nation was reunited un-
der the Congressional plan of Reconstruction. 
A • TIIE.J.:...R~~ - VIEW 
He built the rail pile as he built the state, 
Pouring his splendid strength through every blow: 
The grip that swung the ax in Illinois 
Was on the pen that set a people free. 
Edwin Markhai."n in °Lincoln, the Man of the People o ',i
In the great drama of American History, this act 
spells Tr.ag~_q._:y. As we view the onward sweer of .American 
progress, we must pause here to witness a catastrophe. 
Here the young heart of America is torn asunder and the 
march of triumph becomes a funeral dirge. The threads, 
whose tanglec web caused this great tragedy in our nat-
ional life, were woven through the years. Not for ·a day, 
nor for a year, but for many decades, the Fates were weav-
ing, weaving; and the warp and woof of their weaving was 
gory-headed Civil War. 
In Unit. V /, we saw our young Nation in the fi.rst half 
of the nineteenth century march in triumph.across a great 
continent, conquer the virgin wilderness, and plant, the 
American flag beyond the Alleghenies, beyond the Mississippi, 
beyond the Rockies, out upon the edge of the great Pacific. 
In this Unit we shall see how pride, selfishness, and·mis-
una.erstanding led to di vision, conflict, and Civil War. 
When our new Ship of State was launched in 178?, 
slavery was aboard and the slaveholder was at the helmo ·All 
went well ~or a time. There were a few Southerners like 
Washington, Jefferson,. and John Randolph, .men with superior 
vision, who could see that .America was headed toward dan-
gerous reefs, but they could not guide the Ship for long. 
The lull continued, but it was the calm which pre-saged 
the gale. The first sign of the storm appeared in 1820 on 
the western horizon, in the controversy over the admission 
of 1\Ussouri, as a slave or e. free state. It was then ;:a 
cloud no larger than a man's hand", but close observers 
like Jefferson saw lurking in it the elernentc of a storm .. · 
During the period 1830 to 1850 the cloud. grew darker and 
more ominous. In the. fifties the o torm threatened a.a:gger-
ously, and in 1860 it broke in all its fury. For four 
long years the storm ro.go·d7 and the Ship of State was tossed. 
·hither and yon by o.ngry wi:t.1ds and waves. Finally slavery 
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was thrown overboard; ·then the Ship of Ste.te rode out 
the storm in safety and peace. 
As has been indtcated, the fundamental cause of the 
Civil War was slavery. This institution beginning in Vir-
ginia in 1619, tradually trew until it existed in each of ·1 
the Thirteen Colonies. There was little out-spoken opposi-
tion to slavery in the Coloni8S prior to the Revolution. 
But with the coming of the Revolution, the Declaration of 
Independence, and the growing belief in the inherent riehts 
of man, together with the valiant part which the Negro play-
ed in the war, there·e.rose in }J.!nerica a stronc sentiment to 
abolish slavery. This movement became so pronounced that in 
the period 1777 to 1804, everjr .state north of Maryland took 
steps to abolish slavery. In 1787 the Congress prohibited 
slavery in the Northwest Territory~ Even in the southern 
states the anti-slavery movement grew so strong that many 
indulged the belief that slavery even there would soon die 
a natural death. But those who had reason to hope for its 
speedy abolition were doomed to disappointment. This epochal 
change in the logic of events was due to the invention of the 
cotton gin (1793), which made the growing of cotton very re-
munerative. As cotton became nking", slavery was changed 
from a patriarchal institution to an economic one. From 
this time on till the Civil War, the fate of the slave was 
bound u:p with the ticking of the stock mark.et for cotton 
throughout the world. 
One of the great movements in American History was the 
development of Nationalism. During the same period that 
.America was expanding westward into a vast material· empire 
of land and natural resources, she was also growing inter-
nally as a nation-state. In the Constitutional Convention 
of 1787 a controversy arose over the relative power of the 
National government and the state government. This question 
was settled by declaring that the National Constitution would 
be the "Supreme Law of the Land," and that the National 
Judiciary would decide points of controversy between the 
Nation and its component parts, the States. It seems that 
this declaration should have been sufficient, but for many 
decades there was controversy over the question as to where 
the power of the National government ended and that of the 
State government began. The men and the events that did 
most to establish ,:. strong central government, and to build 
up the conc-ept of Nationalism may be summed up as follows: 
Washington in his organization of the new government~ Brun-
ilton in his financial measures; quelling the Whiskey Re-
bellion; making treaties; the War of 1812; Jefferson in the 
Louisiana Purchase; Monroe's Tour; the 1··Reign'1 of Andrew
Jackson; Webster in t~e Webster-Hayne Debate; and Supreme 
Court de~isions under Chief Justice John Marshall. Through 
such events as these, the weak union of Thirteen States grew 
into a powarful nation, even stronger than the makers of thD 
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Constitution thought possible. 
Contemporary with the development of Nationalism, 
there came the growth of a counter concept, known as State 
Sovereignty. The growth of this theory was indicated by
such events as· the VirGinia and Kentucky Resolutions, the 
Hartford Convention, the Nullification Ordiance of South 
Carolina, and the doctrines of Jo}i:,; C. Calhoun. But the 
theory of State Sovereignty, in itself, would not have led 
to dangerous results. It so happened that at .the time this 
theory was developing, cotton and slavery were transforming 
the South. In this transformation the South became more 
economically se~tional. In Unit V we observed that the de-
mand for cotton increased t:rn demand of the n slave powern 
for the rich lands of the west. The demand for the ex-pan-
sion of slave territory westward met with· determined opposi-
tion f~om the NorthQ In the controversy which followed, 
~ec_oE._opiiq_ sectiona:L:sm led to .r.oli t~.~al: sectionalism, and 
political sectionalism to conflict. 
Down to 1825 the South had been strongly national, be-
cause from Washington to Monroa, the Nation had been ruled 
by the tobacco planters of Virginia. But by this time 
(1825) the Industrial Revolution had stirred the dying in-
stitution of slavery to new and vigorous life, and political 
leadership in the south had shifted from the tobacco plant-
ers cf the south-east to the cotton planters of the far 
south and south-west.. As ootton became iiking:., the south 
became more largely a minority section, and :passionately 
espoused the theory of State Sovereignty as against National 
Sovereignty to protect. i ts-·-favori te ins ti tut ion, slaveity--:·--· 
When in 1860; this minority section saw its power to control 
the Nation slip from its hands, the only remedy it saw was 
secession. In this way slavery and State Sovereignty led to 
sectionalism; sectionalism led to secession; and secession 
to Civil War. 
As we have seen, the No~thern States freed their slaves 
soon after the Revolutionary War. At the very time that 
freedom was sweeping over the North, slavery becarne more 
firmly fastened on thG. South because of the invention of 
the cotton gin (1793) and the coming of the Industrial Re-
v9lution. Freedom in the North and slavery in the South 
brought about a growing difference in social, economic and 
political conditions, and the two sections gradually drift-
ed apart,--the North more certainly toward freedom and pro-
gress, the South more strongly toward slavery and bac~,~ard-
ness. Had the North remained static, or nearly so, as did 
the South from 1787 to 1860, there perhaps would have been 
no Civil VJr.lr, for compromise would have done its work as it 
did in 178?, 1820, 1833, and 1850. But in 1260 tho Nation 
would no longer listen to the siren call of compromise; and 
when the "slave...yower" .... .,t:r..aiJ1ed. its_ guns .... .a.gai.nst .F.t.. •. Sumter 
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and the American flag, the North rose up and put an end 
to slavery forever. 
·There was no other way to settle the controversy. It 
was an n1rrespressible conflict", for the whole nation was 
in the grasp of the "slavepower0 , which would not listen 
to reason. The South, consisting of a population of 12, 
500,000 people was dominated absolutely by 350,000 slave-
holders. Seward said in 1860, that from Delaware to the 
Rio Grande they o~ned practially all the real estate, pos-
sessed nearly all the wealth and owned more than 3,000,000 
h1.1man beings, body and. soul. But what seems still more un-
thinkable is that this small minority of 350,000 slave-hold-
ers not only controlled the South, but controlled the whole 
nation of 31,000,000 ~eople for fprty years preceding the 
Civil Vle.r. In ]B54, Vfendell Phillips wrote: "The Govern-
ment has fallen irito the hands of the slave power complete-
ly~ The future seems to unfold a vast slave empire darken-
ing the whole West. I hope I may be a false prophet, but, 
the sky was never so dark:. n The calamity which Phillips 
feared proved to be the darkness which pre-saged a brighter 
day; for that year witnessed the orgin of an organization 
that swore vengeance against the further extension of the 
slave empire, and which set in motion certain forces that 
did not stop till the tyranny of the nslave :powert' was brot-
en, the moaning cry of the slave was no longer heard in the 
land, and the iron heel of southern planters was removed 
from the necks of northern free men. · 
The slaveholcler made two fatal blunders. The ftrst was
forcing the Fugitive Slave Law on the North. By the ex-
ecution of this unjust law, the cruelty and brutality of 
slavery were brought home to the North most vividly. The 
second blunder was forcing the wary by trying to break up 
the Union. Had not the constitution and the national govern-
ment protected him and his favorite institution? Even Pres-
ident Buchanan, a southern sympathizer, said in his message 
to congress (1860), that not a single law had ever been pass-
ed that was unfavorable to the interersts of the slavehold-
ers, except the :Missouri Con:promi se, and it was repealed. 
Yes, the slaveholder mo.de a fatal blunder when he appealed 
from the high court of the Constitution and Government to 
the low court of the sword and Civil War. Such an extreme 
step was needless, for Lincoln declared in his first in-
augural address that he had no purpose, nor the legal right, 
to interfere with slavery where it already existed, But 
the slaveholder made the South believe that in the election 
of Lincoln a wide chasm opened before them. In their mad 
deliriu11i they ma.de the fatal leap, and--lost e.11. 
B1;1,cha1:,an' s. inect.i vi ty ,,mad~ Lincoln's problem of so.vine 
the union 1nfin1tely more aiff1cult. When Lincoln was in-
augurated Mo.rch 4, 1861, seven States had alreadv seceded 
. t~.ki_p.g with thGJn 30,000,000 worth of .£overm,H.mt -~ro,-perty.' 
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E~ght mere states were quivering on the brink of secession~ 
four of which soon passed over. The beloved Un.ion for 
which Weshington fought, which great statesmen tried to 
preserve, and for wllich women prayed and men died, seemed 
to be fulling all about him like a house of card • .
Thus came the Civil V!ar--swift, terrible, devastating. 
As it proceeded, it took on aspects ever gloomier, more 
terrible. Many valorous deeds were performed on both sides. 
The plan of the Southern Confederacy was one of defense. 
The North must invade nnd conquer. Only .oncG did the South 
invade the North, and that time Lee's gigantic forces were 
hurled bo.ck nt Gettysbur·g with such terrific losses that no 
further attempts at invasion were made. From this time on 
to the clcse of the war, the Confederacy fought a losing 
game. Gradually but irresistibly the North wound its war-
ring teiltncles about the struggling South till resistance 
ceased.· The end cume in April, 1865, with the surrender 
of Lee at Appomattox.· The young nation was saved, and the 
Constitution had withstood the severest test ever given to 
any oth~r. The old Ship of State had weathered the storm, 
but the captain lay on the deck dead. 
Ponce hod come, and with it came the problems of Recon-
struction. Now they had need of Lincoln as much as during 
the wnr. The problems--economio, social and political--
which the N~tion faced following the war, needed the wise 
statesmanship-of Lincoln to effect th0ir solution. But he 
was deo.d from an assassin's bullet, and his successor, An-
drew Jackson, could not measure up to the demands-of the 
hour. Congress soon became convinced that under Johnson's 
plan of R~construction the Southern Stutes would soon re-
enslave the freedmen and that the most important fruits of. · 
the war would be lest. So Congress, under the leudership -/. 
of Charles Sumner in the Senate and Thaddens Stevens in the 
House, took Up the work of Reconstruction. To protect the 
Negroes in their newly acquired rights as freemen, and to 
remove the possibility of having to fight the nar o.11 over 
again, Congress added to our Constitution, the 13th, 14th, 
and 15th amendments,nnd ·backed them up with the military 
forces of the United States. Finally the South acquiesced, 
and peace once more reigned throughout the Union. 
It remains to give the results of this terrific con-
flict. In this struggle between two distinct ideals of 
civilization, the United States moved swift.ly forwurd mark-
ed by important milestones of progress: 
1. Slavery was.abolished 1 and 4,000,000 human beings 
were given the opportunity to develop their own 
personalities in their ovm way. 
2. It preserved the Union, nnd destroyed forever the 
idea of secession. 
3. It revolutionized political life in America by 
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removing control of tho Nation from the selfish 
grosp of · the "~uo.ve-pm1er." 
4. It revolutionized the economic life of the south 
by giving the "poor whites 0 c.n opportunity to 
reap the fruits of lnbor. 
5. It onlnrged the Constitution by the addition of 
the 13th; 14th, 15th amendments. 
Among untowcrd results mo.y be mentioned the following: 
1. About 700,000 mGn lost their livest and 600,000 
more wore mnined·for·life. 
2. It cost about ~s,000,000,000. The cost of the 
wnr for ten months would ho.ve purchased every 
slave o.nd set him free without wnr, hnd the south 
been willing t0 cccopt; Lincoln's proffered "Com-
ponsc.tod omnncipntion." 
3. · It is impossible to mec~sure a.11 the losses, for 
the South suffered more thnn co.never bo knovm. 
Even-handed Justice demanded heavy toll •. The South 
hnd violutod that eternal low, as old as civili-
zution, nr.n the swcc.t of thy face shalt thou eut 
broc.d," and Nomesis wou~d not be settisfied till 
every wrong vms o.vcnged. 
As you ge.ther your muteria.1 for this Unit., seo how 
angry passion usurped the place of reason, even us the 
"sluvc-povmrn usurped tho power of the No. tion for forty 
years preceding the war, 
Questions Based On The Pre-View ---- ___...__________ ..__ _________
1. Give the aim of this Unit. 
2. In what way is the theme of this Unit vitally 
different from that of any other in the course? 
3. How did slavery become an institution peculiar to 
the South? How did it affect the South? 
4. Give meaning of Nationalism. Explain how it de-
veloped in the United States. 
5. Gfve meaning.of State Sovereignty. Explain how 
the theory developed. 
6. Explain how slavery led to the Civil War. 
?. What part did State Sovereignty play in causing 
the Civil War? 
8. Show that the Nation was dominated by slave-holders. 
9. What two fatal blunders were made by the "slave 
power"? Explain. 
10. How did President Buchanan contribute to the diffi-
culty of saving the Union? 
11. What was the decisive battle of the· struggle? Why? 
12. ·who restored. the States· to the Union? i:Toy?13. Give several important results of the Civil war.· 
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B .. fl2Plems._ and Projects. 
Grou.R ... I ·--· General Problems. 
Problem 23. Slavery and Its Influence Upon Our Nation. 
1. What are the two fundamental factors which caused 
the division of the-nation? 
2. What was the attitude toward slavery at the beginn~ 
ing of our nation in 1787? (154) 
3. What economic factors brought about a change·in 
attitude toward slavery soon after 1787? (156, 
244, 289-290) 
4. The Missouri Compromise. 
a. Why did the slavery question become important 
when Missouri applied for admission into the 
union in 1820? (254) . 
b. How was the controversy settled? (255-6) 
c. What did this controversy indicate? (257) 
5. Describe treatment of the slaves. (327-9) 
6. Opposition to slavery. 
a. What groups in the north opposed slavery prior 
. to 1850. (295-7, 324) 
b. On what grounds was slavery opposed? (331) 
7. Compromise of 1850. 
a. Vvhat was the significance of the. Wilmot Proviso? 
(332-3) 
b. What was the issue in the slavery struggle after 
1850? (330-1) 
c. Give the terms of the compromise of 1850. (332-
6)
B. Kansas-Nebraska Bill (339-45) 
a. In what sense was this bill a breach of faith? 
b. Give four important effects of the Kansas-
Nebraska·Bill. 
c. On what principle was the present Republican 
party founded? 
9. Dred Scott case. (348-50) 
a. State facts in the case. 
b. _What was fundamentally wrong about Taney's 
decision? 
c. Give three important effects of the decision~ 
10. Describe the Lincoln-Doughlas Debates~ including: 
(a) the occasion; (b) points at issue; (c) meaning 
and importance of the 11Freeport Doctrine;" (d) 
influence on subsequent history. (352~5) 
11. Describe the election of 1860, giving parties, 
platforms, candidates, result. 
12. Show how each of the following helped to bring 
on the Civil War: (a) Fugitive Slave Law; (b)
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"; (c) Kansas-Nebraska Bill; (d)
Dred Scott Case. (337-341; 350) 
Problem 240 The Constitution On Trial.--secession. 
, (Nationalism Assailed) 
1. On what theory was the secession movement based? 
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2o Where do we find the source of the State 
Sovereignty theory? (166-168) 
3. What is meant by State Sovereignty? 
4. Give instances of assertion of sovereignty by 
a State in each of the following periods:· (a) 
1790-1800; (b) 1810-1820; (c) 1830-1840; (d) 
1850-1860. (211, 232, 272-4, 371) 
5. Explain the theory of nullification; of se-
cession. 
6. Compare Webster and Calhoun as representatives 
of opposing ideas of government. (271-2, 253) 
7. Describe the Webster-Hayne Debate, including: 
(a) the occasion; (b) points at issue; (c) in-
fluence on subsequent history. ( 270.;..2) 
8. What was the.leading issue in each of the pre-
sidental elections of 1832, 1844, 1850, 1860? 
(276, 301, 346-8, 357) 
9. What were the causes that·led the south to se-
cede in 1860? (370-1) 
10. Briefly state how secession was effected. (371-
3)
Problem 25. The Constitution Under' Fire.--Civil War. 
(1861-1865) (Nationalism Preserved) 
l. Election of Lincoln 
ao Why was Lincoln's election so important an 
event in American History? (357, 370) 
b. Dj_d the South have need of any immediate 
fear from Lincoln as President? (375-6) 
2. Fort· S'tin1ter ( 37 6-7)
a. What was the situation at Fort Sumter? 
b. vn1y ~as Lincoln's attitude toward the relief 
of Fort Sumter crucial? 
3. The Civil War 
a. Classify the.main causes of the war as (1) 
remote, and (2) immediate. 
b. State the four objectives of the north in 
the war . ( 38 7 ) 
c. Briefly describe the battle of the Monitor 
and the Merrimac, and state why it was im-
portant. (392)
d. Give two reasons why the battle of Antietam 
was.important. (394-5) 
e. Why was the battle of Gettysburg the decisive 
battle of the war? ( 398) . 
f .. Why was the battle of Vicksburg so important? 
( 398-9) 
g. Why was the siege of Riclunond important? 
( 403-5) 
i. Give four important results of the Civil War. 
(407, 409~ 423) 
4. The Emancipation Proclamation. (395-7) 
a. When and under what circumstances was the Eman-
cipation Proclamation issued? 
J··.
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b. Explain the Proclamation. 
c. Why was it important? 
Problem 26. The Constitution Enlarged.--Reconstruc-
tion. (1865-1877) (Nationalism strengthened) 
1. What were the three chief :problems of Reconstruc-
tion? ( 420) 
2. What was Lincoln's plan of Reconstruction? (420~ 
421) 
3. What was Johnson's plan of Reconstruction? (422-
424) 
4. The Thirteenth Amendment. (423-424) 
a. Ex:plan its meaning. 
b. Give two reasons why it was necessary. 
5. Give the five main provisions in the Congressional 
Plan of Reconstruction. (427-428). , 
6. How did this plan differ from those of Lincoln and 
Johnson? 
7. What most important changes in our Construction 
were brought about during Reconstructi'on? Did the 
changes constitute a revolution? (423, 426-?, 
432-3) 
8. The·Fourteenth Amendment~ (426-7; Constitution, 
Article XIV of Amendments) 
a. Why and when was it added to our Constitution? 
b. What important rights does it give the freedmen? 
c. What ·two limitations did it place on the south? 
9. The Fifteenth Amendment. (432-3) 
a. Why ·and when was it added to our Constitution. 
b. Expla:in its meaning. 
Gr9up II. Special Problems 
1. What was the greatest curse of slavery? 
2. What change in the slavery Question began to take 
:place about 1800? Why? 
3 .. Name and describe the efforts of the Negro to be 
free prior to 1860. (Consult Woodson, Brawley, 
and others.) 
4. Name three men who were active in opposing the 
spread of slavery, and state wha't each did. 
5. Show that the Civil War was an irrespressible con-
flict. rr ·
6. On what ground would you justify the ·'Underground 
Railroaa.; 1?
?. On what th~ory was the secession movement based? 
8. What is the logical sequence of the doctrine of 
state sovereignty? 
9o What tendencies toward disunion had there been 
prior to 1860? (See references for question 4, 
Problem 24.) 
10. Vvhy did Webster's aseventh of Marchn speech make 
him so unpopular? 
11. Is Vvhi ttier' s critic ism of Webster in urchabodu 
too severe? 
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12. Show how the following factors contributed to 
the downfall of the Southern Confederacy: (a) 
the naval blockade; (b) the opening of the 
Mississippi River; {c) the Emancipation Pro-
clamation; (d} foreign migration; (e) battle 
of Gettysburg. 
13. On what three principles would you justify the 
Ci Vil iffar? 
14. Out of what conditions did the 13th, 14th, and 
15th an1endments grow? 
15. Are nullification and secessio~ now specifically 
forbidden by the Constitution? By act of Con-
gress? By Supreme Court Decision? How, then? 
16. Why may it be said that the re.sul ts of the Civil 
Har represented a "triumph of ·webster over Cal-
houn0? ·'Triumph of Garrison over Taney?" 
l?. Briefly show how the Negro has met the challenge 
of freedom. 
18. What three important barriers to the development 
of Nationalism have existed under the Consti-
tution, and how has each been broken down? 
19. Briefly show that the Constituticn has proved 
itself an adequate government for the' people of 
the United States. 
20. Give meaning of the following: °Compensated 
Emancipationa; "Forty acres and a mule·'; nFreed-
man' s Bureau tt; uBlack Codes". 
21. In what sense may the Civil War be called the · 
"Second American Revolution.i? 
22. What was the main weakness in the Reconstruction 
plans of Lincoln and Johnson? 
· _ Grou]__III. . PrQj_ects 
1. The Nbgro in the Civil War. 
2~ Abraham Lincoln. 
3. Lincoln and the Constitution. 
4. The Assassination of Lincoln. 
5. Frederick Doughlass. 
6. Efforts of the Negro to be free. 
?. Charles Bu~mer. 
8. William Lloyd Garrison, 
9. Harriet Beecher Stowe. 
10. Gettysburg. 
llo Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. 
12. The Emancipation Proclamation. 
13. Lincoln's Reply to Greeley' & aJ?rayer of Twenty 
Millions 11 • 
14. The-Fourteenth Amendment. 
15. 0 Grandfather Clauses" in the Southern State Con-
stitutions. 
16. Recent victories won by the Negro before the 
Supreme Cout of the United States .. 
l?. Slavery and the Constitution .. 
18. Important Negroes during the Reconstruction 
Period. 
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19. L'Amistad Case (Brawley).· 
20. Seward and "The Higher Law." 
21. The Last Words of John Brown. 
22. "The Liberator. 1' 
23. Lincoln and Slavery. 
24. "Uncle Tom's Cabin." 
C. MEN FOR THE BIOGRAPHICAL TABLE ..--··-·---.. ..---·····--,--·----.....,___,. ___ ._.. _____ _ 
Olay, Webster, Calhoun, Whittier, Lowell, Sumner, 
Phillips, Stowe, Doughlas, Doughlass, Garrison, 
Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, John Brown, Harriet 
Tubman, Dred Scott, Sojourner Truth, Lovejoy, 
Lincoln, Grant, Sherman, Meade, Lee, Greeley, 
Thaddens Stevens, Benjamin Wade. 
D. DATES FOR THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE ---------·------·--·--..-··---·---.. -' . 
1793, 1800, 1820, 1822, 1831, 1846, 1850, 1852, 
1854, 185?, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1787, 1?98, 1814, 
1830, 1832, 1860; April, 1861; September 22, 
1862; March,· 1862; January 1, 1863; July, 1863; 
April, 1865; December, 1865; 1868, 18?0. 
~~-l~LJJSTR.ATIVE M.A!~R:I;_AL
1. Make a drawing to illustrate how our nation was 
divided and reunited, 1?8?-18??. 
2. Make a map showing the United States in 1850. 
3. Make amap showing the Kansas-Nebraska Act, and 
the Unit'ed States in 1854. 
4. Make a map to illustrate the secession movement. 
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UNIT VII. A13RICAF LIFE B:8COl~S nmus~rHIALIZ~~D 
(1815 to the Present) 
AIM: First, to shou how oui present industrial system 
developed; and second, to gain an understanding of 
the most important economic, political and social 
problems of the present day. 
A. _ THE PRE-VIE\Y 
A worshi~ new, I sing; 
Your captains, voyagers, ex~lorers, yours! 
You engineers! you architects, machinists yours! 
You, not for trade or transportation only, 
But in God's name,. and for thy·. sake, 0 soul. 
V!hi tman, in "Passage to India." 
This Unit deals with the development and full fruition 
of a movement which.most profoundly affects every phase of 
.American life today. This movement--the industrialization 
of American life- ... not only· vitally influences, but absolute-
ly 9-omin_a_t_e_~our social, economic, and political life, and 
demands the attention alike of the most humble workingman, 
the richest Y!all Street broker, the .. mo st :profound statesman, 
the most progressive clergyman, and the ,vise st social re-
former. It affects you, your education, your future. It 
vi tall? affects your parents, their nork, their home life, 
their comforts and conveniences. In fact, there is no normal 
individual in America whose very life is not dominated by 
this all-important movement in our history. 
The motive force back of this movement which has com-
pletely transformed civilized life in a little more· than a 
century, is known as the Industrial Revolution. This move-
ment started in England in the latter part of the 18th cen-
tury. From there it soon spread to France, Germany and other 
European countries. It made its appearance in America early 
in the 19th century, and before the dawn of the twentieth 
century, life here 1.-:as completely transformed. 
There are certain definite elenents which characterize 
this movement, and nake it stand out as unique in the history 
of the world. In the.last one thousand years there have been 
four great revolution,s, each of which has ena'Jled nankind to 
rriove forvmrd into a freer, larger, mora abundant life. First, 
was the Renaissance, which revolutionized thinking, and fr~ed 
men's minds from the aJpaling ig-2:..orance of the Dark Ages; 
next came the ?rotestant Reformation, which revolutionized 
religious thought, and freed men's consciences from the dom-
inance of papal authority; then came the French Revolution, 
which revolutionized political thousht, and set in motion 
certain forces v-thich ultimatelv led to the suread of clemo-
cratic ideas throughbut the ci ~rili zed world;· the fourth was 
the Industrial Revolution, v;hich has revolutionized men's 
lives and their methods of vmrk. 
The first three revolutions mentioned above were brought 
?O 
about through.the activities of great scholars, such as 
Dante, Petrarch, Bocaccio; great theologious, such as Eras-
mus, Luther, Calvin; great philosophers and politicians, 
such as Rousseau, Montesquieu, Robespierre. The last great 
revolution--the Industrial--vras brought about by machinists 
and inventors, such as Hargreaves, Crompton, Watt, Y!hitney. 
Vlhile Washington Vias fighting to make America independent 
of England, and Fapoleon vti th blood and thunder vms remak-
ing the ma1J of Europe, humble laboring men were q_uietly work-
ing with pulleys, wheels, and combustion chambers to bring 
about the greatest revolution known to man. 
In this seventh scene of the great American drama, the 
chief actors are inventors and.business men. In the first 
scene, great adventurers like Columbus and Magellan held the 
stage; in the second, gre2.t religious enthusiasts like Win-
throp and ~enn; in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth scenes, 
great statesmen and soldiers, such as rashingto.n, Hamilton, 
Jefferson, Lincoln.and Grant dominate the stage. But in this 
scene, the personnel completely changes. Instead of the rule 
of statesmen, scholars, and warriors, we have here the dom-
inance of American life by great financiers such as the Rocke-
fellers, the Morgans, the Hills, the Goulds; the Vanderbil ts, 
and the Astors. 
For convenience, the Industrialization of American life 
may be divided into the following four periods: 
( 1) The Period of "'.'re-paration, 1789-1815. 
( 2) The Period of Growth, 1815-1865. 
( 3) The Period of Supremacy, 1865-1900. 
( 4) The ?erj_od:·of Restraint, 1900-1929. 
The Period of Preparation (1789-1815) 
During the latter part of the 18th century, while the 
young .American nation was still in its swaddling clothes, 
and France was giving to the world her great social and po-
litical revolution, England was quietly working out even a 
greater revolution, which was to change the work and daily 
life of men, v10men, and children of the whole rmrld. 
The first changes came in methods of manufacturing. Our 
life and work today differ more widely from those of the peo-
ple in 'the time of the .American Revolution, than their lif'e 
and work dif:Cered from those of the men who lived in the 
valley of the Nile five thousand years earlier. If King 
Khufu, the builder of the Great Pyramid, 3000 B. c., had 
visited Washington at Nt. Vernon in 1789, he would have re-
cognized the familiar ways of raising grain, of making thread, 
of vveaving cloth, and of carrying surplus products to mar-
ket that he used in ancient Eg3rpt, and so it was with every 
phase of ones dail:r life. Contrast our work and living con-
ditions today Yvi th th.ose of Y'ashington' s day! The multitude 
of chan0es overwhelms one. 
The Industrial Revolution was ushered in by such inven-
tions as the spinnine "jenny", the roller spinner, and the 
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spinning "mule". Larger machines dGmanded greater porrer, and 
thus the steam engine came into use. By the application or 
steam the hand loom no\V gave wa1r to the poner loom. To meet. 
the greatly increased demands of the spinners and weavers, 
the cotton gin ,-ms invented. Sy means of these r.1echanical in-
ventions, the production of certain m.nnufacturers Yms increas-
ed unmeasurablv. One man in 1800 could weave r:1ore cloth than 
tvYO hundred could. in 17'70. This increase cl production gave 
rise to a demand for better meuns of transportation, and the 
steamboat was an immediate result. The dem2nd for marketing 
the increased \)roduction and the improved means for trans-
portation led to com,etition for m.nrkets at home and abroad. 
Thus, by 1800 the Industrinl Revolution was well estsblished 
in ~urope, and had already begun the transformation in the 
lives and work of men. 
Th_~- ]?_eE_i_o_9-___ o..f. Gr_o_y~y_l! ,( 1815-1365) 
In 1815 the Industrial Revolution was ju.st getting un-
der wav in America. The War of HH2 had cut off the sale 
of ~nglish manufactures in America. American capital in 
response to the demand for manufactured goods began to find 
its way into industrial concerns. Consress passed protective 
tariff laws to nrotect these ninfant industries' from foreign 
co:mpeti tion, and overy comr,1uni ty in the north soon began to 
buzz vri th the hum of industrlT. The domestic sys ten of in-
dustry, \7hich f'rom tine immemorial had been tho only means 
of manufacturine;, ra-pidly gave Yray to the factory system. 
The fnctor:r sys tcm led to the shifting of -population from 
rural to urban c or.rmni ties and the rapid grov~th of tonns 2.nd 
'cities vras the··result. 
:Sesides. the :ractor~r system, three other outstandine, 
movements charocterize the in&ustrial ~rogress of this period: 
Improvements in asr icul ture, inprove:l-1ent s in trc1ns:9ortation 
and c orr-:unica tion, and the develo:)mcm t of I captains of in-
dustry. u Improvenents in agriculture took the form of the 
iron plan, tho reaper, and the threshing nachine, y;hich dis-
placecl !,1ethods thnt had been in use for thousands of years. 
In resyonse to the deno.nds of both r::anufactures and markets, 
transportation and cor1r:unicntion c:msv;ered the call for quick-
er and hetter service. As a result hightrays, canals, rail-
roads, ocean-going steamships, the telegraph and the Atlantic 
Cable cane into e~d stence. The successful operation of 
factory of railroad, of steanship, of telegra~h lines, re-
quired large -sums of money, and thus came into e~_istence the 
"captains of industry. ·1 These Iilovenents together 1,"Ti th other 
inventions, such ns tho match, tho cook stove, the sewing 
machine, the ·rotar: ....- press, vulcanized rubber, and anaes-
thetics completely revolutionized .American life during the 
half centur:,- betr;een the 1."-ar oJ' 1312 2nd the Civil 1·.·s.r. 
T~e ?eriod of Su~y~q_~y (1865-1900) 
This :period marks the grov;th and development of giant 
cor:poro.tions--e;reat combinations·of captial--that applied 
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the inventions and improvements of the· preceding periods 
to the utiliz·ation and exploitation of .America's vast 
natural resources. As a result huge fortunes were built 
up, and the power of the capitalist was felt throughout 
the land. The great cataclJsm--the Civil rar--that put . 
an end to the rule of the Southern ulanter forever in 
1865 marked the beginning of the ruie of the Northern 
plutocrat. During the period 1865 to 1900 the raoney pow~ 
er dominated the political and economic life of .America 
very much as did the slave power for forty years prior 
to the Civil Vlar. The nm.oney kings"--the Rockefellers, 
the Morgans, the Hills, the Vanderbilts, the Astors, the 
Goulds--are the men of great power and prestigea Not a
single statesman of influence of the first rank arose dur-
ing the periodo Hence, the "money kings 1', unhampered by 
the national government and even aided ofttimes by the 
nation's representatives, used their great powers to con-
trol legislation in the interest of nbig business", and . 
to pile up still vaster fortunes for thenselves through 
the r~-:r·to1·: oxploi tat:1.on of the Nc.tion' s natural 1Jei.."t.lth·~ 
So~o9nstnntly did.gQl~. ~our~ipto the~ooffers of the very. 
rich~' aria so flagrantly was it usea '""'ty 'them to mold public 
policies to fit their own selfish purposes that this period 
became known as the Gilded Age. 
The outstanding features of this period were as 
follows: 
( 1) First, as has been indicated, ~h_~_for_rg_a_tt_op __ ._o_:t:, 
( 2)
E_iant corp2rart.ions. In ·the preceding period--
in_ tp.e time of the captains of industry"--the 
policy of big businesses i had been to comnete a-
mong themselves for the favor of the uublic. In 
this way the people's economic right~were safe 
guarded, and only moderater fortu~es.we~e built 
up. On the other hand, during this period huge 
business concerns combined their already swollen 
fortunes into ginat monoplies, or. trusts, whose 
one uuruose was to prevent competition and con-
tro1·"production and prices by destroying ~11 
· smaller concerns that attempted to do business 
in an independent way. The most dangerous trusts 
were Stand~rd Oil, U. s. Steel, the Sugar Trust 
and the Coal Trust. 
LJ.E_arlual drift in_g _ of the ,3vec1l ~h of·~ th~ . count:py 
into the hands of the'few. Prior to tne Indus-
trial Revolution the wealth of the country was 
comparatively weil distributed, there being no . 
great extremes of wealth and poverty. Compare. 
the situation then with the conditions we find 
in our own day. The Federal Trade Com~ission 
made the ,followtng report in 1915: 2 per cent 
of' the ueople--the Rich--ovm 60 per cent of our 
entire ~~1eai th. 65 ner cent of the people--the 
:?oor--own 5 Der cent of our entire weal th. Only 





per cent of the people owning 35 per cent of 
the wealth. In 1?61 there were three million 
aires; in 1897 there were three thousand eight 
hundred. 
''Bi1L.13usine.ss'' def~ the _Government. The rail-
roads, the Standard Oil Trust, and other cor-
porations declared that their business was pri-
vate enterprise· and not subject to control by 
either the State or the Nation. They insisted 
on being let alone, and very little was done dur-
ing the period to curb their destructive policies. 
Great inventions wete created. The cable, the tel-
e:phone' improved means of' illumination' discovery 
of oil, improved devices for railroad transpor-
tation, etc., aided more fully the undustrializing 
process. 
Or@nizations, o_L le.b or. To protect themselves from 
low wages, long hours and poor working conditions, 
the working classes organized themselves into unions 
on a much larger scale than during the preceding 
period. The Knights of Lo.bar, the .American Fede-
ration of Labor and the Granger movement arose to 
combat the rayacity of corporations. As a result, 
strikes, riots, lockouts, boycotts, and injunctions 
were frequent. So constantly was there trouble be-
tween Capital and Labor during the years 1865 to 
1875 that men wondered if the Republic that had 
withstood the storm of the Civil Vlar might not be 
destroyed by social v\Hrs. 
What _were the factors that brought about thfs great 
change in our national life? r·h.J.t v7ere the motive forces 
bnck of this ne·;r industrial era which enabled the Hmoney 
kingsit to usurp the power of statesr1en in guiding the des-
tinir of the nation? Careful analysis shoYis that the forces 
were both economic and political: 
( 1) The. CaiJi talists' ~uuortuni ty. followi.n&_ the Civil 
Wo.r. 'I'he close of the Civil v.~.:1r in 1865 which left 
the~ South financially prostrate, found the North 
ready an prepared to enter upon an unprecedented 
era of economic prosperity. Not all the men had 
go11e to the war to preserve the Union~ Man3r had 
remained at home and profited by it. Not one of 
the men--Rockefeller, Armour, Vanderbilt, Hill, 
Gould or Morgan--who nere to become 1'Nnpoleons 
of finenceif 'during the period took nny part in the 
war. At a time when the life of the nation hung 
in the balance, and most men of the North were of-
fering themselves upon the al tar of their. country, 
.Armour was starting his first million with favorable 
government contracts to furnish meat for the sol-
diers; Vanderbilt, Hill, Gould, and Morgan were 
attaching to themselves grent banking institutions, 
• ~• t ' • • ,. 
railroads and steamshil) lines. In 1865, at a 
time when Grant was receiving the surrender of 
Lee, and Lincoln was making the supreme sacrifice 
with his life, Rockefeller was .laying the foun-
dation for the Standard Oil Company in Cleveland, 
Olio. . 
( 2) Tl~ __ l_o_l}_&.~.J:'-~!1Arr 9f the 1tmoney_.l:_!_~gs .~· Uhen one 
wonders at the vast power and commanding influence 
of the "money kings' during the period under dis-
/ dussion, he needs only to think of the long period 
of time they had to mature their plans and to work 
their will. They were more powerful than govern-
ment officials because the tenure of office of 
government·officials was so short. ?residents came 
and :?residents went, but the rrmoney kingsrt stayed 
on forever. For three quarters of a century the 
11 House of Morgann and the ''House of Rockefeller" 
have been names to conjure with in the life of A-
merican finance and l)Olitics. Hot a single states-
(3)
(4)
. man arose during the period ·who had sufficient a-
bility or the inclination to curb. their power or · 
to lessen their control. 
Our vast natural resources. Including Alaska the --------·---·-------. ·--~· - 'United States·has more than 3,600,000 square miles 
of territory, an area alr,10s t equal to the \Jhole of 
Euro-pG. Mineral v.:ealth, r.1etals, timber, water-v.rays; 
and the like are unsurpassed by any other land. 
?ossession of these natural resources vms easily 
obtc:"tined by nen of '\7ealth ana_ influence. Congress 
gave to two ·railroads alone--the Union ?acific and 
the Northern-Pacific--76,000,000 acres ot the public 
domain with all natural resourc<?s, an area equal to 
that of all New ~ngland, ?enns~,lvania and New Jersey 
combined. A total of 150,000,000 acres of public 
land v,ere given to corporations during the period 
134:7 to 18720 
H_:Lg_h ?rotective Tariff laws. The Renublican Part~r 
was in power during this period e~cept for a brief 
time under Cleveland, and the high tariff duties 
they placed on imported goods protected the profits 
of American capitalists by lessening conpeti tion . _ 
from abroad. At the same time cheap foreign labor 
poured in through wide open gates of imrnigration to 
man the mills, forges and looms, and native .American 
labor was forced to accept vmc;es determined by high-
ly competitive conditions. 
Thus vre see that both nature and the law-makers danced 
to the tune played by the money power. Many leaders saw 
the dangerous drtft of affairs, but scarcely anything was 
done o The socialists vmre aoti ve; and the voices of Henry 
George, 0-ornpers, and Jryan were raised in protest, but they 
were as ;'one crying in the wildernessn. Their warnings 
could hardly be heard above the music of the "money kings 1t
in their gilded palaces. 
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The Period of_Restrain!, (1900 to the Present) 
The golden stream ·of wealth continued to 1)0Ur into 
the laps of the industrial magnates during this period 
in even greater volumo than during the Gilded Age. The 
great forces of the industrial era which assured supremacy 
to the :money kings during the :preceding period, increased 
in strength during the opening decades of the present cen-
tury. Manufactured products increased from l,000,000,000 
in 1899 to 61,000,000,000 in 1933. According to Beard, 
the number of milionaires increased from 3,800 in 1897 to 
42,554 in 1919. Seventy-four of these milionaires had 
annual incomes of more than :;l,OOQ,000. By 1902 nearly 
one third of the total production of al industries, ex-
cluding agriculture, was under the control of trusts. 
A new series of inventions now-came to the front. The 
automobile, the airplane, the moving ·,1cture, and the wire-
less telegra:ph tlat were invented during the closing years 
of the nineteenth century now occupied first place on the 
stage in the ti:i"entieth. The plutocrats of the Gilded Age 
who had made their milions in railroads, mines, and fac-
tories, ·were now being surrounded bya fresh set of milion-
aires who had made their weal th in motor cars, motion pict-
ures, and electrical appliances. 
Despite the great increase in milionaires and the cofl 
tinued growth of stil larger cor:porat ions, this period 
shows a decided improvement in our industrial conditions. 
Since 1900 there has 1Jeen a decided trend toward Social 
Democracy. Great social forces set in motion by continued 
wrong ancL injustice during the Gilded Age finaly broke upon 
the citadel of Capitalism. This righteous movement in 
our· national life ";aschampioned bytvwdynamic political 
leaders--Theodore Roosevelt and Y!oodrow YTilson. As a re-
sult, stronger ant-trust legislation vms:9assed and favor-
able Supreme Court decisions were obtained, which rendered 
less dangerous the 'money ldnc;s" of America. Their doctrine 
of "let U$ alone' which they so brazenl~r hurled at the 
Government and the people during the Gilded Age is now gi v-
ing way to the theory of nublic interest. The· highest point 
in the Gilded Age v1as reached in 1380. Slch changes have 
come since then, that, had they al co~e at once, it would 
have been caled a revolution. As it was, we cal it ref ~~~ 
Along ,vi th these great ·changes, have come real pro-
sperity to. the people. Nowhere else in the vrnrld does the 
comnon man possess so many of the comforts, conveniences, 
and luxuries of life. In 1933, the 25,000,000 families in 
the United States owned 20,000,000 motor cars, 15,000,000 
telephones, and 3,000,000 radios. That the American people 
own eighty per cent ·of al the motor cars in the world is 
an indication of material wel-being far above the. average 
elsewhere. · 
Aside from the evidences of material prosperity men-
tioned above, the Arnerican people have displayed a wonder-
ful spirit of benevolence and generosity. The keynote of 
?6
jhis new c~ntury is "uplift Md servio~·;:. More than. 
11;;2, 000 , 000, 000 have been given . for benevolent. ptirpo~es ·since 
1900 ~ · , Ro cl<:e feller, Carnegie, Russel'/ sage, and many c the rs 
have given generously of their millions to pro~ote education, 
to eradicate disease, and to relieve suffering. '.. . .
But Americans:are not yetse.tisfied, ·a.nd·they" should.not 
be. The masses of.the··people d9 .no.t yet .receive a fair:dis-
tri but ion of the nation's weal th. MS.ny theories. are being. 
advanced whfch claim ·to be ·pa.nae as for· o\ir industrials ills, 
the most important of which are, Socialism; ·Gommunism., .. :and · Industrial Democracy,. Something ·1s .s:t.11.1 :vitally wronc with 
our industrial system.. The pro.b;L.em· ;ts_: ·before u.s,. ap.d li~.e. 
other problems tha,t hav·e plagued the hwn·e.n ·race, can be solved. 
3:ducation of· tl7-e·.' masses ro·r so.~ ial. er:r1ciency will pl~Y an 
important part in :.t.he solutlon·. ···But· t~te. $pit~ t .of fair . .-plaY:. 
and fe.1 th in the practicability ··of the· Golden. ·Rule mue;t· domi-
nate both the capi:talist and the'laborer· before any·practical 
solution will be .toµnd. ·What America ne~cls most at pr~seht 
are some great ·soo.ial. p,hilosoph·ers· who >cat1 surve·y. Anieri.can 
society fr~m top t.~ .bottom,. interpret. f~·s prob'l.enis, .·.rormu~a.te 
a solution,. and then· go ·e;u1de the . great. _soc·.1a1 · and )101~~1 C;B:l 
forces for hum~n- betterment: that .a syst·em founde·d on· justice 
,and right Yvill be i.nsti tuted ·to: tal:e the place of present, 
Chaotic condition. When Greed and Selfishness .ar_e f.orced ti,
abdicate the throne and yield to ·the· Zmpire o.f :the Sp.1ri t ,: . 
then the solution will be· easy, ·and· Amerfca wfll: ·achieve ·her 
destiny as a leader of ~;emocraoy throughout the world. 
Q4uestions Base<!.. On T~!3Jr~.:V~e!£. 
L State the aim of ... this Unit •. · . 
2. How important. is thi e subject.? . 
3. How does. the Industrlal Revolution differ from all .other 
revolutions in history :in results end per.so'nnel of leader·-. 
ship? , · . .. . ; · . . . 
4. Name the four periods 'into which this ·Unit is divided'?. 
5. State the chi'ef characteristics of each period. · 
6. Account for the great power and influence of the ,:m9ney 
power" in the third period. . ...... . ?. Show that since 1900 there has been improvement 1n our ln-
dust±ial bondit16ns. 
8. How do you account for the change? 
9, Point out some of the good things that have come as a result 
of the Industrial Revolution. 
10. -What does America most need at present? ..
B. PROBIJ1l!S AND PRQ_J_Z,CTS 
p_roup r. Gene;:_al Problems 
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Problem 27. The Orgin Of The Industrial Revolution. 
(18th century) 
1. What laid the foundation for the present in-
dustrial life in the world? 
2. Give the meaning of the Industrial Revolution. 
3. When and where did the Industrial Revolution 
have its origin? (155-156) 
4. What did it supersede? (6?, 156) 
5. Explain the meaning of the Domestic System. 
6. What are the three basic inventions which marked 
the beginning of the Industrial Revolution? (156) 
7. Name the inventor, give the date, and state the 
importance of each of the inventions mentioned 
in quest ion o. · 
8. State the chief characteristics of the Industrial 
Revolution. (289-290) 
Problem 28. The Orgin And Gro~~h Of The Industrial Era In 
.America. (1815-1865) (Age of Steam) 
I. Development of "Captains of Industry.· 
1. How did the Napoleonic Hars_ and the War of 1812 
. cause the Industrial Revolution. to begin in 
.Ame.rica? ( 253-235, 289-291) 
2. What are ·the two·main characteristics of this 
period? 
3. Nam.e tern basic Ai.'T.lerican j_nventions during the 
period, giving name of inventor, importance, and 
date of each. (311-313) 
II. Development. of Monopolies (1865 to tho Present) 
(Age of Electricity) 
1. What are the two main characteristics of this 
period? 
2. Name ton basic inventions, giving name of inventor, 
importance, and date of each. (456-459, 558-561) , 
Problem 29. "B1g Business" And Tho American Nation (18p5 to 
· the present ) 
I. Corporations Become Supreme in .America (1865-1900) 
1. Give three serious abuses of railroads in the 
seventies. (445) · · 
2. Vlhat .is a corporation? { 4?8) 
3. When did corporations originate in America? Why? 
4. State throe adva.ntng~fl of' a 0....orporation. ( 479) 
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5~ State three clangers in corporations. 
6. Show how the corporation triumphed over the small 
producer. ( 4E'l) 
? • Give meaning of a :: trust. 1•· ( 482)
84 rhy did trusts orginiate? (481-2) 
9. Name some early ntrusts. ·· {482) Do they exist now?
10. What were tha first fruits 'of the ,;trusts!'? 
(482-3) 
11. Give meaning and f~.motion of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. (483-5) 
12. What did the Sherman Anti-trust Law attempt to do. 
Did it succeed? (503, 536, 564) 
II. The People Versus Privilege. 
l. Why was there no labor problem in the United States 
in 1 ?83?· ( 156-?) . 
2. What were the labor conditions about 1840? (290) 
3, When did labor unions begin ·in America? 
What :nas t·heir program? ( 295) · . 
4~ What was the ·labor situation about 1870? (444) 
5. Why did Labor combine? (485) 
6. Vlhat were the Knights of Labor? ( 485) 
?. What is the .American Federation of Labor? (486-?) 
8~ \7hat weapons has Labor used to better its conditions': 
(487-8, 508-9) . 
9. What weapons has Capital used to defeat the objects 
of labor? (509-10, 3?2) 
10. 'What remedy did Henry George propose to i\elp Labor? 
( 488·) . 
11. Give meaning of ··Collective barbaining. 1-:. ( 538) 
12. :Go. we have a national Child-labor law'? 1·;hy? 
552-3) 
13. What is the purpose of the Railway· Labor Board? 
(600-601) 
filII. The Government Versus Privilege (1900 to the Present) 
1. Discuss the growth of trusts by 1902. (535} 
2. What did Roosevelt do to break the power of the 
trusts'? ( 536-?) 
3. What trusts were dissolved during Taft's admin~-
istration? · (564-5) 
4. Hhat three important things does the Clayton Anti-
trust Law attempt to do? (5?1-2) · 
5. Has the Sherman Law been· a success? Why? {5?2-3) 
6. Uhat was the main purpose of the Progressive move-
ment? What interfered with its success? (573) 
Group II. Spe_cial Problems 
l. How do you account for the extraordinary industrial 
progress of .America? 
2~ Ylhat was the theory of the relation of government 
to h1.s:i..n0ss pr·tor to 1~00? What is it at present'? 
80. 
I 3. Hovv has the ·protective Tariff contributed to the 
growth of :·big business"? 
4. How has the Protective Tariff contributed to the 
prosperity of the workingman? 
5. Give argument for and against a protective tariff. 
B. ~hat was the effect of each of the following on· 
our tariff policy: (a) the war of 1812? (b) the 
Civil r:ar 1? (c) Cleveland? ( d) Republican supremac:· 
in 189?? (e) Wilson? 
1. ~hat provisions in the Constitution give Congress 
power. to (a) roculate railroads? (b) provide for 
a merchE.-nt marine? ( c) pass anti-trust laws? ( d)
levy protective tariffs? 
8~ Give meaning of "watered stockH • .Why unjust? 
9. Give some important economic influences of the 
Industrial Revoluti6n. · 
10. Give some important social influences. 
11. Give one spiritual influence. 
12. How is the question of immigration related to the 
'problem of Capital and. Labor? · 
13. Yrhat is the Gover~ent doing to restrict immigratior{ 
14. How has the inclustrialization of .American life in-fluenced the Constitution? · 
15. What outstanding problems of .American life have been
created by the Industrial Revolution?. / 
16. The following have been proposed as solution for our 
inclustrial ills: S¢cial1sm, Communism; Ind.ustrial 
Democracy. E~plain each. 
17. What _do you think of Henry Ford's policy? 
18. What~do you think of Arthur Nash's experiment? 
19. Show that Jesus was a (;reat social reformer. io. Can the Golden Rule be applied to the solution of 
our industrial problems? 
21. Can poverty be banished? Give reason for your 
answer. 
22 .. Js it possible to understand .American life today 
without understanding the Industrial Revolution? 
Explain. 
Group III. Pr_q_jects. 
1. Henry George and the Single rru:~.
2. The Industrial Revolution and.its influence. 3~ The steam engine. · 
4. The·vulcanizing of rubber and its influence on 
modo:!'n life. 
5. Electrical inventions and their.influence on modern 
lifa. 
6. 'rho ·mo'Vi(.,··and 4 its·.1nf.luonc0· on·.modorn life. 
7. Staal and its influence on modern life. 
I 
8; The radio and its influence in modern life. f .. ·Gr:ip,io on.cl. deVl?..1 ~\p.m(U)-t..1.)±:, lnbo,.r ()~ei:=.n:i o:a.:f-...i.uns.,. 
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io. The Federal Trude Commission. 
11. History ot the Tariff in tho United States. 
12~ Ihdustrial Reforms, 1898-1928. 
13~ The motor car in modern life. 
C. MEN FOI1 T~]tJ3IOG~AJ.'IfI.9~.L_T}.]tL~ 
Roo seve 1 t , Ta.ft , Wilson, Gompers, Y~'al t rlhi tman , Lowe 11, 
Robert Owen, Karl Marx, w. r~ Bryan, Hanry George. 
D. D~TES FOR_T:T QHRONOLOGICAL ~A~JiE 
1881, 1886, 1887, 1890, 1914, 1919, 1920, 1921. 
J. ILLUSTRATIVE }1ATERI.A1: 
l. Make a chart illustrating the fluctuations of the 
tariff since 1789. 
2. Ma"k:c a collection of pictures, cartoons, and news 
items to illustrate phases of this Unit. 
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2. Bca~d and Beard, History of the United States, 
295-315, 401-13, 460-6, 371-8?. 
· 3. Bogart, Econo::.1ic P:istory of the United States 
4. Coman, Industrial History of the United Stb.tes, 
175-206, 285-30?, 313, 3?2. 
5. Dewey; Financial History of the United States. 
6. Elson, History of the United States. 
?. Euehes, Problems of .American Democracy. 
8. James and Sanford, American History. 
10. Taussig, Tariff History of the United States. 
11. Thompson, The Ace of Invention. 
12. VTalker, the. Making of the Natt on. 
13. Hart, Contemporaries, Vol~· III, IV. 
14. Halsey, Great Epochs in .American History,.Vol. r:~,
x ..
15. Greenan and Meredith, American Democracy, 299-312, 
315-329, 332-44?. 
16. Ogg, National Progress. 
l?. Any European History dealing with the Industrial 
Revolution. 
18. West, History of the .American.People, 447-?5, 603-
30, 6t.i:6-70? • 
. 19~· .. }ian.ry__ George,. P:rogress· and Poverty. 
20. Morse, Causes and Effects in American History, 
127~54, 238-48, 285~89. 
21. Muzzey, American History. 
22. lfuzz~y, R~adings, 278-87, 480-85, 526-32, 542-5, 
566~?1 586•9li · · 
23. Beard, 'Rise of .American Civilization, Vol. I, 
?28-724; Vol. rr, 166-343, 383~4?9, 538-608, ?13-
aoo. 
24. Sullivan, Our Times, 215-613. 
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· UNIT VIII. THE UNITI~D STATE3 AS A WORLD POWER 
(1898 to the present)· 
AIM: To show how the United States has risen fror.i a 
place of obscurity and weakness to one of·pre-
eminende and povver among the nations of -the world. 
A. THE PRE-VIEW 
Empire unsceptered! what foe ·shall assail thee, 
Bearing the standc:tra. of Liberty's van? 
Think not the Gori oi' thy fathers shall fail thee; 
Striving wi ·jjh rnen 1'or ·the birthright of man!
Holmes in °Union a.nd Liberty". 
The United States is ·toaEly, perb.apa, the greatest 
nation in the world. The r8spect due a great and power-
ful nation is universally accorded her. Her flag is 
respected on every sea; her la.a.d area is almost equal to 
that of the whole continent cf Europe; her 120,000,000 
people are reasonably prosperoua; he.1• money is worlth one 
hundred cents to the dollar'' everywhe1.·e; her golden millions 
help to finance the business of the world; and her aid 
and counsel· are sought in the solution of the.world's 
great problems. Because of a weakness in her merchant 
marine, her ships do not sail the ttseyen seas" quite so 
grandly as do those of Britannia, yet, neverthsless, the 
nations of·the world seek her markets, and her products 
reach every corner of the globe. Wben one thinks_ of 
America1 s almost helpless condition when she started out: 
one hundred and forty years ago; and then contemplate her 
commanding position in the world today, he is compelled. t,,a
believe that the day of miracles is not over. 
And yet the reasons for .America's position as a world 







Her great land area, which is the basis of pros-
perity in an expanding population; 
Her unsurpassed natural resources, which consti-
tute the corner-stone of her national wealth; 
Her geographical position. The United States is 
the only nation whose shores are washed by two 
great oceans--the Atlantic and the Pacific. Out 
to the eastward lies Europe; out .to the westward 
lies Asia~ Thus, she is placed in the center of 
civilization and the trading marts or the world. 
Her national unity. An6ther :mportant factor 
in making America a leading nation in world .af-
fairs is her unib~1 of states. Her international 
standi:ig is based on ~er natio.nal Ul1i_Qa• An 
American of forty-eight separate stateE., with 
forty-eight different languages, forty-eight 
different ruil~oads systems, forty-eight different 
armies, forty~eight different tariff laws, etc. 
could not command even ordinary res);)ect from the 
nntions of the world. · 
Her leaders in international affairs. The United· 
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Stntes hns never had u succession of professional 
diplomats. But the men who stand out in the 
history of Arnericnn diplomacy were honest, true 
gentlemen, trained in the hard school of,expe-
rience. Wnshington, John Q,uincy Adams, Monroe, 
Webster, Seward, Hay, Root, Rooseveltj Wilson and 
Hughes head the list. 
The history of American diplomacy may be grouped in 
, the following three well-defined periods. 
I ' 
( 1) The struggle for neutrality, 1 ?89-1829 
(2) Decline of.American diplomacy, 1829~1898 
(3) Araerica a world power, 1898 to the present. 
The Struggle For Neutrality (1789-1829) 
In Uni.t IV. we observed that through the combined 
efforts of our soldiers, diplomats·, and constitution-· 
builders, our new Ship of State was _launched in 1?89. 
Storms and breakers on every hard threatened destruction 
to. the little bark that dared to tempt the angry sea of. 
independent existence. But. because of the practical wis-
dom of its makers, its successful sail, under ordinary 
conditions, was assured. Yes, the young nation soon felt 
certain of successful national growth so far as its do-
mestic problems were concerned. But the real danger was 
that the European powers would not ·permit he,r to work out 
her own salvation in her own way. For many years, the 
nations of Europe looked upon her with ill-conceived con-
tempt,.· and considered her merely as a balance of power in 
their constant international struggles. In the wars be-
tween England ririd France, 1?93 to 1815 the United States 
wo.s a plo.y-tliing of Eur ope an diplomacy, buffeted here and 
there by these two :powerful nations. Finally diplomacy 
failed, o.nd the United States was drawn into war with Eng~ ~ 
land, 1812 to 1815. A European peace having come with 
the Treaty of Vienna in 1815, our desires for neutrality 
were henceforth respected. 
But another danger threatened. In 1808 the Spanish-
.American colonies in South .Ancrica begcn to rebel against 
Spain. B., .. 18.22 most of Spanish colonial empire in America 
had thrown off the yoke o.nd become independent. By 1823 
it could be seen that the Holy Allinnce--o.n ·1orgo.nizo..tion 
composed of most of the nations of Europe-~was taking 
steps to interfere in Americnn affairs for the purpose of 
restating to Spa.in her lost colonies.· It was then that 
President Monroe issued the Monroe Doctrine, which proved 
to be a highwater mc.rlt in our internation relations. rr'his 
new doctrine of "America.. for Aroerico.nsa was to.ken at its 
face vo.luo by the nations of Eurcpe. The Holy Alliance 
gnve up its policy of attempting to reduce the new S:panish-
.Americo.n republics to. Spanish control, nnd European colo-
nization of America ceased. Tho Doctrine proved to have 
elements of permanence in it, and hus si nee been the A-
merican policy, recognized the world1 ovor. 
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Soon o.fter the Monroe Dootrine was announced, Simon 
Bolivar; the "Wushington of South .A.mar:ioe.11 , conceived a 
plan of Pan-Americanism. His idea was ror all .the AI!lerican 
republics to form an alliance or association, whose pur-
pose would be to protect the interests of the western hem-
isphere from encroachment and exploitation by Europe. The. 
South-American republics called the first Pan-American Con-
gress to meet in Panama in 1826. Europe fenred, and Pre~ 
sident Ado.ms hoped, that in the event of the formation of 
a Pan-.A.ni\:.~rican Union the United States would be placed · in · 
the position of leadership. ri'he Union did not materialize, 
but it was plain that the dominant power in the western 
hemisphere in 1829 was the United States. 
During this period the United States made substantial 
diplomatic gains in another direction--that of acquiring 
important territory. 'By the purchase of Louisiana. from 
Ernrice in 1803, and of Florida from Spain in 1819, she ex-
tended her territory to the Rocky Mountains on the west 
and to the Gulf of ~exico on the south. In 1820 Mexico 
re;vol ted from Spnin, taking all of Spain's territory west 
of the Mississippi River with her. In this way two power-
ful European nntions--France and Spnin--were removed from 
the Continent of North America. Only England and Russia 
remained. 
The Period Of Decline In America Diplomacy: (l829~1.soo·1 
After 1829, for almost seventy years, the interest of 
the United States in foreign affairs g~adually declined., 
There were two reo.aons for this. First, she had achieved 
her cherished goal or ''splendid isolation'' from European 
. interference; and second, her domestic problems were press-
ing upon her for solut~L)n. During the period 1829 to 1866, 
the problems raised by the hydra-headed monster Slavery 
demanded the best thought of s tates:men, reformers and po-
li ticions alike; and during the final years of the period 
the very life of the nation hung in the balance during the 
most terrible Civil Wn:r known to history. Aluorica' s in-
terest in foreign affairs was chiefly in response to the 
demand of the slave potrnr for the expo.nsion of slave ter-
ritory westTiard. From the Monroe Doctrine to th6·Civil Wnr, 
we turned •our back upon Eu~ope, but in following our doc-
trine of· "manifest destin~r 0 we gathered in section after 
section of rich western lands till the Pacific was reached. 
In this \10.y Texo.s, Oregon, California and the Southwest 
wer1e ndded. 
By 1862 the foreign menace was dead forever, and the 
United States secured the lo.st bit ot available territory 
on the continent when Seward purchased lu.uska from Russia 
in 1867. From this time to 18.98, i-\Jnerico.' s interest in 
international affairs rapidly declined. Her ~ttentions were 
directed to the solution of the baffling problems of Recon-
struction, and to efforts to curb the menacing powers of 
. giant corporations and trusts • .At the same time, as a 
nation, she was building herself up internally in finance, 
industry nnd commerce. In this way she was unconsciously 
preparing herself to take a leading place among the nations 
of the world during the next period. 
The United States,A World Power (1898 to the present) 
.A e;rea t change came ~n 1898~ , By a series of events 
the United States saw herself.lifted to the center of the 
stage· of international affairs, and her "splendid iso-
lntion" wo.s gone forever. It.is only natural that she 
would not remain permo.nently aloof from the rest· of the 
world. · Irt our early .history the two great oceo.ns bound-
ing the nation on the east un.d the west. were strong bo.r-
riers against contact* which inade insolatipn relatively 
easy. <; But these oc,eans a.re .no longer barriers; they are 
now sr.lmt highways of oomme~ce · and c,ommunico.tion, and the 
intimate co~tncts with the outside world thus brought a-
bout are certain to mean much to .America !or weal or woe. 
A century ago America. was far out to the.west, on the 
edge of ci viliza.tion~ Now be.co.use of marvelous inventions--
which have revolutionized methods .of transportation, com-
merce and communica.tion--she 1 is neJtt door to the nations 
of the whole world, and her lines of contact reach the re-
motest parts ot the globe. 
By ·means of two wars--:the Spa.nish-Aluerico.n and the 
World Wnr--the United States leaped into her present com-
manding position in world affairs. Am.erico.'s crashing 
victory over Spain created consternation in the nations of 
the old world. They looked in amazement upon this young 
Titnn of the Wost, and· concluded thnt this was a power to 
be reckoned. B.v this wnr .America not only inoreas~d her. 
prestige and power, but she nlso gained valuable insular 
la~d. Cuba (since independent), Porto Rico, the Philip-
pines and Guo.rn:·fell to her as the spoils or war. At c-
bout the so.me time, Havraii ~ Samon, Midwo.y and Wake Inlands 
were o.nnexed. In this way the United Stutes gnined 
strategic· island possessions in both the Atlantic and' 
Pacific oceans. It was plain that our policy of iso-
lation had been abandoned, and the charge thnt we had vio-
lated tho principles of the Monroe Doctrine was made not 
only in Europe but at home.. In o.nswer to tho cry of "Iw.-
perialism", Mr. Roosevelt, who became Pxesident in 1901, 
voiced the popular sentiment in America \7hen he so.id that 
America could no·: longer remain aloof from world affo.irs. 
Ho also declared that we should not count too strongly on 
peace. Under him our navy grew till it nas second only 
to thn t of England and of Gerr.inuy. 
European nations looked upon the sudden rise of this 
new world power with feur nnd resentment. They were a-
larmed because they saw the balnnce of power and the ba-
lance of trade shipping from their hands. A.l:ierico. now be-
came n.n ~xporting even more thnn an im12..orting nation.. Our 
gir.nt corporations and trusts, as a result of over-pro-
ducing, were flooding the mc.rkets of the world with A-
mericnn-mo.de product·s, and the Nop.oleons of finance in Wall 
Street were financing huge loans to keep the wheels of in-
dustry tul'ning in London, Liverpool, P~"l.ris and Berlin. 
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America's desire for the world's trade led .to two 
other great strokes of diplomacy--the open Door Policy 
in China~ and the building of the Panama Canal. By 
means of the Canal, the distance between New York and 
San Fruncisco by water was shortened~ .. by five thousand 
miles, and our provisions for national defense WE·re great-
ly strengthened. In the years i.mmediately following the 
Spanish-.Americaa War, t!rn United States appeared so for-
midable as a competitor in both industry and diplomacy 
that there was much talk of a European alliance to op-
pose her advance. 
The· very year the Panama Canal was opened to the 
trade of the world, the most terrible catastrophe that 
ever befell mankind broke upon the world. In the summer 
of 1914, as the people worked and laughed and played, a 
cloud floated out over the eastern horizon enveloping 
the whole world in its path--the .cloud of World War. 
L~ke a devastating tornado it swep over the eastern hem-
isphere, and then it spread westward to .America \o 
America engulfing the United States in its fury. We 
tried to -be neutral, but the rights of neutrals were as 
ill-defined and as poorly respected in 1914' as they were 
in 1814. To protect our rights and to end the war, we 
poured our men and millions into the maw of Mars, and 
finally in November, 1918, the holocaust ended. 
The United StatGs now had an· opportunity to assume 
real world leadership. Many me.n who looked upon the woes 
of the warworn world said this thing shall never ha,pen 
· again. Foremost among these was Woodrow Wilson, President 
of the United:States. In 1823 President Monroe announced 
that America's safety lay only in the complete separation 
of· our continent from Europe. In 1917 President Wtlson 
declared that our safety today lies only in membership 
in a world organization. Vlith this idea in view, Mr. 
Wilson started a movement for an association of nations 
whose purpose would be to put an end to war. The result 
of this movement is the League of Nations. Fifty-six 
nations joined the League, but up to this time the United 
States has not. The reasons. for our refusfil ,to~~oin~are 
stci),i )debatable, but i'.t is safe to say that reject ten 
of the League was not due to a profound, unbiasecl study 
of its merits. Opponents asserted that in joining the 
League we would violate our traditional policy of iso-
lation. Mr Wilson answered this criticism by saying that 
agreements s1.1ch as the League of Nations Covenant, by 
being general, would not be entangling; that our tradit-
ional methods of isolation and separation of the contin-
ents were no longer adequate, because of modern mer ... ns of 
communication and contact; and that we should put our 
foreign relations into the sphere of politics by becoming 
a member of an international organization. By this m~~thod, 
he said, the world w,ould avoid "preparation and clash of 
armaments". Time will perhaps prove that the United Stutes 
in refusing to join~ the League lost an unusual oppor-
tunity to lead the nations to world peace. And although 
the League was rejected by Mr. Wilson's own country, it 
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Will, no doubt, ever remain an enduring monument to his 
idealism and genius. 
Since rejecting the League, the United States has 
fostered mony other plans to promote international peQce 
and good will. Among these may be mentioned the WasM.ng-
ton Conference, the Concert of Powers, the World Cou:.r·~, 
and tho Kellogg Peace Pact. Since .Americu is a peRceful 
nation, why should she not assume leadership for pe:r·-
mb.nent world peace? To cio this she will have to learn to 
look upon diplomacy with an eye of the tnentieth century, 
than the eighteenth or nineteenth~ Her urgent need then 
is to learn to adopt her foreign policy to the nevi con-
ditions created by modern invention$ and the rising in-
telligence.of th~ people of the world. To adjust the 
natio~ to its new position without doing violence to its 
past traditions will be an Herculean tQsk, but no greater 
than other problems that the nation ho..s bravely faced 
and solved successfully. Isolation ls no lon8.£!:--12.ossible . 
.America is now a .world poweG_ar...d_ cnnn'Jt csc~e in.1;0r-
nutit.?no.l res ...ponsi.1);.litinA. Let us hc:pe that she wj_th all 
her greatn0ss will soon find hGr place in "the Federation 
Qf the world, and that she pm.y aid more fully with her 
powerful leadership the realization in our own time of 
that great prophecy made two thousand five hundred yenrs 
a.go: 
'~They shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not rise up a-
gainst nation, neither shall they learn.war any more." 
Questions Based On The Pre~View 
1. State the aim of this Unit. 
2. Interpret the quotation from Lowell. 
3. What is America's position in the world today? 
4. Give five basic rensons for h&r present position. 
5. Into what three pe:riods mo.y·Arnerica's ~oreign re-
lations be divided? 
6. Characterize each of these periods. 
?. How did the Spanish-American War advance America's 
standing in the world'"? 
8. How did the World Wu.r advance her standing? 
9. Should the United States ,join the League of· Nations? 
10. What efforts looking tows.rd permanent pence huve since 
been fostered by the United States? 
11. What is Ame rice's greo.t to.sk a.'t present? 
B. Problems and Projects 
Group I. General Problems 
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Problem 30. Our Foreign Relations Prior to 1898. 
! .. American diplomacy, 1789 to 1815. 
1. In what two ways dj.d we meet our int~rnational 
problems during the period 1?89 to 1801? 
{197-201, 208-209} 
.2. Did these.efforts prove successful? 
3. ~ow did we attempt to meet our foreign problems 
during the period 1801 to 1815? With what suc0ess'?
4. What triumph in our international relations did th~ 
United States attain by the war of 1812? 
II. The Monroe Doctrine. , 
1. Give meanin~, purpose, and date of the Monroe 
Doctrine. {257-261) , . 
2. Give four instances to prove that the Monroe 
Doctrine has accomplished the purposes for which it 
was enunciated. (430, 511, 542-3) 
III. The Treaty of Washington 18?1. (448-9) 
l~ Give meaning of the treaty. 
2. What is its significance?. 
Problem 31. The United States Enters Definitely Into World 
Aftairs. ( 1898-1914) ( pp. 521-526) . . 
I. The Spanish-.American War. (1898) 
l. Give·two important causes of the war. 
2. Name and locate two important battles, and ·state 
why each was important. {522-3) 
3. Give two important results of the war. {524-5) 
4. How did the war affect our traditional policy of 
isolation? (524-5, 532-3) 
II. The Panama Canal. (539-542) 
l. Why was the canal needed? 
2. What was the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty? 
3. What was the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty? 
4. How did the United states obtain the right of way 
across Panama? 
III. Problems of the Far East. {528-530) 
1. Give meaning and results of the "Open Door" 
Policy in China. 
2. How did the attitude of the United States in the 
Boxer Uprising affect her international standing? 
Problem 32 •. The World War And Its Aftermath. (1914 to 
the Present) 
I. The World War. (1914-1918) , 
1. Give three reasons why the United States entered 
the World War. (578-9, 582-6) 
2. How did raising the armies in the World ·war differ 
from that in previous wars? {407-8, 588)
3. Give four important facts which indicate the pro-
gress of the war after the entrace of the United 
States. (590-3) 
4. What did the war cost in men and money? (593} · 
II. · Plans :t'pr permanent peace. , 
1. The League of Nations. (594-6) 
a. Give meaning and purpose of the League. 
b. What is the machinery of the League? 
o. Give four important. things to which members of 
the Loague agree. 
d. How many nations are members of the League? 
c. Is the ,United States a· member? Why? 
2. The Washington. Conference, 1921. {604~5) 
a. Give meaning and purpose of the Washington 
Conference. · , .. 
b. What two things were accomplishe.d by th~ Con~ 
fere110e? 
3. The Vlorlo. Court. ( 605) 
a. Give meaning and purpose of' the World Court. 
b. Is tho United States a· member? Why? 
4. The Goneva Conference, 192'7 • 
. a. Give meaning a~d purpose of the Geneva Con-
ference. 
b. What.was accomplished? 
5. The Kellogg Peace Pact, 1929. 
a. -Give meaning and purpose of this treaty. 
Group II. Special Problems 
1. In what important way has the geographical position of the 
United States affected her international relations? 
2. Give two reasons why our international relations are 
different from what they were in 1000. 
3. Was the cry of ''Imperialism" in 1898 justified? Give 
reasons for your an£wer. 
4. The inhabi te~nts of which of our new possessions were made 
citizens of the United States? · 
5. Should the Constitution "follow the flag"? Why? 
6. What new meaning did Roosevelt put into the Monroe Doctrine? 
7. Why is the Panarn.a Canal important in our international re-
lations? 
8. In what way did each of the wars mentioned in this Unit 
improve our intcrna.tione.r status? 
9. In what sense WGrc the causes of tha ontrace ot tho United 
States into tho World War similar to those of her entrance 
into the War of 1812? 
10. What principles of International Law were violated by 
Germany, 1914-191?? 
11. Was the United States neutral in the World War prior to 
191'7? Give reason for your answer. 
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12. What American rights were assailed in the submarine 
campaign? 
13. How did the World War affect the presidential campaign 
of 1916? · 
14. Give meaning of the "Fourteen1 Points." 
15. Enumerate five principal results of the World War. 
16. Briefly evaluate the services of the League of Nations 
since 1920. 
17. Characterize the international status of the United 
States in 1?89; in 1815; in 1898; in 1929. 
18. Can a policy of isolation still be maintained by the 
United States? Why? 
19. Is the Cruiser Bill (1929) inconsistent with the Kellogg 
Peace Pact? Why? 
20. What are the chief obstacles in the way of permanent 
international peace? 
21. What might the United states do to help promote inter-
national peace?. 
Group III. Project.!! 
1. The influence of geography upon America's destiny. 
2. Arbitration in the United states since 18?2. 
3. Wilson's Fourteen Points. 
4. The Negro in the World War. 
5. The Panama Canal. 
6. Imperialism. 
?. The Philippine Insurrection. 
8. The Monroe Doctrine and World Politics. 
9. Woodrow Wilson and the World. 
10. Perry's Treaty with Japan. 
11. The Annexation of Hawaii. 
12 . .American Interests in the Pacific. 
13. American Interests in the Caribbean. 
14. The Peace of Paris, 19i9. 
C. MEN FOR THE BIOGRAPHICAL TABLE 
Caleb Cushing, Commodore Perry, John Hay, Admiral Dewey, 
Aguinaldo, Roosevelt, Wilson, Pershing, Hoover, Lodge, 
Joffre, Lloyd George, Clemenceau, Wilhelm: ·rr.
D. DATES FOR THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 
1?93, 1?95, 1823, 18?1, 1898, 1914, 1915, 191?, 1918, 
1919, 1921, 1927, 1929. 
E. ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL 
1. Make a map to illustrate the territorial possessions 
of the United States at present. 
2. Make a drawing to illustrate the advance of .America to 
world leadership. 
3. Make a chart illustrating political parties in the 
United States since 1789. 
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TEST 1. INFORMATION 
Draw a line under the 'ONE word that makes 
the sentence true, as shown in the sample. 
SAMPLE. Our first ·President was 
Adams· Jefferson Lincoln Washington 
I Coffee is 'a'kiiid of 
FORM A 
bark berry leaf root . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2 Sirloin is a cut of 
beef mutton pork veal·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2
3 Gasoline comes from 
grains petroleum turpentine seeds . . . . . . . . · . . . . 3 
4 Most exports go from · 
Boston San Francisco New Orleans New York. 4 
5 The number of pounds in a ton is 
1000 2000 3000 4000 .............. ,·,.. . . . . . • 5 
6 Na pol eon was ·finally defeated at 
Leipzig Paris Verdun Waterloo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7 Emeralds are usually 
blue green red yellow ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 The optic nerve is for 
seeing hearing tasting feeling.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 Larceny is a term used in 
· medicine theology law pedagogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
IO Sponges come from 
animals farms forests mines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO
1 I Confucius founded the religion of the 
Persians Italians Chinese Indians . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 r
12 The larynx is in the 
abdomen head throat shoulder ..... ·......... 12 
13 The piccolo is used in 
farming · music photography typewriting . . . . . . . 1 3 
14 'The kilowatt measures 
rainfall wind-power electricity water-power.. . . 14 
I 5 The guillotine causes 
death disease fever sickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 
16 A character in " David Copperfield " is 
Sindbad Uriah Heep Rebecca Hamlet . . . . . . . . 16
17 A windlass is_used for 
boring cutting lifting squeezing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
18 A great law-giver of the Hebrews was 
Abraham David Moses Saul. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8 
19 A six-sided figure is called a 
scholium parallelogram hexagon trapezium . . . . 19 
20 · A meter is nearest in length to the 
inch foot yard rod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Right ....... . 
TEST 2. BEST ANSWER 
· Read each question or statement and make a cross . 
before the BEST answer, as shown in the sample. 
{ 
Why do we buy clocks? Because 
SAMPLE . I We like t. o hear them strike. 
2 They have hands. 
· L X 3 They tell us the time. . 
1 Spokes of a wheel are, often made of hickory because 
I Hickory is tough. 
2 It cuts easily. 
I
3 It takes pairit nicely. 
2 The saying, " A watched pot never boils," means 
I We should never watch a pot on the fire~ 
~ 2 Boiling takes a long time. · 
3 Time passes slowly when we are waiting for something. 
3 A train is harder to stop than an automobile because 
I It has more wheels. 
2 It 'is heavier. 
3 Its brakes are not so good. 
4 The saying, " Make hay while ,the sun shines," means· 
I Hay is made in summer. . 
2 We should make the most of our opportunities. 
3 Hay should not be cut at night. 
5 If the earth were nearer the sun · 
I The stars would disappear. 
2 Our months would be longer; 
1 3 The earth would be warmer. 
6 The saying, " If wishes were horses, beggars would ride," means 
I Wishing doesn't get us very far. 
2 Beggars often wish for horses to ride. 
3 Beggars are always asking for something. 
7 The saying, " Little strokes fell great oaks," means 
· I Oak trees are weak. 
2 Little strokes are best. 
3 Continued effort brings results. 
8 A steel battleship floats because 
I The engines hold it up. 
2 It has much air space inside. 
3 It contains some wood. 
9 The feathers on a bird's wings help him to fly because 
• I They make a wide, light surface. 
2 They keep the air off his body. 
3 They decrease the bird's weight. 
10 The saying, " A carpenter should stick to his bench," means 
1 Carpenters should pot work without benches. 
2 Carpenters should not be idle. 
3 One should work at the thing he can do best. 
II The saying," One swallow does not make a summer," means 
1 Swallows come back for the summer. 
2 A single sign is not sufficient proof. 
3 Many birds add to the pleasures of summer. 
FORM A 
Right . ....... X 2= Score .. ..... . 
FORM A 
TEST 3. WORD MEANING 
· When two words mean the SAME, draw a line under "SAME." 
When they mean the OPPOSITE, draw a line under "OPPOSITE." 
AMPLES . S . { 
fall -. drop ............... . 
, north + south ............. . 
~-opposite 
same - opposite 
· I expel - retain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite I
2 comfort - console ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 2 
3 waste - conserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 3 
4 monotony - variety. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 4 
5 quell - subdue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .same - opposite 5
6 major~ minor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 6 
7 boldness - audacity .... : . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 7 
8 exult - rejoice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · same - opposite 8
9 prohi~it - allow .................. · same - opposite 9 
10 debase - degrade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 10
II recline - stand .................. same - opposite II 
12 approve - veto .................. same - opposite 12
13 amateur - expert ................ same - opposite 13 
14 evade - shun. .................... same - opposite 14 
15 tart.- acid ...................... same - opposite 15 
16 con~ede - deny ................. . same - opposite 16 
I 7 tonic - stimulant ................ . same - opposite 17 
18 incite - quell ................... . same - opposite 18 
19 ·economy-frugality .............. . same - opposite 19 
20 rash - prudent .................. . same - opposite 20 
21 obtuse - acute ................... same - opposite 21
22 transient - permanent ............. same - opposite 22
23 expel - eject ..................... same - oppo.site 23 
24 hoax - deception ................. same - opposite 24 
25 docile - submissive ............... same - opposite 25 
26 wax-wane .... " ................ same -'opposite 26 
27 incite - instigate ....... ····· ....... same - opposite 27 
28 reverence - veneration ............ same - opposite 28 
29. ~sset - liability .................. same - opposite 29 
30 · appease - placate ................. same - opposite 30 
Right . ....... Wrong . ....... Score . ....... . 
. TEST 4. LOGICAL SELECTION 
FORM A 
. I 
In each sentence draw a line under ~he TWO words· that tell what the 
thing ALWAYS has. Underline TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line. 
SAMPLE. A man always has 
body , cap glQves mouth money 
1' A horse always has 
harness . hoofs shoes stable tail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 1 
2 A circle always has 
altitude circumference latitude longitude radius · . . . . . . . . 2
3 A bird always has 
bones eggs beak nest song. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
, _ 4 Music always has . 
listener piano . rhythm sound violin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
5 An object always has 
smell size , taste value weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Conversation always has 
agreement persons questions wit speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
· 7 A banquet always has 
food music persons speeches toastmaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 A pistol always has 
barrel bullet cartridge sights ' trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
9 A ship always has 
engine guns keel rudder sails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
IO A debt always involves 
creditor debtor interest mortgage payment . . . . . . . . . . . . IO
1 I A game always has 
cards contestants forfeits penalties rules ....... : . . . . . . . 11 
12 A magazine always has 
advertisements paper pictures print stories. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 13.r. A museum always has 
animals arrangement collections minerals visitors . . . . . . . 13 
14 A forest always has 
. animals flowers shade underbrush trees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
15 A citizen always has 
country occupation privileges property vote ....... , . . . . . 1 5 
I 6 Controversy always involves 
claims disagreement dislike enmity hatred·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17 ·War always has 
airplanes cannons combat rifles soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
18 Obstacles always bring 
difficulty discouragement failure hindrance stimulation . . 1 8 
19 .Abhorrence always involves 
aversion dislike fear rage timidity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20 . Compromise always involves 
· adjustment agreement friendship respect satisfaction . . . 20 
Right .... ... . 
TEST 6. ARITHMETIC 
· Find 
0
the answers as quickly as you can. 
Write the answers on the dotted lines. 
Use the bottom of the page to figure on. 
I. How many hours will it take a person to go 66 miles at the 
FORM A 
rate of 6. miles an hour? Answer . ...... . 
. 2 At the rate of 2 for 5 cents, how many pencils can you buy 
for 50 cents.? Answer . ...... . 
3 If a man earns $20 a week and spends $14., how long will it 
take him to save $3qo? Answer . ...... . 
4 2 X 3 X 4 X 6 ~s how many times as much as 3 X 4 ?· Answer . ...... . 
5 If two pies cost 66 cents, what does a sixth of a pie cost ? 
Answer ....... . 
6 What 1s 16-i per cerit of $120? Answer ....... . 
I 
)
7 4 per cent of $1000 is the same as 8 per cent of what 
amount ? Answer ....... . 
.!
8 A has $i 80, B has.-§- as much as A, and C has J as much 
as B. How much have all together ? Answer . ...... . 
9 The capadty of a rectangular bin is,48 cubic feet. If the 
bin is 6 fe~t long and 4 feet wide, how 1deep is it? Answer . ...... . 
,/'.'
IO If it takes 7 men ·2 days to dig a 140-foot ditch, how many 
men are needed to:dig it in half a d·ay? Answer .. ..... . 
I I A man spends t of his salary for board and room, and i 
for .all other expenses. What per cent of his salary does 
he save? Answer . ...... . 
12 If a man runs 100 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet 
. does he run int of a second? Answer .. ... ; .. 
Right ........ X 2 = Score . . . . . . . . . 
FORM A 
TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING 
Draw a line tinder the right- answer, as shown in the samples. 
S { 
Is coal obtained from mines ? ... ~ ............ . AMPLES . . . . . 
· Are all men six feet tall ? ............ ~ ....... . 
I Does a conscientious person ever make mistakes ? ... . 
2 Is an alloy a kind of musical instrument ? .......... . 
3 Is scurvy a kind' of medicine ? .............. , ..... ~ .. 
4 Are mysterious things often uncanny ? ...... · ....... . 
5 Are destitute persons ofte~ subjects of charity?: .. ' ... . 
6 Are anonymous letters ever properly signed ? ........ . 
7 Is the mimeograph sometimes used by stenographers?. 
8 Is a curriculum intended for horses ? ............... . 
9 Are proteids essential to health? .................. . 











Yes · No 











II ,A.re premeditated deeds always wicked? . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No II 
12 Do alleged facts often require verification? ......... . 
13 Are sheep carnivorous?: .......................... . 
14 Are aristocrats subservi~nt to. their inferiors ? . . . . .. . 






16 Is clematis sometimes cultivated? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No ,16
17 Are ultimate results the last to appear? ............ . 
18 Are cerebral hemorrhages helpful to thinking ? ...... . 
19 Are all people religious who have hallucinations? .... . 
A . . d d' . ? 20 re mterm1ttent soun s , 1scontmuous ............. . 
Yes No 17 
Yes No 18 
Yes No .. 19 
Yes No 20 
2I Are sable colors preferred for nations' flags? . . . . . . . . . Yes No 2I 
22· Does social contact tend to reduce eccentricities? . . . . Yes No 22 
2 3 Are tentative decisions usually final ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 2 3 
24 Is rancor usually characterized by persistence? . . . . . . .Yes No 24 
Right., . ...... Wrong ..... '. ... Score .. ..... . 
TEST 7. ANALOGIES 
· f Ear is to hear as eye is to 
· S table see. hand play 
AMPLES lHat is to head as shoe isto 
, arm coat foot leg 
Do them all like samples. 
1 Coat is to wear. as bread is to 
FORM A 
eat starve water cook ........ ·. . . . . 1 
2 Week is to month as month is to 
year hour minute century. . . . . . . . . 2
3 Monday is to Tuesday as · Friday is to 
week Thursday day Saturday . . . . . . 3 
4 Tell· is to told as · speak is to 
1 sing. spoke speaking sang . . . . . . . . . 4 
5 Lion is to animal as rose is to 
smell leaf plant thorn. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Cat is to tiger as ~dog is to 
wolf bark bite snap . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7 Success is to joy as failure is· to 
sadness luck fail work . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 Liberty is to freedom as bondage is to 
negro slavery free suffer . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 Cry is to laugh as sadness is to 
. death joy coffin doctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
10 Tiger is to hair as trout is to 
water fish scales swims . . . . . . . . . . . 1 o 
I I I is to 3 as 9 is to 
I8 27 36 45 ·................. ,. . . . . . I I
I 2 Lead is to heavy as cork is to 
bottle weight light float . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13 Poison is to. death as food is to 
eat bird ·. life bad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
14 4 is to 16 as 5 is to 
7 45 35 25....................... 1+ 
1 5 Food is to hunger as water is to 
drink clear thirst pure . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 
16 b is to d as second is to 
third later fourth last . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17 City is to mayor as army is to 
. navy soldier general private . . . . . . . 17 
18 Here is to there as · this is to 
these those that then. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
19 Subject is to predicate as noun is to 
pronoun adverb verb adjective . . . . . I 9 
20 Corrupt is to depraved as sacred is to 
Bible hallowed prayer . Sunday . . . . . 20 
Right .. ..... . 
TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES 
The words m each sentence .below · are mixed up. If what 
a sentence means is TRUE, draw a line under" TRUE." , -If 
what it means is FALSE, draw a line under" FALSE." 
S { 
hear are with. to ears ....... · .............. . 
AMPLES 
eat gunpowder to good is ................. . 
true false 
true false 
I true bought cannot friendship be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 1 
2 good sea drink to is water ....................... ,, true false 2 
3 of is· the peace war opposite .................... ,. . true false 3 
4 get grow they as children taller older ............. . true false 4 
5 horses automobile an are than slower ............. . true false 5 
6 never deeds rewarded be should go?d ............ . true false 6 
7 four hundred all pages contain books ............. . true false 7 
8 to advice sometimes is good follow hard ....... : .. . true false 8 
9 envy bad greed traits are and ................... . true false 9 
IO grow an than stra·wberries oak tree higher . . . . . . . . . true false IO 
I 1 external deceive never ~ppearances us ............ . 
I 2 never is man what .show a deeds ................. . 
13 hatred bad unfrienqliness traits are and .......... . 
14 "often judge can we actions man his by a ... : ....... . 








16 certain always death of cause kinds sickness . . . . . . . true false 16 
17 are sheet blankets as as a never warm. . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 17 
18 never who heedless those stumble are . . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 18 
]!.ight .. , ....... Wrong ........ Score ....... . 
TEST . 9;. CLASSIFICATION 
bullet cannon gun sword pe)(cil. 
Canada ChiKago China India· France 
\ 
In each line cross out the word that does not belong there. 
Cross o.ut JUST ONE WORD in each line. 
FORM A 
, I Frank James John Sarah William .......... ; .. ·...... I
2 Baptist Catholic Methodist Presbyterian Republican .. 
3 automobile bicycle buggy · telegraph train ........... . 
4 · Collie Holstein Shepherd Spitz Terri~r .............. . 
5 hop run .skip stand walk .......................... . 
6 death ,grief picnic pover~y sadness ................. . 
7 , bed · chair dish sofa table .......................... . 
8 hard, rough · smooth soft sweet .... : ................ . 
9 mechanic ,doctor lawyer . preac.her .teacher ....... · ..... '
IO Christ Confucius. Mohammed Moses . C~sar ......... . 
I I butterfly hawk ostrich robin swallow· ................ . 
12 cloth cotton flax· hemp wool. ... ~ .................. . 
13 , digestion hearing sight smell touch ................. . 
14 down hither recent up yonder ..... · ................ . 
I 5 anger hatred joy pity reasoning .... .' .............. . 
16 Aµstralia Cuba · Iceland Ireland Spain .............. . 
I 7 Dewey Farragut Grant Paul Jones Schley .......... . 
















Right . ....•.• 














In each row try to find out how the numbers are made up, 
then on the two dotted ·lines write the TWO numbers that 
should come next. 
1st Row 8 7 6 · 5 4 3 
2d Row 3 8 13 18 23 28 
3d Row Ilf 12 12t 1 12} 12f 
4th Row 
5th ~ow I 2 4 , ', 8 I 6 3 2 
6th Row 4 3 5. 4 6 5 7, 
7th Row 16 8 4 2 I t 
8th Row 8 9 12 13 16 17 
9th Row 7 II 15 16 20 24 25 29 
10th Row 
11th Row· -tr; t I 5 
12th Row 3 4 6 9 13 18 
Right ........ X 2 = Score ....... . 
- ' • ' \ : j '>. ~ ', ~ 
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1. . This is a test of rate and comprehensi~n in reading .. 
Its object is to determine how rapidly you read and compre-
hend material such as yoti encounter in your daily work. 
2. When the signal 'begin' is given, you are to open this 
paper and read to yourself the passage printed on the next 
three pages. 
3. Read as fast as you can and understand, but don't 
skip or skim. On the other hand, don't stop to study or 
memorize; this is not a memory test.· 
4. Inserted in the material to· be read are numerous 
questions or directions. Answer these questions or carry 
out these directions as you come to them. Do as much as 
you can in the ten minutes allowed. 
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THE LEAGUE ASSEMBLY 
Read this straight through and do what it says to do. 
Austria and Bulgaria, enemy natio~s, with Luxembourg, 
Finland, Albania, and Costa Rica, were admitted to mem-
bership in the League. Nicaragua and Honduras became 
members during the session, btit too late to send delegates. 
Thus, when the session ended, forty-nine nations constituted 
the membership of the League of Nations-the United 
States, Russia, and Germany being the important. nations 
outside the League. Write on the margin opposite this line 
the number of nations that were members at the end of the 
session. The absence of the.United States was deplored o~ 
many occasions during, the session, and it was often de-
clared that the League was willing to support almost any 
change which this country might demand. During the delib-
erations, lasting fiye weeks, five continents came together on 
a common ground, compared notes, and tried to· solve the 
same problems.· 'Men of real worth and political standing 
in their ·owrt governments buried what animosities they 
might ha~e ·had,· and it i~ a matter of record that the session 
proceeded from day. to day without virulent recriminations. 
Underline the two words that tell how long the Assembly 
was in session. 
Lord Robert · Cecil, who is generally recognized as the 
foremost British advocate of the League, nevertheless was 
. not chosen as delegate by England, but represented South 
Africa against the wishes of the Lloyd George regime and 
over the protests of France. Lord Robert, by his earnest 
defense of· the rights of small nations, early justified the 
belief that he was to be the stormy petrel of the session 
when he led a spirited fight for publicity of the proceedings 
of the Ass~mbly's six commissions. (An Italian also urged 
Continue on the following page 
4
the same policy. Underline his name when you come to it.) 
Arrayed against him, according to reports, were "the old-
school diplomats of Europe," who rushed through a rule 
providing that "unless the Commission decides otherwise 
the meetings will be private, and no minutes will be kept." 
This in spite of the fact th~t Signor Tittoni, of Italy, had 
said only the day before that "the only way for the League 
to endure was through full publicity." Lord Robert's mo-
tion that meetings should be public except when the Com-
mission should give good ·reason why they should be private 
was defeated, however. If you think that this paragraph 
suggests that the sessions were not quite so amicable as the 
first paragraph implies, write 'no' on the margin. Otherwise 
write 'same.' When you have done that, underline those of 
the following words that properly characterize the attitude 
of Lord Robert Cecil : compromising, democratic, domineer-
ing, earnest, pacific. 
The chairman of the Assembly at the opening was Paul 
Hymans, of Belgium, who afterward was elected permanent 
president. Before the League had· been in session three 
days a struggle began between the smaller nations, who 
sought an increase in League power, and the Great Powers, 
who wished to keep control of the League. This strife con-
tinued to the end, though not always openly, yet the Great 
Powers yielded scarcely an iota of their control. If the 
attitude of the more powerful nations strikes you as altru-
istic, underline the name of the chairman of the Assembly; 
if their. attitude strikes you as selfish, underline the name of 
the country from which the chairman came. 
The League soon demonstrated that it had "teeth" by 
· authorizing a ·force. of troops to be sent to Lithuania to 
maintain and supervise the plebiscite at Vilna, which is to 
decide whether it shall be consigned to the Poles or to the 
Lithuanians. At the end of this p~ragraph, after the word 
Continue on the f ollO'Wing page 
r
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'Treaty,' write 'yes' or 'no' according to whether you think 
Germany did or did not change her position. with regard 
to her obligations. ·Hostility·toward Germany, which per-
sisted to the end of the proceedings, is said by correspond-
ents . to have · been caused by the fact that Germany is too 
deliberate about fulfilling her war obligations, although it 
was denied that any compact to bar Germany from the 
League existed. In defense of what she considers her rights, 
Germany protested during the session against the manner in 
which her· colonies have been disposed of, although it was 
pointed out that in signing the Peace Treaty she had re-
nounced her colonies. ··Now, however, she claims that she is 
no longer bound by the "colony clause" in the Treaty. 
In this paragraph underline the one word that tells what 
will remove the two chief obstacles to the carrying out of 
the program of the League. As the sessions were continued 
it became increasingly· evident that it would be a very diffi-
cult matter to replace the old system . of secret negotiations 
by open debates, particularly between nations which had 
. been in the . habit of settling their difficulties secretly by 
mutual concessions. After the League had been in session 
for nine days a committee to investigate Armeniari condi-
tions was· named. It was generally admitted that the ab-
sence of Germany and America from the League constituted 
great barriers to the fulfillment of the League program. 
Another barrier was the fact that the World War had not 
been finished long enough to permit sincere co-operation by 
the nations of the world. Only time, agree foreign corre-
spondents, will remove both of these barriers. What was the 
above mentioned committee to do in Armenia? Underline 
the answer. Although it .. was announced the day after the 
League met that the American government would take no 
part whatever in the first meeting, and that no persons either 
officially or .unofficially would attend the session on behalf 
Continue on the fallowing page 
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of the United States, Secretary Colby declared ten days 
later that the United States would insist upon its right to 
be consulted· on the terms of mandates as provided for in 
the League Covenant, and challenged the view of the British 
Government "that the terms of mandates could properly be 
discussed only with the Council of the League of Nations 
and by the signatories of the Covenant." 
The question of disarmament was the next important 
matter to come up in the secret sessions of the Commission 
dealing with disarmament. The smaller nations favored 
world disarmanent, and Italy agreed in this, but Britain and 
France felt that the world was not yet ready for complete 
disarmament. Japan, on the other hand, seized this oppor-
tunity to announce that she could not disarm while America 
continued to increase both her Army and Navy. Underline 
once a European country that opposed complete disarma-
ment; ·then underline twice the country feared by Japan. 
On December 4, the Argentine delegation withdrew from 
the Assembly and stated that they would not resume their 
places until elections of the Council could be made by the 
Assembly; until the World Court could have compulsory 
jurisdiction; until all states. recognized in the community of 
nations could be admitted; and until smaller states, whose 
boundaries are not defined, could be admitted in a consulta-
tive capacity without a vote. How many conditions were 
thus laid down by Argentina? Write the number on the 
margin. This action was hailed by Germany, who applauded 
what she termed the Argentine delegation's stand "against 
French· dictatorship." 
In the early days of the session the Council invited 
President Wilson to name a representative to sit in a com-
mission of the League or to co-operate in a study of the re-
duction of armaments, but this invitation was declined, since 
the United States was not a member. The economic block-
ade, which is considered to be the only weapon of the League 
Continue on the following page 
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against covenant-breaking states, was very much weakened 
by a decision of the Assembly leaving to each country to 
decide for itself when a blockade shall be applied. It was 
brought out that no blockade, if all surrounding states should 
refuse to join, could be effective. Is it stated that an eco-
nomic blockade could never be effective? Write 'yes' or 
'no' on the margin here. Then place a check mark before 
those of the five following phrases that : properly describe 
the relation of the United States to the League Assembly: 
( ) official representative present; ( ) notice given that it 
was not to be ignored in arranging mandatories ; ( ) prom-
inent American diplomats present; (_ ) unrepresented in · 
the Assembly; ( ) represented on special commissions 
only. 
Perhaps the greatest victory won by a single nation was 
the temporary admission of the Chinese delegate to the 
Council of the League. In this instance China· replaced 
Greece. The correspondents look upon the victory as a 
personal one for Dr. Wellington Koo, a former Columbia 
student, over the veteran Viscount Hayashi. Perhaps the 
most important. economic accomplishment, in the eyes of 
the United States, is the establishment of an International 
Commission to act as a banker for European nations entirely 
without credit or with very little credit. This is expected 
materially to increase the expof!: trade of the United States 
and to permit temporarily embarrassed European nations to 
purchase necessary foodstuffs and supplies. Was the dele-
gate from China admitted permanently? Answer here. 
Throughout . the session the Great Powers refused to 
permit in the Assembly a discussion of their· rights, privi-
leges, and obligations as mandataries. Thus, Great Britain, 
France, and Japan are not compelled at. this time to reveal 
their mandate plans in Mesopotamia, Syria, Lebanon, and 
Palestine. The fight for mandate publicity brought the 
quarrel of · the Assembly with the Council for increased 
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power to a head, and although the Assembly published a 
report sharply criticizing the Council for its old-school secret 
diplomacy, the Council held that mandates under it should 
not be publicly discussed at this time. 
In the preceding paragraph underline the body that con-
tended with . the Assembly for power. After five weeks' 
work the first · Assembly of the League of Nations ad-
journed, to meet again on the first Monday in September, 
1921. Congratulatory speeches were made by the leaders, 
stating that the work done by the Assembly made the 
League a "living, working organization." 
According to the League of Nations News Bureau, is 
the famous tenth Article understood to preserve intact the 
boundaries laid down in the treaties? Write 'yes' or 'no' in 
the margin when you find the answer. In a summary of 
accomplishments sent out by the League of Nations News 
Bureau, of New York, it is declared that each participating 
Government now is equipped with a trained staff familiar 
with the workings and policies of the League ; that the adop-
. tion of a budget places the League on a sound financial 
basis; that Article X of the Cov~nant was formally inter-
preted as "a guaranty of the protection against unprovoked 
foreign aggression and not as a guara~ty of the territorial 
limits and political conditions established by the peace 
treaties against changes of ~ny kind;" that the principles set 
forth and formally adopted by an overwhelming majority 
on the mandate question will go far toward compelling· the 
future adoption of a mandate policy- in agreement with the 
spirit of the Covenant. Do you understand that these prin-
ciples were set forth by the Assembly or by the Council? 
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SCOREEQUALSNUMBER RIGHT__~·-~-~-~~..:', . .
PART 2~THE PERIOD OF DISCOVERY, EXPLORATION AND COLONIZATION . Page s.·
Read all three parts ·of each of the ten statements made below and put a cross (X) on each of the dotted lines before the parts that 
make the statements true. Be sure to check ONLY ONE part of each of the ten statements. 
...... --
1. Columbus made his first voyage across the Atlantic because 
ho believed he could discover a new continent • 
__ he believed the earth was round and he could find a shorter route to India. 
·::: __ he wanted to secure the Indian trade for his native city, Genoa. · 
2. The capture of Constantinople by the Turks in.1453 affected European trade with .India because 
______ the strife between the Mohammedans and Christians was so severe that most of the trade ceased • 
.... --the Turks being in possession of a great commercial city were encouraged to increase their trade with India. 
______ the Turks cut off the trade of southwestern Europe by way of the Mediterranean Sea and forced western European countries to seek other routes. · · 
3. Europe at the time Columbus discovered America was 
______ Catholic in religion and ruled by kings and a clergy who had little respect and sympathy to'r the common people. 
______ Protestant and ruled by the great middle class that asserted its religious and political rights. 
_____ _In the hands of the middle and lower classes that stood for equality and equal opportunity for all. 
4. We should study t~e European background o·f American history primarily because 
.... --we are of European descent and should honor the original home of our fore-fathers . 
.... --our customs, government, institutions, laws and religion are European in origin, and we should study this background to better under• stand our own institutions. · . · . .. . . . . · .·. . 
..... -Europe sent out explorers and discoverers and founded a home for us. 
. .
5. The Pilgrims that landed on the Massachusetts coast in .1620 have always been referred to with pride because 
, _____ they planted the first rich and prosperous colony in New England • 
. ,, ____ they granted complete religious freedom to all settlers who came to their colony • 
... ___ of their sturdiness of character, high ideals, and willingness to sacrifice for what they conceived to be right. 
6. The Pennsylvania colony got on well with the Indians because 
... ___ the colony was strong, well protect~d and greatly feared by the Indians~ . 
. ....• _Penn made treaties with the Indians which both sides faithfully kept. He treated them fairly • 
....•• the Quakers did not believe in fighting and Penn gave the Indians large amounts of supplies each year to buy their friendship. 
7. The Iroquois, the most powerful Indian tribe east of the Mississippi, were 
... ___ forever enemies of the French because the French led by Champlain joined forces with their enemies, the Algonquins • 
... ___ friends of the French because the French promised to restore their lands captured by the English • 
... ___ neutral in the strife between England and France because they had nothing to gain by fighting on either side. 
8. William Pitt was famous in colonial history because 
.....• he was a great French general who captured Quebec in the French and Indian War. . . 
...... of his daring speech in which he said: "I know not what course others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give me death." 
.....• he aroused England from her slumber and was largely responsible for the success of the English colonies in the French and Indian ·w~ . 
9. The union of four colonies.in 1643, known as "The New England Confederation,'' was Important because · 
..... Jt afforded the colonists better protection against their hostile neighbors· and showed the value of a union which they later used at the time of the American Revolution. · . : . . . 
..... .It was a united protest against tho oppression of England. · · 
..... .it was the first united attempt at religious freedom in America. 
10. The West India Company was 
....•• a commercial company organized in England to carry on trade In the West India Islands • 
...... a Dutch company which made settlements along the Hudson, Delaware and Connecticut Rivers • 
...... a company organized in Spain to establish fur trading stations along the St. Lawre·nce. 
ICORE EQUALS NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG----~-: .. ~' ..... 
Page 4 PART 3-THE PERIOD OF THE REVOLUTION FROM 1760 TO 1789 
· Read all three parts of each of the ten statements made below and put · a cross (X) on each of the ·dotted lines before the parts that 
make the statements true. Be sure to check ONLY ONE of each of the ten statements. 
1. The Articles of Confederation were unsatisfactory because 
______ they gave congress power to rule the colonies with an iron hand. 
______ they gave congress the power to make laws but provided no way to enforce them. 
______ they attempted to force the colonists to adopt a common religion and free schools. 
2. "Writs of assistance" were 
-----~methods used by England to assist her colonies in trade and manufacturing. · 
______ warrants given to revenue officers to search for smuggled goods. 
______ agreements the colonists had to assist one another in case of an attack from the Indians or foreign f~es. 
3. The colonists. in 1765 claimed to be loyal English subjects and yet they openly disobeyed the laws of England made relative to 
. trade and taxation. The colonists claimed the right to disobey these laws because 'i
______ no country has a right to tax her colonies and regulate their trade against their will. ! 
______ a group of people have a right to disobey the laws of any country if the laws hurt their trade and business. ] 
______ the laws were unjust and were made to benefit England without consulting or taking into consideration the welfare of the Ameri.i 
can colonies. . · . . . . .. . j
4. One of the following is a quotation from the Declaration of Independence. Put a cr·oss on the line before that quotation. 11
------ uliberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable." 
------"We hold these truths self-evident: That all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable; 
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 
------"The world will little note nor long remember what we say here, but It can never forget what they did here." 
5. While the American colonies were not always right in their attituda towards England yet one of the great political lessons to be 
drawn from the strife between England and the colonies is . 
______ that government by oppression and without due respect for the rights of the governed must ultimately fail. 
______ that when colonies become as strong and as able to take care of themselves as were the American colonies they should always be given 
their freedom. 
· ______ that attempts of a ruling country to tax her colonies and regulate their foreign trade Is fundamentally wrong. 
6. The new constitution of the United States was to go Into effect 
______ as soon as it was adopted by the constitutional convention and officers could be elected. 
______ as soon as it was submitted to a popular vote of the people and a majority voted in favor of It.
______ as soon as it w~s ratified in state conventions by as many as nine states. 
7. The Boston Tea Party was a 
______ formal reception given the new governor sent over by George Ill to rule the colonies. 
______ group of American colonists dressed as Indians who threw the tea sent over by England Into tho sea as a protest against the tax. 
______ company formed to import tea and spices directly from China instead of from England. 
8. The member of the Virginia House of Representation who said in a speech against the Stamp Act, "Caesar had his Brutus; Charles . 
the First his Cromwell, and George the Third may profit by their example," was 
______ James Otis. 
______ Alexander Hamilton. 
______ Patrick Henry. 
9. The battle of Saratoga was one of the most important battles of the Revolutionary War because 
______ the Americans completely outwitted the famous English general, Burgoyne, and forced him to surrender. 
______ Burgoyne's defeat encouraged France to acknowledg.e the independence of the American ·colonies and to aid them In their fight for 
independence. 
______ the Americans captured large supplies of food and guns for which they were in sore need. 
10. Many compromises were made in the Constitutional Convention. On the question of slavery. the country was divided into North . 
and South. On the question of representation In congress there was also a division Into small states and large ones. Put a cross 
before the compromise which particularly favored the small states. 
______ Representation in the House of Representatives based on population. 
------Three-fifths of all slaves should be counted in. determining the number of representatives Jn the lower house. 
______ Equal representation in the senate. 
SCORE EQUALS NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG ___________ _ 
PART 4-THE PERIOD OF NATIONAL GROWTH FROM 1789 TO 1830 Page. 5· 
Read all three parts of each of the ten statements made below and put a cross (X) on each of the dotted lines before the parts that 
make the statements true. Be sure to check ONLY ONE part of each of the ten statements. · 
. 1. The "Holy Alliance" was 
______ a religious organization for the spread of the gospel among the heathens. 
______ an organization of the Catholic church for the spread of Catholicism. 
______ nn organization of European monarchs to keep down revolutions and check the growth of democracies,· especially in the New World. 
2. The purchase of Louisiana by Jefferson in 1803 was made primarily because 
i ______ the land east of the Mississippi was all settled and we were in sore need of additionat' land for settlement. 
______ France under tho leadership of Napoleon might plant a dangerous colony there. 
, _____ England was at war with France and was about to seize this territory and plant English· colonies there. 
3. The Monroe Doctrine is 
I______ a law, passed by congress during Monroe's administration, stating in substance that the American continents are not open for ; future colonization by European nations .and that any attempt at colonization or at re-subjecting. nations now free would be con-sidered an unfriendly act. · . · · · · · · · 
, _____ not a law but simply a declaration of our foreign policy made by Monroe in his message to congress·.·: , 
______ a theoretical form of government proposed by Monroe but rejected by congress because of its being· uncon·stitutional. 
4 One phase of Hamilton's financial scheme was 
______ to establish a United States bank with the government as a stockholder • 
...••• to establish a United States treasury system as we have today. 
______ to establish a number of state banks for the accommodation of the citizens in the various states. 
'. ,. . ' :· - ~ 
5. The first three presidents of the United States· were elected according to Section 1, Article II, of the constitution, which provided 
.....• that the presidential electors should each vote for two men for president and the person receiving the highest number of votes should become president, provided that number be a majority of all the votes cast. After the choice of the president, the person having the greates~ number of votes should be vice-president • 
...••. that the electors should vote for a president and a vice-president; that the person having the greatest number of votes for president should become president provided the number be a majority of all the electors appointed; the person receiving the greatest number of votes for vice-president should be vice-president, if this number be a majority of al! electors appointed. · ·· 
..... _that the senators and representatives should meet in joint session and elect by ballot both president and vice-president. 
6. The Alien Law passed in 1798 
....•. made it easier for foreigners to come to this country and secure homes • 
....•. lengthened the time it took foreigners to become American citizens and was aimed to make it more difficult for foreigners to gain con-trol of the government. · 
...••• gave the president power to banish any foreigner whom he considered dangerous to the government. 
7. The Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions 
.... __ praised the Alien and Sedition Laws as great safeguards to American liberty • 
...••• declared the Alien and Sedition Laws unconstitutional and void. 
· ...... declared that the right to hold slaves was a question to be settled by the states and not by the national government. 
8. The Missouri Compromise of 1820 provided 
....•. that Missouri should enter the Union as a slave state and all territory received from the Louisiana purchase west of Missouri and north of thirty-six degrees and thirty minutes should be free. · ' 
....•• that the people of Missouri should decide by popular.vote whether or not Missouri should enter the Union as a slave state • 
...... that Missouri should enter the Union as a free state but-in all states formed from the territory west of the Missouri and north of thirty-six degrees and thirty minutes the people should decide for themselves whether the state should be free or s~ave. 
9. The X. Y. Z. Affair was 
.....• a secret organization formed in the North to free the slaves • 
.....• a secret agreement between France and Spain to re-capture the territory north of the St. Lawrence River. 
h ....••an attempt of French representatives to extort a bribe from men sent to represent us in France. 
IS
10. The Hartford Convention which was made up of delegates from three New England states met In 1814 to 
.... __ formulate plans for carrying on the war more effectively against England • 
.....• formulate plans to prevent the national government from encroaching on what these states considered their rights • 
....•• form a more effective trade agreement with France.· 
!CORE EQUALS NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG ___________ _ 
Page 6 PART ~THE PERIOD OF SECTIONAL DISPUTES AND CIVIL WAR, 
1830 TO 1865 
Read alt' three parts of each of the ten statements made below· and put. a cross (X) on each of the dotted lines before the parts that 
make the statements true. Be sure to check ON L V ONE part of each of the ten statements. 
1. The thirteenth amendment to the constitution of the United States made 
-:-----the negro a voter. 
-~----the negro a free man. 
______ the negro a citizen. 
2. The panic of 1837 was caused chiefly by 
______ Jackson's failure to re-charter the United States bank in 1836 which forced the national government out of the banking business. 
______ the almost total failure of the corn, wheat, and potato crop in 1836. 
______ wildcat banking which encouraged speculation and the later issuance of Jackson's "Specie Circular" which provided that only gold, 
and silver would be accepted in payment for government lands. 
3. The "Ostend Manifesto" was a . 
_:.. ____ document prepared by three of our European representatives stating In substance, that the United States should offer to buy Cuba J 
from Spain, and if Spain refused to sell, we should be justified in seizing It by force. ) 
______ document which proposed a new government for Cuba;· which provided that the further Importation of slaves from Afrlcal 
should cease. l 
______ document drawn up at Ostend which specifically defended our rights on the high seas. .. :i·.{ 
4. When Texas asked to become a state in 1845 she was . 
______ still a part of Mexico and the war with Mexico was fought to free this territory so that It might become a part of the,,_ 
United States. 1
______ a free and independent state. l..
-:----'--part of the territory ceded to the United States by Spain in 1819 and hence already one of our possessions. 
5. "Popular Sovereignty" was a new doctrine proposed by General Lewis Cass of Michigan in 1847 which held that 
______ each male citizen, including slaves, twenty-one years old, were sovereigns and had the right fo vote on all questions pertaining to local 
government. . ·· 
______ the people of the territories had a right to decide for themselves whether or not they would have slaves and congress had no right to 
interfere. . · · ·, 
______ the franchise should be extended and popularized so that more people would have the right to vote. 
6. The "Trent Affair" was an important episode In the Civil War because 
______ Mason and Slidell were two famous southern generals and their capture was a greaf military blow to the South. 
______ the Trent was a large merchant vessel that had succeeded in running the blockade In the South and Its capture prevented the South·
from getting much needed supplies from England. 
______ we violated a principle which we fought for In the War of 1812 pertaining to the right of search on the high seas. 
7. One of the groups below contains a part of the provisions of the compromise of 1850. Put a cross on the line bef~re, ... 
that group. 
__ :._ ___ California should be admitted as a free state; slave trade should be abolished in the District of Columbia and Utah and New Mexico 
should be organized without reference to slavery. 
--~---California should be admitted as a slave state and the territories of Utah and New Mexico should decide for themselves whether they .. ; 
should be free or sf ave. 
______ California should be admitted as a slave state and the principle of "squatter sovereignty" should apply to all other territory •. 
8. Dorr's Rebellion was 
______ an uprising of the people of Rhode Island in protest against Jackson's "specie payment." 
______ a contest between two rival governments In Rhode Island, one of which protested against limited suffrage and electea 
Dorr, governor. 
______ an armed resistance of a group of farmers along the Hudson against the payment of rents to the descendants of the patrons. · 
9. The seceded southern states established a government of their own 
______ at Montgomery, Alabama, under the name of the "Confederate States of America" and elected Jefferson Davis president. 
______ at Richmond, Virginia, under the title of the "Southern Confederacy" and chose as their president, Robert E. Lee. 
______ and elected Alexander H. Stephens or Georgia as their first president. 
10. Lincoln chose as his Secretary of State · 
______ Stephen A. Douglas, the democratic candidate for the presidency against him in 1860. 
______ Edward M. Stanton who later served as Secretary of War under Johnson. 
______ William H. Seward, a member of the Republican party and a rival of his for the presidency. 
SCORE EQUALS NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG ___________ _ . OR 
PART 6-THE PERIOD OF RECONSTRUCTION AND NATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT FROM 1865 TO 1900 
Page. 7 
Read all three parts of each" of the ten statements made. below and put a cross (X) on each of the dotted lines before the parts that 
:make the statements true. Be sure to check ONLY ONE part of each of the ten statements. · · · 
1. The Alabama Claims were 
___ claims against England for damages done to our merchant vessels by the Alabama and other 'similar vessels built In England and sold ··· to the South during the Civil War. · . 
1 ••••• -claims presented to congress by the state of Alabama for damages done to property In the Civil War. · 
: ...•• Jand claims of the southern confederacy whose capital was at Montgomery, Alabama. 
2. The name "Carpetbagger" was given to 
;, ..... northern ~oliticians who went south and, taking advantage of the ignorance of the negroes, succeeded in getting themselves elected 
~~~ . . . ·. . ·.'
: .....•• dishonest southern politicians who pursuaded the nogroes to elect them to office. . . 
..... -the more ambitious negroes of the South who, though they could put a)I their proµerty in a carpetbag, promised to make their fellow , countrymen rich If they would only elect them to office. , . 
3. The Hayes-Tilden election dispute arose from the fact that 
\···~--some of tho southern states had not reported the results of the election within the time specified by the constitution and the Republicans 
~ wanted to throw out these votes. , . . t .... each candidate received the same number of votes and the house of representatives could not decide whether the states which· had l seceded should be allowed to vote in choosing a president. . . 
1.•••••two sets of electoral votes, each claiming to be authentic, were presented from some of the southern states notably, South Carolina, l Florida and Louisiana. If one set of votes were counted, Hayes would become president, and if the other set were counted Tilden ] would become president. ·: °' . 
1 4. The Presidential Succession Act passed by congress during _Cleveland's Iadministration provided 
L-. that no person should succeed himself a.s president for more than one term. t ___ that In case of the death of both president and vice-president or their inability to act, then the secretary of state followed by other mem-bers of the cabinet in the order in which the offices were created should become president~ 
..... -that In case both the president and vice-president should die or be unable to act, then the speaker of the house of representatives should act as president until another was elected. . . . 
5. The Civil Service Reform Bill Introduced in congress by Senator Pendleton of Ohio . 
· ....• aimed to increase the service congressmen should render the nation by forcing them to be present each day congress was In . session. · · · 
,, ...•• aimed to do away with the "spoils system" which had been in operation since ·Jackson's administration by appointing a commission to inquire into the fitness of candidates for office so that a man would become an office holder because of his fitness and not be-cause he was a member of some political party • 
..... empowered the president to make post office and other appointments because of the fitness of the candidates for office and not be-cause they were members of his political _party. 
6. During Cleveland's second administration a dispute arose over the Venezuela boundary line which threatened to cause war be• tween the United States and one of the European countries mentioned below... Put a cross before the name of that~country • 
..... Germany. 
1..•••• France. 
· ...•• England. 
7. The Phlllpplne Islands became possessions of the United States 
r .. ~·..as a result of the war with Spain and our paying Spain twenty millions ·of dollars for them • 
....• because they were about to be captured by the Japanese and Russia asked the United States to buy them from her rather than let them fall Into the hands of the Japanese. · . 
...... by simply annexing them. They had gained their freedom from Spain and were annexed to the United States to maintain the balance · of power In the Orient. 
0 8. When the president of the United States is impeached he Is tried ...... by the senate and house of representatives In joint session • 
.... _by the United States supreme court • 
..... by the United States senate. 
9. Only one person ever served two non-consecutive terms as president of the United States. That person was 
...... Andrew Jackson. · 
...... Grover Cleveland • 
...... Ulysses S. Grant. 
10. Congress declared war against Spain In 1898 
. ···--~ecause the Spaniards sank the battleship, Maine, which carried down with her over two hundred and fifty sailors and officers • 
..... because Cuba wanted her independence and asked the United States to help get it.· 
..... because of the oppression and misrule of the Spaniards in Cuba which made a stable government impossible and life almost · intolerable. .. . 
. ORE EQUALS THE NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG;.;. ______ ..;..: ____ c ______ ..:--..:--------;.
Page_8 PART 7-THE PERIOD FROM 1900 TO 1922 
Read all three parts of each of the ten statements made below and put a cross· (X) on each of the dotted lines before the parts that 
· make the statements true. Be sure to check ONLY ONE part of each of the ten statements. .. · . . 
1 •. When the great World War broke out, the,.ruling house in Germany was 
______ The Hohenzollerns 
______ the Romanoffs. 
______ the Hapsburgs. 
2. Direct primary:elections, popular since 1900, are supposed to b~ superior to the conv.enUon system becaus~. 
______ they do away with the great expense of holding county and state conventions. 
____ ':"_they prevent a few politicians from getting together and choosing candidates who may not represent the Interests of the people. 
______ they re~uire: higher qualifications for 'candidates than in the convention system. .. . . 
3. The leader of the fight in the United States Senate against our nation's becoming a member. of the ••League of Nations" in Wilson's 
administration was · · · 
______ Oscar Underwood. 
______ James Watson. 
----- Henry Cabot' Lodge. 
4. The federal reserve banks were established by congress 








______ to distribute and control the money of the country In such a. way that a few individuals 
they pleased. . · · · 
IIcould not exact any rate of interest 1
______ to aid the farmers to purchase and improve government land. 
5. The .. Boxer Rebellion" which occurred in 1900 was 
______ a rebellion of one of the countries in Mexico in protest against the high taxes being imposed upon it. 
______ an attempt of the Filipinos to gain their freedom a short time after we had secured .the islands from Spain. 
______ an uprising of a group of people in China known as .. Boxers" who tried to rid their country of all foreigners by murdering them 
· and taking their property. · 
6. The initiative, referendum and recall are measures designed . 
______ to protect ·the men and· women ·in office and prevent hasty legislation which might be disastrous to the community and the state · 
at large. · 
__ ..; ___ to keep important community and state problems out of po_litics so that they .may be decided for the besUnterests of all. · 
______ whereby the people may begin new legislation, sit in judgement on important issues and remove from office those who are not carry. 
ing out the wishes of the people. · . 
7. In order to amend the constitution of the United States, the proposed amendment 
__ 7' ___ 111ust be passed by a majority of both houses, and signed by the pres_ident. 
______ must be passed by two-thirds majority.of both houses of congress and ratified by three-fourths of the states. 
-----~must be passed by three-fourths of both.houses .of congress and ratified by two-thirds of the states. 
, 8. The Panama Canal Zone was purchased from 
______ Ferdinand de Lesseps, a French engineer, who attempted to dig the canal and failed. 
' J
' :J 
______ the people of Panama who had rebelled against Colombia and whose independence was acknowledged by the United States and other · 
foreign countries. · . · . · · · 
______ the Mexicans who had owned the territory from an early day. · ' · · · 
9. As a general policy the democratic party has always 
______ stood for a high protective tariff. 
______ stood for a tariff for revenue only. 
______ been against tariff of any kind. 
10. The Volstead Act 
______ was the initial step taken by congress which finally led to the giving of the ballot to women. 
______ is an act of congress to enforce the eighteenth amendment to the federal constitution commonly_ known as .. the Prohibition 
Amendment." 
______ pertains to the election of United States senators by popular vote. 
SCORE EQUALS NUMBER RIGHT MINUS ONE-HALF THE NUMBER WRONG ___________ _ 
SUPERINTENDENT PEARSON•s 'TEST
May; .1930
.COURSE OF STUDY TEST 
American History 
l. Did. Columbus · ever realize the full value or his dis-
coveries? , 
2. Flcrida was purchased 1n 1819 trom what country? 
3. Is the following quotation from the Declaration ot In-. dependence? · · . · , . . · , . 
"The world will. little note nor long remember what 
we say- here; but it can never- forget what they did here.• · · · . 
, •. The Declaration ot Independence was written by whom? 
5. \"Jae.the United States well prepa&-ed tor war in 1812? 
6. Is it true that the Kentucky and Virginia Resolution de-
clared in· substance that the Alien and Sedition la.we 
were contrary to the Constitution? · 
7. Is it.true that· the Amarioan Revolution was the result ot a number of d.itterent acts. no one ot which would have 
·been sufficient to have led to war? .
8. Who was the. man in Washington• s cabinet who placed our 
government on a t1rm financial basis?· · 
9. The tirst commercially successful steamboat ,,as bu1l t 
by whom? , . ·
10. Is it true that Grover Cleveland opposed the annexation 
ot Ha.waif? 
11. would it have been possible or advisable to' give the . 
veterans of the_ Worl~ !Jar the same pr1 v1leges of free 
land in the West which the government gave to the Civil \Var veterans? .. ·.· . . 
.12. was lt true· that the chief reason tor the decline and 
abolition of slavery in the northern colonies was th~ be-
lief that slavery was morally wrong? 
13. Can you justify the statement that the United States was 
a democratic nation 1n 1789? 
14. The practice of. rewarding party workers by appointing 
them to public offices is called what? · 
15. Which did the Hartford Convention do, help the interests of the Federalist Party or hinder them? 
16. Did John Brown have the right idea of how the slavery 
question waa to be settled? 
17. Who was the inventor o-f the sewing mach1ne? 
18. A group ot non-official advisers whom.Pres. Jackson fre-
quently.consulted was called what? 
19. Thomas Jefferson, president of theUn1ted Sta.tee 1801-
1809 was from what state? 
20. Did the ordinance of 1787 provide that there should be 
no slavery 1n the Northwest Territory? . 
21. What was Horace Greeley•is attitude toward slavery. tor 
or against.it? .. 
22. Isit true that the colonists profited by the Navigation 
Acts?
23·. Who was the author ot Uncle Tom•s Cabin? 
24. Is it,'· true that'· Lincoln ts Emancipation Proclamation: Jan., 1. 
1863 wa.s given·. without warning? . .. . .· . . .. . · . . . , 25·. The tariff ot .1a2a 1s trequently referred to in· history· -as ,,hat · tariff? · ' · · 2e·. Jamestown,- VirS1nia, was settled: by tlle English in what, ye&r? . . . ; 
27. Who··was the man.who represented the·Unit~d sta.tes .. in o~ 1treaty w1 tb. England? In what· year? .· ' :. ·· ., · · • · 
28 .. Diel the Monroe Doctrine. ever become a law? 29 .. Is the tollowlng ·. a provision of thG compromise ··ot 1850• 
To prohibit. slavery in the D1$tr1ct o:t Columbia? . 
30•. Who was the author ot "'Common senee-? 0
31. Vlho is referred to in early American History' ae Amer1ca•s Greatest D1plo9at?. · · 
32. In what.colony·did.representa.tive government have its beginning in 1619? · · • · · · · . 
33. Daniel Webster Ytas trom what state? 
34.,Vihat were indentured servants? 
35. What people. v1ere the ·t1rst ·to use 1a-r1gat1on on e ·1arge scale in the United States? · · · 
36. When the war of 1812 b,roke out, who was president of the United States? · · · · · · · 
37. The Sixteenth Amendment provided for what? , 38. Who was the man ·who succeeded Andrew Jackson to the pre• sidency7 · · · ·. · · :· .·: · · · 
39. The arguments ot Hamilton., Madison• and Jay in ta.var ot ratification ·ot the constitution wereset·torth'in a.·ser• ies of newspaper a.rt1cles and were brought togetharin a. book called what? 
40. Who invented· the telegraph? 
41. The first state' to be carved out ot the Northwest Terri-tory was what? . ·. · · . ·. · · · .·· · · · . · ,
42. Alexander Hamilton was a ·memberot whe.t.politlcal_party? 
43. Vlhat ~as the leading_ issue in the political c;ampa1gn of 1896? • : . . . . · 
44. What was.th$ basis of England's claims· in North America? 45. The first colony to separ~te -church and state wa.,s. what? ··46. African slavery in the English colonies began·at James-town in what year? · . . · .. · 
47. The campaign oey ot "':f'1tty•four, forty or fight"' referred to what question?· · . · . . 
48. Kansas was admitted to· thEfun1on. ·as a. tree· state 1n whatyear?. . ·· ·. · ,· , . . . , · , . · 
49. Who was the author ot the Kansas-Nebraska Bill? so. Under the Articles ot. confederation ·the states: withheld. from Congress two.kinds of powers that were absolutely essential for ·a, ·strong· go,rernmen~, :- . What wa~e they? 51. Who.was the·noted. Tammany lea<ier wh9 robbed New York City ot many millions·or dollars? · . · 
52. vn10. about 1837. urged the people of. Mass. and other New . England states·. to(spend ·more ,money on schools and employ ' 
better teachers? ; \ : . 
53. The greatest leader·ot· the Abolitionists was who? 54. The paper money i~sued by the United states during the 
Civil war was called what? · · ·,
'·55., "Old:Hickory"'·:was;:ai, name given to ·whom? ,,- .. · .
· 56. The period trom·."l783i, to: 1789· is known as. what_ period in Amer1can·History? · .·.,, .: '.--. · · .'. /;·.· ·· '.·'. · ·· · ,r<.:_ . 
. 57. What ·.attitude did Madison and Monroe take toward internal . : 1ciprovaments? ·,. ·.. · , ·· .. ; -
58. When was Iowa admitted to the union? 
59. Who v,as the leadi11g,f1gure . 1n. the organisation and man• 
· agment of tlle American Federation of Labor. tor more than 
a·quarter:of.s. oant.uey?.-·· . · · 
o •I ., ' so. The cotton sin was. invented in ,,hat year? · 
61. In whose . administ,ra:tiot'l did the x. Y. z. affair take place? · 
62., Jofterso1'l sent out an exploring expedition to explore the 
Great V'leet in 1804 under whose leadership? . . . . . 
· G3. The act, of Congres&·d1soont1nuing,the coinage of tb.e 
standard s11ver·dollarwas referred to as what? 
, G4. Give d·a:te of Monroe: D0ctrl11e? · . 
·· G6. The United States purchased Ala.ska, from Russia in_ what year? · · :· · · · 
66. The praot1ce or ownin;·all things in common is called what? : · , ·. · · · ·. · · . . . · · · · · · · · .. ,. 
67. Who-was the·tamous V1rginia leader who opposed the stamp 
Act?. . . . . . . ..
68~ For e. time in.ea.rly. history Jamestown was··a communistic 
experiment and private property was abolished. was the 
exper1ment successful? _· . . · . · . · · · ·· 
69. The treaty ot peace signed with England, which oft1cially 
acknowledged our independence \v&S signed in what year? 
70. What convention met in 1786 to 0011sider mattera ot tax-
ation and ,commerce? 
71. A general pardon·tor paot offenses ts ca.lled·what? 
72·. For bow many years was the· Federalist Party in power? 
73. Calhoun .. was a leader from what, state? ;. · · · · 
74. 1588 is the data ot.what7 
tJNI.T· I,.•HOW. THE HEV'i WORLD WAS DISCOVERED AND EXPLORED BY THE
OLD. (1450-1600) 
Final . Test. 
1. These tour nat1ona were interested in discovery in the 
15th. ce'ntury: . · . · · . · 
2. The most powerful orga.ntzatlon 1n Europe in the 15th. 
century was: 
3. Th$ greatest movement ot the 14th. ~d 16th. centuries 
was: ..
4. Th~ second most, important movement of the 15th~ centucy 
was: · · ·
5. These 5 important inventions came into use: 
G. In lGOO, Spain_ claimed ; France claimed ; 
England claimed . . . ·_ · . • -----
7. Why was Columbueis cllscovecy so important? s. In what· two ways was the defeat ot.the Spanish Armada 
important tn American Hlstoey? · . , · 
9. Correctly associate items 1n columnY wlth 1teme in 








1. The Renaissance· 
2. Fall ot Constantinople 
3. Bull of Demarcation · 
4. The crusades 
a. Closed trade between·: Earope 
and Aa1a... . · · ·
b. Opened trade between Europe 
and Asia. · · · · 
c. Revived c1'1il1zat1on in 
Europe., 
d. Divided new lands between 
. spa.in and Portugal.- - • 
Mark each ot the following TRUE or FALSE: · . 
' . . ' .
. The English were the first to, touch the mainland ot North 
America in the. 15th. · cent.ury-, _ · . _. · 
England and France respected the Bull of Demarcation. 
·columbus died happy beoauee he had discovered .the New 
World. ., 
Columbus was seekina to discover new lands when he di:e-
covered America. · 
Commerce in the 15th. century was comparatively sate and 
easy. . : t 
Europeans confined thei~ trade to Europe in the 15th. 
century. 
Population was chiefly rural in the 15th. century. · 
Education was quite uni11ersal in the 15th. century. · 
The common people had an important share in government 
in the 15th. century. 
Italians were leaders in geographical discovery in the 
15th. century. 
20. Indicate the chronological order or the following: 
a. ( l Spanish discovery of America _ . - --
b. ( ) French disoc,veey ot Amer,lca. 
c. ( ) English discovery ot America. d. ( ) Portusuese discovery ot the Cape of Good Hope. 






22·. Name 6 men ot this period and state an important contr1• but1on by each. 
I . '
UMIT II.•HOW THE NEW WO'RLD WAS PEOPLED FROM THE OLD. 
( 1600.,1763) 
1. These motives were important ln causing people to set• 




2. · The colonial governments tarnlshed the nat,1onal govern-
. men\ the idea of the following: (.a) 
(b) · (c) 
3. Give ·two causes of the French and Indian war. 
· ·, •. Give three ·1mportant provistona ot the. Treaty ot Paris, 
. 1763. · . . · . - . 
5. The dominant nation in America 1n 1763 was· • -------
Mark e~ch ~t the following TRUE or FALSE:
6. In 1750 slavery existed. in each of the thirteen English 
colonies • 
. 7. In 1700 a postal system existed in the English colonies •. a. England wanted the.colonies. to send her manufactured 
goods. . .
9. New England showed a spirit of independence a.e early as 
1700. · , 
10. The. Furl tans of J!e.ssachusetts allowed religious freedom. 






Aasootation Test. In the tollowing question, match each 
item in column·X wlth its appropriate item in column Y: 
1. Slavery · 
2. The Great Migration. 
3. The cavalier Exodus 
·4. The TolerationAct 
5. The Bill of Rights 
I 
a. The Royalists to Ame~ica. 
b. Gave religious freedom. 
c. Puritans to America. 
d. Colonies· existed tor the bane• 
fit of': the Mother country. 
e. Taxation only by representatives. 
'f. The Negro to America.· 
Puritanism in religion helped to develop ......., _____ _ 
in government. 
Two conditions ln Europe which encouraged migration to 
America: a. · · b. · . · 
Vihy do we· say the foundation ot American c1 vilization 
is British? 
Give two ways ln which the French and Indian war was a 
factor in the American Revolution. 
17. Why is America called a "'land of opportunity"·? 
18. What have we had in th1s Unit that may be considered:• 
e.. A step toward our present Union? 
b. A prototype of ottr Congress? 
-2-
18. (continued) 
c. ·A prototype of · our national Conat1 tution? 
d •. A ca.use: of our Civil war? 
e. A cause ot the Revolutionary War? 






20. Name eight men of this period, and state why each 1s 
important. , 
UNIT III.-HOW THE NE\Y WORLD' BROKE A\VAY FROlt' THE OLD. 
( 1760•1823) ' 
l. Give three underl7ins causes ot the American Re'VOlutio~. 
2. Give five 1mmed1ate causes ot the American Revolution. 
3. Give three reasons wbJ the battle of Saratoga was tm• · portant. · - ··, · 
4. Give tour- important terms ot the Treaty ot Parle, 1'785. 
5. List seven tmpotta.nf, men ot this period., and' state why
each 1s so considered. · 
G. Give a1rents or these dates: 




Mark each ·ot the tollowing TRUE or FALSE: 
. ' 
?. The colonies had more freedom in 
1
1750 than 1n 1770.·· a. Prior to 1760• the English colonies had not exhibited a 
d'eeire tor eelt•sovernment. 
9. Prior to 1775, but fewAmerlcans desired independence.· 
10. The Monroe Doctrine wa.e a ·1aw passed by consrees. · . 
ll. The Holy Alliance was an organization of the Oatholtc· 
Church to spread the Catholic religion • 
. 12. The colonies. wished to send _.epresentatl ves to the 
British Pa~liament. . , 
13. The American and the Brittsh ideas ot representation were similar. · · · . · 
The American Revolution was.Justltied.-+•• 
14. Because the colonies had reached a place 1n development. 
where they should have been independent. 
15. Because England was so cruel and oppressive. 
'l'he Colonies were victorious in the war par~ly because---
lG. Their army was larger. . . 
17. 1hey were fighting tor liberty and home •. 
18. 'They rece1ve.d aid trom France. 
Match each item 1n column B'With its ·appropr1~te item 
in column A: ·
A--
1. Philadelphia a. tntoler-able Acts 
2. second Cont. Congress b-;<:'.changed the colonies into 
· states. 
A <conttnu.e4) 
3. Declaration ot tndep-
4. St\ratoga . · 
G. tk>nroe noctrtne· s. Intolerable l:.c\e 
7. r,rlte ot Aetd.etance 
.e•. Yorktown·
9. First Cont. Congress 
10. Boston 
11. aoaton nroa Partyrt 
12. Commit.tee ot correa-
pondence 
!' ( continued) / · 
e. spreadlns propasand.a ,
4. Declaratlon or In4epen4ence 
e. Ind0ree4 Massaohueetts• 
etan4 against England , 
t. Dec1s1ve battle or the 
Revo1utlon. · 
t'h The 0 Rebel., capttal ... . · · 
h. Final battle ot RetN.:>lut1on. 
1. 0 Hol•be4 of the Rebelllon11 • 
.1• fo break up emuggllng .:, 
k. Led to the· first contt• 
nental ... consross .. . : . 
· 1 •. To protect the Americans 
ttom the Ettropeal'.' nations 
'
UNIT IV.•HOW OUR ·NATIONAL G(lVERmliENT ,WAS ESTABLISHED. 
(1783-1801) 
Final 'Test 
~ ' ., , ,, ' I ·, , ) ' ' : 
A. :Marl<:. ea.oh ot . the .follo,.lng TRUE or· FALSE: . . . . : . . . .. : .. · . . 
l. Slavery eentirnent .was declining .b1·America in .1783. ·· · a. There wa.es much conflict, between employers and employ• 
ees ·.in 1783. . . · . · 
3. JJlost ot .the people lived in towns and o1 ties in 1783~ 
4·. T~sporta.tion ta.cillties were adequate in 1783. 
5. Men and women had. equal educational tao111t,1es 1n 
1783. · 
s. Fitteen colleges had been established by 1788. 
7. There we:re_no sctent1f1cally t~ined doctors in Amer• 
tea in 1?83. · · · 
a. Freedom ot the press was not permitted.- 1n 1785. 
9. Man7 comforts and conveniences existed 1n 1783. 
10. There were ma.ey wealthy men in America in 1'783. 
11. Strong party teGl1ngs existed in washington•s \ima. 
12·. Jay•s treaty stopped the searching of Amerioan vea• 
eels by the Brttieh. 
B. Match items in column:, B ~1th e.pproproiate·" 1 terns 1n col-
umn A:
A . . . . B'
1. Ky. and .... Va. t\esolttt,1on · a. One who fa'iored a .strong 
2. · The Federalist · national government~ 
3. A Federalist. · b. Eatab. · the. goven:unant on a 
4. First 10 Amendments. sound basis.· · · · ,_ 
6. Federalist Party c. To insure the .peoples•. free• 
6. A Republican d.om. · . . . · 
7. French Revolution d. Opposed ta acceptance ot the
a. Anti•Federaliet Party· Constitution. ·; . ;. 
9. Sedition Act · e. Favored little power ln Nat. ·
10. The Alien Act government. . . . > .... ·t. Essays favoring adoption ot . 
the Constitution. . . 
S• Aseinst·cr1t1cie1ng the Gov. 
h. States to decide whether to 
... ·. obey. a national law. 
1. created many foreign and 
domestic _problems foru.s. 
o. state five ways 1n which the Constitution was an improve-
ment over the Articles ot Confederation. · 
D. Give five examples to show that the Constitution had· 
shown 1ts adequacy by 1801. . ·. .·.. ~ 
E. state five of Hamilton•s financial measures •.. 





5. 1794 s. 1786 
·. 1
. o. State an important contribution by each of the following: · 
l. John Adams 5. Benjamin, Banneker 
· 2 •. Hamilton· 6. Washington 
3. Madison· "I. Jetterson 
4. Jay · a. Eli Whitney 
.. 1
•
UNIT Vt•HOW OUB. NATION OONQUEBED THE WILDERNESS (1801•1861)' 
Final Test,
I 
A. Mark each ot the following TRUE or FALSE: l.· The Erie Canal-lowe~ed the price of farm machinery 1n the West. 
2. The North wanted Texas annexed to the United states. 3. President Polk sought a war with Mexico. 4. Leaders in the Texas revolution were Mexicans. 5. Thomae Jefferson on every occasion 1nte~preted .the 
Oonsti tutlon narrowly. · · 
6. The East has always been more democratic than the West. 
B. Complete the following: 
7. Give five reasons tor the westward movement. a. G1 ve ti ve important results of the. w:estward movement •. 9. Name tour important inventions during the period, 1840 to 1850, giving name of ·the inventor. 10. Name four improvements in transportation prior to 
the CiVil War. · 
ll. How did each ot the following influence' American · History? 
a. McCormick Reaper 
b. Railroads · 
c. Erie Canal 
d. Cotton sin. 



















UNIT v:i: .•HOW Otm NATION BEOA}lE DIVIDED AND WAS REUNITED .; . 
. . . , . ;(1787•1877) 
Test .I. 
A. Mart['·ea:bh\,t 'the' toll~wing TRUE' ~r FALSE: . I ,> :;., ':·,·:.- .. ;_,: " 
1. ''l'he . $entiment t~r . 'ela very was stronge .. 'tn .1850 than in 
· 1787. . ··.- . . . · · · · · . 
2. ;~ccor~ing·:-:to.:>t~e··m.fss~uff Comp.romise sls.veri·.could not . 
· exist{north .of 36 ,degrees and 30 minutes north latitude.: . 
3 •. When .the .'South· seceded .t t had. :reason. .to tear that. Lin•
·. coln .. 1V9tilc.=f' abolish slavery·. . . ··'. · .. 
4. The ·Emancipation Proclamation freed the slaves and abol-
.. _· · 1she4; :~layer,·, 1.n.·;the .trnited States. _ _ . _ · 
5 •. The·aouthet?);States were l)rought ~ck into the Union bJ
· foi,-ce.: i.: .... ,'" -. · .· .. ·;.' -:. ·.' ···: . · __ -:. ·· ·<>, c. ..... : ·; : ,·.·t ,. ,·.,
6~ ·The Jt.epubl'ican_·party\:Wet.13: or,1ginate4 :to abolish::slavery. 
7~ Lincoln ha.d th~. right:to free .the.slaves:when he did~ a •. Lincoln ha.~. the :power. to abolish: elave~ •. ,: . ·, · 
9. The·"under*ground railroad" was one:that ran under the 
· ground.. -• . , . , · _._. .. . . . . . . . _ ._. . . _·· . . . .. , 
10. The United_ ·states army bad charge. ot elections dttrins 
Reco·nstruction in the south. . . · , : 
11. The south was in .control of .the national government dur-
ing the period before the Civil war. ·· · . ··_ · 
· 12. Only·· a small proportion ot ~outheniers. owned slaves. 
13. The New England states abolished slavery early, . 
14. Colored men had the right to vote 1n five states when 
the Union was. formed. . . . 
15. Slavery was condenmed by statesmen both·Nortb and south 
prior to 1820. . . · 
.16. Garrison and other abolitionists blamed the Constitution 
tor the existence. ot slavery. . ·: 
17. The Compromise ot 1850 abolished slavery 1n.the District 
· of Columbia. \ · · 
18. The Civil war was brought on by Bepublican Cpngreesmen 
who argued that slavery should be abolished. 
19. President Lincoln should have f~eed the slaves as soon 
as the war began. . _ _ _ __ ... . _ . ,, . 
20. The south accepted the rt:sults of the,Olvil:War willing• 
ly. . ' ·.' '·. '' ' ' .. '·. ' ·.· 21. The man-power ot·the North was grea.ter:tha.n that, ot the 
South in the 01vil war. . 
22 •.. The Blockage. or Southern p~rts was one 'Of the most et• 
'Jl$cti ve blows at the South. . · · 
23. The Missouri Compromise was based on the principle that 
a. Oonsress could regulate elavert in .. the terri tor1es. 
b. The states could. decide the que~tion ,:tor themselves. 
24. The ohiet desire of the abolitlonis!ts:.wa.s 
a. To stir up slave insurrections fi/!S .to;:,make slavery 
unproti table. ..· · : _ }' _ :. ·.:i ) b. To end all slavery throughout t~e{Unlted states. 
< •\, "!1' 
25. The expane1on ot·the United states influenced.the slav• 
ery controversp because . · . .· . . . . . 
a. Most ot, the terr1 tor, acquir.ed between 1800 and. 1850 
was wel suited tor elaveey •. ·. . . . · 
b. Expansion became a struggle between the North.and 
.southtor· control ot the western territories. · · 
26 •. Reconstruction. ot the southern states -was effected ·i,y '. 
the.President. · 
'i• I J
. . ' \ - . ' ~ ,. '
. . .
a. Match each t~ein·s.n .column Y w1t}l 1te appropriate item in column ·x. ·. · · 1· · · · 
i X ·:·. y· 
1. Kaneas•N$braeka Act,. ··e:•.oppoaed. extens~onot.slavecy'· 
2. Dred Scot .Ca$e .. · · .b. Ga11e the. Negro .the. right to " 
. i 
3~Fugitive Slave,Law. vote,: .· ·. · · ·, ,;· . · · · , 
4. Under.;.grotnd railroad ·.'c•.,aepealed the:>M\sso~ri: .Con1promise
5~Uncle. Tom•s Oab1n d. Abolished .sla"fie'ry.··.·•·y, .·  s. Bepublce.n Party. e. caused many Northerners. :to 
"I., Freeport D<>ctrine .· ~ . hate slavery. · · ·.\.· : a. Thirteenth Amendment.:.t •. Helped slaves escape. to .ifree . 
9. Fourteenth.i\mend.ment,: . ·", .territory · . · '. 
10. Fifteenth Amendment . ': .. g •. Made(sla.rery national . 11'.\~tead . ·. ·:, . . . . . ' .. ·.·:· .r :, of -sec\iQn·a1.·: ·: .: .. : . 1 · 
· . · · ·. b,. ~av~; . o1 tizenahlp. tci ~he .,~t3gro . ·
... · ·1·· .-1~.Helpedmake'LincolnPreefident · 
' · ·ot United.States .. , . : ti.··
·.j.GavEJ a vivid picture '.of· r~lavery 
;~ { ~· '.'
:.:,: '1 ' 
:.'l. The t,vo.fundamental .factors which led. to.~he .d1~~1o~_.?f· 
·. ·.·our.nation: in .1860 ~ere: . ·: . 
~~ .·. ...r\ .·.. ..· .··.
2. _The tour ob~eotives ot the North in the 'C:ivil war were: 





d. . .. . .·:
3. state the importance -ot; these. batl.es: 
.(a) Monitor and .Merim~~ · .
( b) Antietam · · 
(c)Vicksburg 
(d)Getysburg
UNIT VI.•HOW OUR NATION BECAME-DIVIDED.AND WAS REUNITED 
( 1781-1877) ' 
Test--II 
\ 
A. Mark each of th(f follov,tng TB.UE. or FALSZ: .
-l. There had been no tendency prior to 1860 torthe. 
· States to deny. the supremacy ot the national sovernment 
in any 'Way. . , . ·
: ·:. 2. The question of the right of tt state to secede from 
/ the Union was settled br _ .
a. An amendment to the constttut1on. · 
,b. , A law. paeeed by Congress
c. The Ci 'Vil war-. · · . 
d. A <iecislon ot the Suptteme Court ot the United states·. 
3. The principles advocated by the following men triumph• 
ed as a result ot the Civil war; 
a. Lincoln 
b. Calhoun·· 
c. Taney . 
d. Garrison 
B. Complete the foliow1ns: 
. . . ' .
4. The greatest curtH1 of slavery was:.
. . . 
5. Name three ways ,:i.nwhinh .the Negro showed he was not 
satisfied with beins a slave. · . · . · . 
G. Slavery led to anctionalism; sectionalism led to 
· ,, wh2~ch led to · · • 7. ~W~h-1 t-t~r-e_r_w-ro_t_e_· ,__.._ 
1 
which was a ....... ______ _ 
of • 
a. How did the following contribute to the overthrow or the southern Confederacy? 
a. Emancipation Proclamation - · 
. b. Ope~ing of the Mississippi River 
9. Name i.ihe thre~ Civil Wat- amendments, and state why 
each,was necessary. 
' . ', ' ' ' '
10. on what g.round ·would you ~ustify the Civil war?. 
11. The Negro has met the challenge of freedom by: 
c. Identify each of the following: Olay, Webste~, __ Calhoun, 
Sumner, .Stowe, Douglass, Garrison, Tubman, Stevens, Grant. 
D. Give events of these dates: 1831, 1852, 1857, 1868, 
1aso,_ 1a~,s,., 1·~sa, 1870; January, 1863; July, 18&3. 
!/ 1··1 ! 
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